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Abstract
This report describes an exploratory study of the role of culture in the development of
purchasing portfolio strategies. Based on an existing Dutch survey a questionnaire has been
conducted among French purchasers. A comparative analysis was performed on portfolio use,
perceived dependence and trust and commitment to identify what cultural factors explain
differences in portfolio use and behaviour in the buyer-supplier relationship.
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Preface

This report is a Master Thesis for the study of Industrial Engineering and Management
Science at the Faculty of Technology Management from the ‘Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven’. It describes an exploratory study to the role of culture in the development of
differentiated purchasing strategies. The Master Thesis project has been conducted in
cooperation with the ‘Technische Universiteit Eindhoven’ (TU/e), ‘Ecole Nationale
Supérieure de Génie Industriel de Grenoble’ (ENSGI) and ‘Centre d’Etudes et de
Recherches Appliquées à la Gestion’ (CERAG).
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research, preferably, in an international context. My stay in Grenoble offered me the
possibility to explore all aspects of French culture: a challenging research project and an
inspiring international context. This international working environment made me subject
to my own research topic: both in private and study context I had the pleasure to compare
Dutch and French practices.
The research has shown that detailed study can result in surprising outcomes. The study
discovered that national culture is no dominant factor explaining differences between
Dutch and French behaviour in the buyer-supplier context. Based on two surveys could be
concluded that the French show less trust and commitment in the buyer-supplier
relationship than Dutch purchasers. The results support the idea that the influence of
professional culture is much stronger in the business context. This would indicate that
intercultural management studies should change their focus.
I would like to thank my supervisors, Prof. Dr. J.M. Ulijn, Prof. Dr. A.J. Van Weele and
Prof. Dr. R. Cavli for providing the framework for developing this study. The
international cooperation was very inspiring and stimulating. I appreciated the cooperative
way of working that provided me with the possibility to explore several facets of
academic research: the exploration of different research methods, the presence at seminars
and an academic conference. I would like to thank the GILCO laboratory that provided me
with facilities and an enjoyable working environment. In addition, I would like to express
my special gratitude to my colleagues and friends at the third floor at ‘Rue Felix Viallet’
for the pleasure and inspiration they gave me.
Finally, I would like to thank everybody who contributed to this research or supported the
process. These people include family and friends, who had to miss me for a while or had
to put up with my Dutch-French comparison for the last nine months. La vie est belle!

Mirjam Kibbeling,
July 2005
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Executive Summary

What does this study explore?
Purchasing has changed from an administrative task to a domain of strategic importance. An
increasing number of companies are outsourcing their secondary activities to suppliers all over
the world. Outsourcing involves a ‘well-tuned’ supplier base.
Increased outsourcing results in a growing attention for supplier management, associated with
stronger supplier dependencies. The sourcing playground contains the whole world. For
managing a diverse supplier base appropriate strategy are indispensable. The development of
differentiated purchasing strategies has been supported by purchasing portfolio models like
the one presented by Kraljic in 1983.
A portfolio is “a tool that combines two or more dimensions
into a set of heterogeneous categories for which (different)
recommendations are provided” (Gelderman, 2003, p.21).
The tool aims at developing a set of differentiated purchasing
strategies that support the characteristics of different
purchasing situations. This purchasing situation is determined
based on profit impact and supply risk.
However, to achieve the potential benefits of a portfolio approach, cultural barriers have to be
overcome. The success of a purchasing strategy is subject to the behaviour of the selling party.
This means that a good supplier strategy depends on anticipating mutual perceptions.
Although purchasing portfolio has been researched, the perception of the other party has not
yet been addressed. The central question of this exploratory study is: to what extent do
cultural differences affect the use of the purchasing portfolio analysis and the development of
purchasing portfolio strategies?
Main conclusions
The study concludes that differences exist in portfolio use and the development of purchasing
portfolio strategies between the Netherlands and France. These differences cannot be
explained by differences in national culture. Reasons exist to believe that professional culture
is dominant in the business context. These professional cultures are subject to cultural
differences on national level.
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A literature review, a survey and two focus group discussions
This study was based on ‘triangulation’. This means that three sources of information are used
to develop this research: a literature review, a survey and several forms of interviews. This
approach enables to identify issues from theory and from practice.
The literature review resulted in the assumption that national culture would affect portfolio
use and strategies in several ways: The French purchasers are relationship-orientated and the
Dutch are deal-orientated. This would imply that French feel less the tendency to apply the
process-orientated portfolio analysis than Dutch purchasers. The level of trust and
commitment was expected to be higher for French than for Dutch purchasers. Due to the
acceptance of inequality in power in French society (strong hierarchy) the expectation was
that French purchasers perceive lower levels of dependence in the buyer-supplier relationship
than the Dutch purchasers.
These hypotheses have been tested in a survey conducted among 84 French purchasers. These
results have been compared to a similar questionnaire performed in the Netherlands with 216
purchasers (Gelderman, 2003). Only 55% of the French purchasers apply a portfolio analysis,
while 74% of the Dutch purchasers apply such an approach.
No difference has been observed in perceived dependence. This supports the international
application of the four purchasing situations described by Kraljic: bottleneck, routine, leverage
and strategic situations.
The survey results demonstrate that the French are less relationship-orientated than the Dutch
purchasers. The French purchasers show a very low level of trust and commitment in the
buyer-supplier relationship.
The results of the survey are supported by purchasers in two focus group discussions. French
purchasers differentiate between the business and private context. In the buyer-supplier
contact the French purchasers act rational and deal-focused. In the personal sphere, during
lunch for example, the French are relationship-orientated. The business and private world
cannot be mixed.
In the business context the purchasers are strongly affected by the professional culture. The
French purchasing culture is technical, insisting on expertise and technical performance of the
supplier. The French purchaser is considered to be a tough negotiator. The Dutch purchasing
culture is more commercial-orientated. The Dutch are more dependent on the expertise of the
supplier. This results in higher levels of trust and commitment towards the supplier.
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Implications
The results of this explorative study imply that cultural factors affect the development of
purchasing strategies. This means that joining purchasing departments from different countries
can cause difficulties. For the purchasers it is important to pay more attention for the
supplier’s background in the development of a differentiated purchasing strategy.
Professional culture deserves more attention in studying the intercultural business context. The
management recommendations based on national differences might not help in the buyersupplier relationship. Further research needs to be developed to explore the role of culture in
the business context. This should lead to practical recommendations for purchasing practice.
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Introduction

In the last decades, the purchasing activity changed from an administrative task to a domain of
strategic importance. In 1983 Kraljic mentioned that the purchasing activity was in most
companies still a function that was wedded to routine. Purchasing is nowadays a domain that
contributes considerably to the profitability of the company (Chen, Paulraj, Lado, 2004). The
ongoing trend of increased outsourcing results in higher buyer’s dependence that demands
well-developed supplier management.
Supplier management focuses on the development of differentiated purchasing strategies (see
Figure 0.1). The main idea is that each kind of product or supplier demands a different
strategy. This differentiation of strategies can be developed by a purchasing portfolio analysis.
No best overall approach exists. An appropriate strategy anticipates the purchasing situation
and the expected behaviour of the supplier.

Figure 0.1: The purchasing portfolio approach according to Kraljic

In the global purchasing playground buyers and suppliers represent different cultures. The
foreseen strategies should correspond to the cultural background of the supplier. Practitioners
mention that it is evident that an intercultural relationship demands another approach. No
research has been conducted to the role of culture in the purchasing activity. This study aims
therefore at exploring the cultural aspects of the development of differentiated purchasing
strategies by the means of a portfolio approach. The main question of the research is: ‘to what
extent do cultural differences affect the use of the purchasing portfolio analysis and the
development of differentiated purchasing portfolio strategies?’
The study expected that national culture would influence the behaviour of Dutch and French
purchasers in the development of their purchasing strategies. A Dutch research project to the
development of differentiated purchasing portfolio strategies (Gelderman, 2003) was the basis
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for a survey among French purchasers. Differences in perceiving the buyer-supplier
relationship have been observed in Dutch and French purchasing practices. These differences
could not be explained by differences in national culture. The focus group discussions
appointed professional culture as the dominant factor in the buyer-supplier relationship.
The report describes the exploratory study in three phases: the Orientation, Analysis and
Conclusion Phase. The Orientation Phase includes Chapter 1 that elaborates on the context of
the study topic. In Chapter 2 introduces the research design. Part two, the ‘Analysis Phase’,
forms the core of the report. The Analysis Phase consists of an extensive literature review in
Chapter 3, the development and results of the survey in Chapter 4 and the description of two
focus group discussions in Chapter 5. The report finishes with the Conclusion Phase:
propositions for further research are worked out in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes on the
explorative study and provides recommendations for science and business practice. Figure 0.2
shows an overview of the report structure.

Figure 0.2: Structure of the report
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1

Context of the study

1.1

Introduction
This study initiates from the fact that the development of purchasing strategies takes place in
an international context. Supplier management by the portfolio analysis therefore deserves
more focus on the intercultural dimension of purchasing. This chapter searches for answering
the following questions: What is the connection between purchasing portfolio use and
intercultural management? Why is it important from science and practice to develop research
in this field? And what developments lead to the questions that form the body of this
exploratory study? In this chapter the context and the developments will be discussed that
result in the formulation of the aim of the study. Parallel to the exploration of the theoretical
context, orienting interviews have been conducted with Dutch and French purchasing
managers. These were open semi-structured interviews in order to develop a ‘feeling of the
field’. The literature review and the orienting interviews are the ingredients to the iterative
process of developing the research design (Chapter 2).
This chapter will discuss the context and necessary background for conducting the study.
First, literature is reviewed to attain an overview of the current state of academic research.
Definitions and terminology will be provided. An impression will be given of the orienting
interviews to relate the theoretical background to purchasing practices. The chapter will
conclude by setting the scope of the study.

1.2
1.2.1

The context of the study
Purchasing and Supply Management
Purchasing has been a fast developing domain during the last decades. Due to changes in the
competitive position in Western Europe the strategic focus of companies has changed. The
competition from Asia and Latin America is tough. At the same time, the development of new
technologies does not take place in Western Europe (Van Weele, 2005). The focus is set on
the core competence of the company; other processes are preferably outsourced. While the
amount of outsourced products and services increases, the strategic importance of the
purchasing function becomes obvious. The purchasing activity has developed from a clerical
activity to a value adding business process. Currently the benefits are mainly demonstrated in
cost reducing activities. Van Weele (2005) points out that fifty percent of the costs of goods
sold is represented by purchased materials and services. It is no surprise that the position of
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purchasing and supply chain management increased in attention within many industrial
companies.
The more companies focus on their core competence, the more they outsource their secondary
activities. Together with improved transportation facilities and the possibilities of information
and communications technology the purchasing market covers the whole world (Van Weele,
2005). Monczka and Trent announced already in 1998 an unquestionable increase in foreign
sourcing. The supply chain involves more separate links to come to one final product. The
separate links can provide better and newer technologies, but the forces need to be joined to
bring the final product to the final customer. Sustainable competitive advantage cannot be
achieved by one link only. Orchestration of the total supply chain is necessary. The interaction
between the buyer and the supplier has become even more important than before in order to
compete in a globalised economy. Figure 1.1 shows a representation of today’s competition
between supply chains.

Figure 1.1: Networks of supply chains competing in a globalised industry

The figure shows two supply networks in a globalised economy. The competition does not
appear within the chain, but between chains. The competitive advantage depends on the
performance within the supply chain. The communication between the different links is
essential in optimizing performance. This is the buyer-supplier relationship. Purchasing is
obviously a domain of strategically importance.
For a company to excel in the chain an outstanding supplier base is indispensable. This
demands the appropriate competences from the purchasing managers. During the nineties
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purchasing grew from an administrative job to a strategic activity within larger companies
(Monczka, Trent, 1998). Purchasing managers leave their traditional, operational roles for
strategic pivot positions in which they actively manage the supplier relationships to achieve
better performance; both for performance in the company and in the supply chain. Despite the
rapid changing environment and the announced focus on managing the external supply chain
(Van Weele, 2005) few research has been conducted on purchasing management as a strategic
activity. Even if research is conducted no attention has been paid to the intercultural character
of the activity. In addition, the partner from sales on the other side of the table is often
knowledgeable on the cultural background of his customer. Sales divisions are even organised
by geographical characteristics in order to better serve the customer. Also for the purchaser
the supply market is international. The technologies and competences that are sought involve
relationships with foreign suppliers. A challenge considering the different language, working
method and cultural background of the supplier. It is surprising that in the current position of
the purchaser in search of the best supplier, little attention is paid to the cultural characteristics
of the supplier. The cultural dimension is a necessity for buyers as for sellers in their global
sourcing activities (Gesteland, 2002).
In this study ‘purchasing’ is used to address many purchasing related activities. Figure 1.2
presents an overview of the main activities related to ‘purchasing’.
Purchasing Related Terms
Purchasing and supply management is a general term that covers many different activities. Shortly
some of the terms will be explained to provide the reader with an idea of the range of aspects related
to purchasing and supply management.
Purchasing. “The management of the company’s external resources in such a way that the supply of
all goods, services, capabilities and knowledge which are necessary for running, maintaining and
managing the company’s primary and support activities is secured at the most favourable conditions”
(Van Weele, 2005).
Procurement. Activities for and management of the incoming goods flow until the moment they enter
the production process. It adds on the purchasing activity also material requirements planning, stock
management and transportation.
Initial buying. A part of the purchasing activity that focuses on the commercial aspects of
purchasing. It includes the preparation of the purchase order specifications, the selection of suppliers,
the negotiation with suppliers and the actual contracting.
Purchasing management (supplier resource management). All activities necessary to manage
supplier relationships, aiming at structuring and developing the purchasing process within the
organisation and towards the company’s suppliers (Van Weele, 2005)
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Sourcing. Activity aiming at securing the supply of purchased goods on the long term. It includes
purchasing market research and alternative sources of supply.
Supply Management. The same as procurement, but performed in a manufacturing organisation.
Supply Chain Management. The management of not only the direct resources of the company, but
also the indirect ones. Managing the suppliers of your supplier.

Figure 1.2: An overview of purchasing related terminology

1.2.2

Managing Purchasing with a Portfolio Approach
An increased importance of supplier relationship management is reflected in literature (Van
Weele, 2005, Cox, 2001, Bensaou, 1999, Olsen and Ellram, 1997). Since the nineties the
cooperative (partnership) approach started to overrule the traditional competitive methods.
This approach would lead to better company’s competitive position. Since purchased products
contribute significantly to the costs of the company and to the performance of the company, a
well-developed strategy contributes to cost reductions, quality improvement and technology
improvement in product and process (Monczka et al., 1998). In accordance with the changing
character of purchasing, other means of management have been developed. The most
important approach for analysing, developing and evaluating purchasing strategies is proposed
by Kraljic. In 1983 Kraljic introduced a portfolio approach in purchasing and supply
management. The use of portfolio originated in the financial sector, but found its entry in
more strategic domains like investment theory, marketing and strategic management
(Gelderman, 2003). Such a portfolio approach aims at facilitating the strategic planning
process. For the purchasing domain Kraljic applied a portfolio analysis in order to “minimise
supply vulnerability and make the most of potential buying power” (Kraljic, 1983, p. 109).
Along with the focus on the supplier relationship the power perspective received more
attention. Although the individual target of a company might be rather clear, the actual
performance of a certain strategy depends on many more factors: the aims of both parties, the
attitude in the process, the power distribution, the characteristics of the organisations, the
buyers and the suppliers themselves. The aspects of the strategy development show similarity
with the negotiation process (see Figure 1.3 for a definition). Two parties, that have mutual
and different interests, try to come to an agreement. The actions in the buyer-supplier
relationship are a melange of rational choices and emotional drives. E.g., the Dutch are
steering in their negotiation behaviour, while the French show a tendency to grounding and
expanding, in order to explain in detail why the other party should join the deal (Hendriks,
Ulijn, 1992).
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Negotiation. “Negotiation is a process in which two or more entities discuss common and (apparently)
different interests and objectives in order to reach an agreement or a compromise (contract) in mutual
dependence, because they see benefits in doing so” (Hendriks, Ulijn, 1992).

Figure 1.3: Definition of ‘negotiation’

In an international context the process involves more aspects to manage a buyer-supplier
relationship. Ulijn and Strother (1995) describe the strategic aspects of negotiation that form
the essential drives in any relationship: different objectives, common interests,
(inter)dependencies, benefits of the relationship, etc. The importance of a driver and the
corresponding behaviour differ from country to country. One would assume that knowledge
on the cultural background is essential for developing a match between the partners. Actually,
the management tools do not incorporate cultural difference in their approach. They assume
that management can be performed identically in any relationship. In this view, there exist one
single best solution. But are the approaches used the same over the different countries? E.g. do
we speak of the same approach when mentioning the purchasing portfolio analysis of Kraljic?
Probably people that are acquainted with the tool will see the same matrix, but do they
interpret it the same way? Does the same approach lead to the same strategies? The drive for
using the portfolio is to manage power in the buyer-supplier relationship. How do different
nationalities perceive power and how do they deal with it in the relationship? Are management
solutions universal? Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner (1997) speak of typical Anglo-Saxon
management doctrines. Human resource management, intercultural studies are examples.
There is apparently a different focus of interest. Hofstede (1997) speaks about “the mental
programming of the mind”. A difference between cultures in addressing strategic management
tools is very plausible. Following this reasoning two aspects seem to explore the intercultural
domain in the use of a management tool like the purchasing portfolio analysis:
•

The actual use of the tool (e.g. is it applied, why is it used and how?);

•

The strategies that result from it (e.g. the approach of the relationship, the objectives
and developed tactics to realise the strategy).

1.2.3

Initiative for a study
The initiative of this study is the result of the perceived large increase of global sourcing. The
buyer-supplier relationship is subject to major related changes. A worldwide network of
physical distribution, information technology and international cooperation change the
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purchasing landscape considerably (Monczka, Trent, 1998). The buyer-supplier relationship
becomes more complex, involving more suppliers from different nationalities. In the buyersupplier relationship, power and dependence are the essential drivers (Van Weele, 2005;
Gelderman, 2003; Cox, 2001a, 2001b). Cox, Van Weele and Gelderman point out the
important role of power in the purchasing portfolio approach. Power is one of the implicit
parts of the purchasing process. In the research of Gelderman (2003), power and dependence
are crucial aspects in determining the differentiated strategies within Kraljic’s purchasing
portfolio model. The management of these dependencies becomes more and more important
with the ongoing trend for outsourcing. This management of power is subjective of nature. A
choice for a purchasing strategy strongly depends on contextual factors. Jean Monnet stated on
the integration of Europe that “culture is the context in which things happen” (Trompenaars,
Hampden-Turner, 1997, p.8). The orientation of the relationship is strongly dependent on the
perception of power (Ulijn, Gorter, 1989). The buyer-supplier relationship is like the
negotiation process not merely a rational activity; it is continuously influenced by personal
variables: attitude, habits, basic values and other cultural patterns of the nationalities involved.
The increasing importance of power in the purchasing strategy deserves attention in the
intercultural business context. The desire to control power in the buyer-supplier relationship is
at the heart of today’s purchasing activities. An important question with regard to purchasing
portfolio management is:
To what extent do cultural differences affect the development of purchasing portfolio
strategies?
The use of the tool as well as the resulting strategies is of interest in an intercultural study. The
scientist explores the applicability of developed tools; the practitioner uses it for developing
his international strategies. The focus is complementary.
For exploring the impact of culture on the use of the purchasing portfolio analysis it would be
nice to pick out a specific example to demonstrate possible differences. The main trading
partner for the Netherlands is the European Union. Within the European Union there are many
cultures that might cause a difficult situation. A general cultural issue is posed by the LatinEuropean cultures and the Anglo-Saxon, Germanic and Nordic cultures. Besides a strong
interest in exchange, there is an increasing number of mergers and acquisitions within the
European Union countries. European cultures seem similar and few cultural clashes are
expected. The opposite is true. Business relations within Europe are often confronted with
difficult negotiations due to cultural differences (Ulijn and Gorter, 1989). The cultural
distance between France and the Netherlands is a good example. The scores on cultural
dimensions of Hofstede (1997) demonstrate impressive differences in how the two countries
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deal with e.g. hierarchy, status, uncertainty and relationships. In an exploration of cultural
factors in purchasing the Netherlands could be a representative of the Anglo-Germanic
culture, while the French represent the Latin culture.
1.3

Orienting Interviews
The discussion of literature showed that studying the intercultural dimension of purchasing
portfolio strategies is of importance. An interest from purchasers’ perspective is expected as
well. In a series of three orienting interviews the role of the intercultural dimension in the
purchasers’ daily life will be explored. The interviews represent Dutch and French (former)
purchasers that have been involved in Dutch-French buyer-supplier relationships. The
interviewees come from the industrial sector. The companies represent two industries:
electronics and automobile industry. The interviewees are both of Dutch and French
background. As these interviews aim at developing a feeling of the field, companies with
experience in the use of portfolio models have been approached to explore the buyer-supplier
relationship, the role of power and dependence and the influence of culture on the relationship.
This section discusses the impression based on the semi-structured interviews. The structure
that was used during the conversations and the guiding questions are attached in Appendix A.
The topics that have been addressed are:
•

The importance of culture in purchasing activities;

•

The us of purchasing portfolio tools;

•

The buyer-supplier relationship in general;

•

The role of power and dependence in the buyer-supplier relationship;

•

The cultural differences between the Anglo-Germanic (Dutch) and the Latin (French)
buyers and suppliers.

In total three interviews were performed. The conversations were all recorded and a written
report was sent for approval. The following subsection provides an impression of the
interviews. The tone of the interviews is kept. For each topic all three respondents are
presented before continuing to the following topic.
1.3.1

Impression of the interviews
In the first part of the interview, the role of culture in the purchasing activity was addressed.
This question aimed at identifying the motivation for a study in the cultural domain of
purchasing.
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The importance of culture in purchasing activities
The first interviewee mentioned culture as an important topic of personal interest and business interest.
‘There is no best option in choosing a specific culture for assuring a good cooperation with the supplier.
That depends on the issue you are cooperating on. E.g. in product development the creativity and
flexibility of the French is very inspiring. On the other hand, in a French cooperation one is assured that
changes need to be implemented at the very end, something that would not happen in a German
cooperation’.
‘The role of culture is interesting, as the importance only pops up at the moment that different methods
collide. The effect appears at a later stage in the cooperation. The role of culture and the knowledge
about it (of yourself and your partner) is definitely influencing the success of the relationship.
Respondent one mentioned that the dominant role of the ego plays an important role in Latin cultures’.
The second interviewee pointed out that the cultural dimension is strongly neglected in purchasing.
‘The buyer-supplier relationship is hardly supported by an all-round view on the relationship. There is
only attention for the position of the own company, not for the way the supplier might see the company.
In the purchasing perspective is limited to the product and lacks involvement of the supplier view. This
is part of the purchasing culture’.
The third interviewee is of French origin and provided the interviewer with the following response. ‘If
a cultural difference exists this difference manifests between a relationship with a French supplier and
non-French supplier. In the non-French purchases there is no difference made between Dutch or other
nationalities. In case of international contact, the partners have all been internationally exposed. The
contact takes place in an ‘international context’. There is no need for adaptation; there exists a common
international business style. Only in Chinese contact the cultural dimension is of interest’.
Purchasing portfolio management
In the second part, the interviewees have been asked to talk about the use of the portfolio analysis
within the companies. With regard to the use of purchasing portfolio management, all plants apply a
portfolio analysis. The tool is applied to identify the different positions of products and their required
relationship characteristics. The focus is put at the strategic products. One of the respondents said that
‘the aim is to create a partnership, a trustworthy relationship’. In their case Monczka is used
continuously to identify the areas in which we can differentiate. They see no reason to squeeze the
supplier. The central question is how to improve together? This is what they call ‘relationship massage’.
The buyer-supplier relationship
The next phase addressed the buyer-supplier relationship and its success factors.
The first respondent starts from an objective perspective. ‘The choice of a supplier is determined by
performance and competitive performance. The same quantitative objective criteria exist for every
supplier. Culture does not play a role. Only in case of a joint development project, culture could play a
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role in the initial phase of supplier selection. The way of working is crucial in the process, the people of
our company need to cooperate directly with the partner. In this case, the preference was a German
partner instead of an Italian one. After the first round, criteria that are more subjective enter the decision
process, e.g. possibilities for cooperation. In this stage, culture does influence the process, because trust
is indispensable in cooperating. So, after qualifying the suppliers there is more room for emotions’.
‘Are we aware of the role of culture? Limitedly. To minimise the influence of the cultural perspective,
the company insists on the use of objective and measurable criteria. The buying party is more dominant
than the selling party is (automotive industry). The attitude of the purchaser is therefore more arrogant.
There is less need for adaptation. The structure of the sales function is often organised according to the
geographical position of the customer. The purchasers do not feel this urge and such an organisation
structure cannot be observed in purchasing’.
‘The buyers are involved in purchasing activities in at least five different countries. The company
culture plays an important role in this context, more than national culture. In the preparation phase the
orientation is the company. In addition, the professional culture is involved. A development project
results in a complex mechanism of many different partners that need to be involved in the process. The
activity of the purchasers takes place in an environment that is independent of national culture. The task
is buying, negotiating and then move on. Everywhere the same game is performed. There is more
attention for professional culture than for national culture’.
The second interviewee provides the following information. ‘The essential aspect of a successful
buyer-supplier relationship exists in the creation of a win-win situation. There is no need to play hard to
hard. There are many possibilities to break down barriers. Small talks and a little present are examples,
but you need to know what is accepted in the country visited’.
‘The buyer-supplier relationship is equal to ‘experiencing’ it. The perception the supplier of the
company is crucial, but often neglected by purchasers. For Latin culture this ‘feeling’ within the
relationship might even be more important than for Dutch people. How do they judge the company,
what is the value of the relationship, what are your capacities? Even the representative at the negotiation
table is judged upon his behaviour. All these aspects contribute to the impression that the company
leaves the (possible) supplier. For Latin culture the representative and the organisation are more
imposing the development of the relationship with your company’.
‘The image that exists of the difference of the Dutch is ‘Americans/Dutch want to score, but there needs
to exist a sensitive relationship to be able to form it and discover the real value/hierarchy’. A Latin
counterpart will talk more easily in a comfortable context. This includes an introductory talk about the
current location, the city or country you are in at the moment. Later on during the informal part topics
like politics, football might come up. Just start with the relaxing part!’
The third interviewee’s first aim is to create a value network. ‘Sometimes a win-win situation is not
evident. In the dependence on the supplier, the time to market is negatively affected. In those situations,
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we try to develop a counter network. What can we do to appeal to the partnership? We create a separate
sub-network that is in the interest of the supplier. The supplier can join later on’.
‘The success of a relationship can be developed by a trustworthy relationship between the ‘high-levelguys’ of both companies. This mutual understanding demands support from a well-underlined
communication and strategy. The musts are a strategy, an open relationship and clearance on the value
that the relationship brings to both parties. A plus is the good (personal) relationship between the
executives of the relationship’.
How do they deal with power and dependence?
Interviewee one: ‘In the automotive industry is the position of the buyer more dominant. The aim is to
continuously maintain this preferred position. It is getting harder with the decreasing physical contact
with the supplier. In case the roles change the relationship is very important. There needs to be a reason
for the supplier to deliver to you instead to prefer the competition. With the increasing scarcity of steel
the relationship might get more important’.
‘When investing in a relationship, in case of partnerships, the background of the supplier is important.
We tend to avoid possible problems instead of seeking them. We prefer similar cultures. For long-term
relationship we freeze the power situation in contracts. For a balance in the relationship it is good to
freeze this part. The power game is only expressed during the negotiation on the contract and when one
party wants to change the terms. The aim is to position the company in the best way and to make the
power position explicit. This power position is not only determined by the relationship between you and
the supplier but also by all other parties that operate in the same context. This is a professional
characteristic of the job. The same rules count in France or Italy’.
‘However, in most Latin countries the link to the personal context is larger. Old inequalities and
preferences do play a role in the business context, in positive and in negative sense. If an Italian
supplier was personally hurt by a move of the company he might get back to you in a deal five years
from now. The ego is an important ingredient in the Latin cultures. Dutch purchasers easily offend their
supplier with their direct approach. This is the moment where you pass the professional context and
reaches the personal perception. There the national culture will appear. One can expect a direct,
culturally determined reaction’.
Interviewee two mentions that power is a difficult topic. ‘Latin cultures hate power when it is explicit.
It is Anglo-Saxon to touch upon the topic directly. They also like to ‘play’ with power. The interviewee
prefers to call the power situation a ‘relational situation’. Of course, power positions exist, but it is
implicitly present and does not directly affect the conversation. The conversation with a monopolist is
the same as with any other supplier. If there is one partner that gains too much with the relationship
there is a problem. Negotiation is about feeling, about a long-term relationship’. The interviewee
provided a metaphor to illustrate the difference. He compared the buyer-supplier relationship for the
Latin-Europeans as the way Italians prefer their food. ‘The menu does not determine the dinner; the
menu is only a reference. The dinner starts with a nice talk with the waiter or, preferably, with the
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owner of the restaurant. With enjoyable enthusiasm they discuss about Italy, about the restaurant and
both families; a comfortable contact leads to the recommendation of good meal. The chef might prepare
himself a delicious meal. He says “I still have something special in the kitchen, don’t worry, you will
have the best dinner”. For Latin-Europeans negotiation is not about the pricelist, it is about the feeling,
the long-term bond that develops. This is a major difference between the North and the South of
Europe. Even if the other has a strong power position (e.g. monopolist) the aim is to create a
relationship in which both gain. That is the reason why charisma is crucial in purchasing: strength can
be shown without using any form of power’.
Interviewee three formulated it the following way. ‘Dependence is not the issue if you develop
different drives. The main drive is that each party gains by the relationship. In the situation that the
purchaser is dominant, he behaves nicely. The company is concerned about long-term viability. We
discuss with the supplier how we can invest in efficiency and quality’.
Difference between Anglo-Germanic and Latin Europe
Interviewee one: ‘We are not able to exclude our prejudices. A German supplier is preferred to a
French supplier. The language does play an important role in the buyer-supplier relationship. When
using the English language the communication is reduced to an exchange of information. Positive and
negative effects are flattened out. The process becomes less effective. The English language reinforces
a more Anglo-Saxon attitude. Maybe this is not what you are aiming at in the development of a
relationship’.
‘In the Dutch-French relationship the Dutch definitely need to work on their rudeness. Even the
Americans think of the Dutch as blunt negotiators. The French appreciate it when you are
knowledgeable about their culture and country. Personal interest is a good basis for the relationship. In
France, national pride is a dominant factor’. ‘The organisation of a Dutch company can disturb the other
party. The decentralisation of our organisation confused the German or French partner. They cannot
decide without the permission of the boss. In the Netherlands, it is not clear who decides’.
Interviewee two: ‘For the French the power exists in arguments. They want to know why an offer is
suitable. Therefore, it will be better to explain the price structure than to mention a minimal price. The
French are talented in bringing up problems. This Cartesian attitude can create ten problems out of one
solution. The explanation that goes behind this behaviour is the desire to protect what is French. The
intellectual aspects are important in convincing a French supplier. This is opposite to the Anglo-Saxon
attitude. The French chauvinism is strong. They need to be sure that there are answers to all questions.
One has to know that the negotiation is not in danger; they need to be sure’.
‘In the Latin context attitude and dress code are important. Nevertheless, they are more relaxed about it
than the Dutch. Hierarchy and respect are based on the content. The position itself is not very special,
unless the person has something special. In the Latin culture only business is done with someone of
value. This value is based on the content and expertise this person brings. In the same time there exists
respect based on age and seniority’.
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‘In the relationship between Dutch and Latin business partners the Dutch should insist less on
effectiveness and efficiency. This is interpreted as disrespect for culture. The small talk is no waste of
time. The Latin counterpart is aiming at the same goals as the Dutch, but that is regardless of the small
talk. The talk even fastens the process. The relationship develops naturally when there is more room for
the personal relationship. Dutch are result-orientated. One travel a year visiting all suppliers is no
option, the relationship develops by meeting each other. Relational dependency is the result. For shortterm hit the Dutch approach can be applied, but there is no basis for further contact. In an interpersonal
relationship fewer words are needed. The process develops naturally’.
The third interviewee points out that the French and Dutch have a different way to develop a
partnership. ‘A French purchaser is more rational. The Dutch one is more affective, passionate and
emotional about the relationship. Nevertheless, the French are capable to develop stronger relationships.
They have a rational attitude until the moment they have to leave the relationship. They find it difficult
to leave the partner and to accept the end. The emotion of the French purchaser is built on a strong
rational and logical approach. The basis of French purchasers is engineering. They work out everything
in order to create a powerful basis. The Dutch on the contrary are better communicators and more easygoing. They are very talented at the sales part of business’.
One of the respondents added a note on the different behaviours among nationalities. The purchasing
profession started to develop in the late 70s. In France this process started much later. The Latin
countries are far behind in this process. This will make comparison difficult.

1.3.2

Analysis of the interviews
From the interviews can be concluded that the purchasers consider culture an interesting
domain for improvement. A stronger focus on the background of the supplier involves cultural
elements. The enthusiasm manifested supports the idea that culture is at the heart of the
purchasing activity. Although culture is an essential ingredient the respondent are diffuse in
appointing the cultural element. One insists on professional culture, another considers it and
element in the supplier’s perception. One also spoke of an international business culture. It is
interesting to observe that the Dutch purchasers perceive more challenge in the cultural
aspects of purchasing than the French interviewees.
All interviewees apply the portfolio approach. There is no culture involved in this form of
positioning products and relationships. ‘The activity of the purchasers takes place in a
environment that is independent of national culture’. At the same time several examples of
differences in culture are mentioned. Apparently there is a twofold idea. The initial idea
appears to be an international business context without cultural differences. The focus of the
purchasing profession is the ‘product’. The social dimension of purchasing seems to be of a
second order. As soon issues occur they are attributed to cultural differences. Cultural
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differences only enter the stage when posing problems. Therefore, it would even be better if
cultural difference would not be noticed at all by anticipating the possible clashes.
A difference has been observed in attitude. The Latin cultures seem to be more relationshiporientated than the Anglo-Germanic culture. The Dutch are said to be rude, blunt, too much
focused on efficiency and effectiveness. People are aware of the negative effect it has on the
relationship. But nothing is done. The result-focus seems to oppose to the relationship-focus.
With regard to power and dependence the main difference is the way of presenting power and
dependence. In the Latin cultures it seems to be a taboo to explicitly play with a power
position. In the Anglo-Germanic context the power position is to be challenged and to be
made explicit. Apparently there exists a difference between the power distribution and the
relationship.
In the interviews different characteristics of Latin, Anglo-Germanic, Dutch and French culture
were mentioned. The picture changes a bit from respondent to respondent. Some common
themes can be appointed.
•

The view on the relationship. There seems to be a difference in the way the
relationship is addressed, valued and developed. The French are more intensively
occupied with building a strong relationship. The Dutch are more superficial. It could
be that the French are more relationship-focused and the Dutch are more resultfocused.

•

Communication. The communication is an issue in international negotiation. The
choice is one of the languages of the partners, or a neutral language. In a FrenchDutch cooperation English for example. The language can cover cultural barriers that
appear in a later stage of the process. The importance of small talk as part of
relationship building is viewed differently. This could be related tot the relationshipor result-focus of the country. In addition, non-verbal communication expressed in
e.g. dress codes, lunch habits and forms of respect are different between Latin and
Anglo-Germanic Europe.

•

Emotion. According to the interviewees the Dutch are more emotional and passionate
about the development of the relationship. Especially the French seem to be rational in
the orientation phase. The French are more personally attached to the relationship
when it has settled. Two of the interviewees mentioned the importance of the ego in
Latin countries. For the French chauvinism was specifically mentioned. Status and
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respect are topics that might also lead to confusion in societies where hierarchy
follows a completely different structure.
From the interviews has become clear that culture is important in the purchasing domain. It is
a concern is difficult situation. Often cultural differences are the blame when cooperation
fails. Also in the European context there are patterns in which the southern countries differ
from the northern ones. From the interviews resulted that the way the nationalities address a
buyer-supplier relationship differs. This corresponds to what Gesteland (2002) writes. He
differentiates between relationship-orientated cultures and deal-orientated cultures. The aim of
developing a differentiated purchasing strategy might change as well with the focus. There is
knowledge about portfolio use in Dutch industry (Gelderman, 2003). A relationship focus
might not favour such a universal approach. Therefore, a question that needs to be asked in
relating intercultural management and purchasing portfolio strategies is whether the tool is
actually used in the same frequency. Related questions that follow directly could be ‘in what
way is the such an analysis applied?’ and ‘does it result in the same kind of strategies?’
It is the strategy where it is all about. If the focus in the relationship is different, the buyersupplier relationship might show different characteristics: leading to different behaviour and
other optimal solutions. Considering the portfolio approach, the situation in which one speaks
of a strategic product/supplier can correspond to different contextual aspects in the different
cultures. E.g., the behaviour in a strategic partnership might still be far more commercial in a
Dutch context than in a French context.
The list of interviewees and the interview schedule are added in respectively Appendix A and
Appendix B.
1.4

Concluding: A study to the cultural dimension in portfolio use
The initiative of this study is the result of the perceived large increase of global sourcing
during the last decade. A worldwide network of physical distribution, information technology
and cultural barriers changed, change and will change the traditional landscape considerably.
The buyer-supplier relationship is subject to major related changes. The level of outsourcing
increases and the dependence on the suppliers increases accordingly. The purchasing activity
becomes a domain of strategic importance. There appear to be similarities with the approach
of negotiation strategies. Both are focusing on different objectives, common interests,
dependencies and benefits.
From the initial literature review and the orienting interviews can be concluded that the
cultures have a high impact on the success of a strategic buyer-supplier relationship.
Especially when problems occur the cause can be attributed to clashes in cultural background.
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Purchasing managers from both Dutch and French origin consider the intercultural dimension
a neglected aspect of the purchasing activity.
Three dimensions of interest appeared throughout the chapter: the actual use of the tool, the
role of power within the relationship and the characteristics of the buyer-supplier relationship.
Literature and interviews point out that the role of the relationship is a striking difference
between the Latin and Anglo-Saxon culture. This difference supports the idea that a tool used
for managing the supplier relationship is not universal. In a Dutch –French comparison the
actual use of the purchasing portfolio analysis need to be explored.
Power and dependence are the link connecting purchasing portfolio management and
intercultural management. The portfolio analysis is applied to manage power in supplier
relationships. This means that the strategy forming is about perceptions. It addresses the
importance of the perspective, incentives and attitudes of the partners. Therefore, when
exploring the cultural dimension in purchasing portfolio management, both the tool and the
resulting strategies are affected by culture. The general question driving this study is;
To what extent do cultural differences affect the development of purchasing portfolio
strategies?
What cultural factors do lead to perceptions differences? If cultural explanation can be
identified for differences in development of a buyer-supplier relationship, this should become
part of the strategy development. Before jumping to conclusions the relationship between
differences in purchasing portfolio use, perceptions of power and dependence and culture need
to be made clear. That is the aim of this study.
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2
2.1

Study Design
Introduction
The theoretical background and orienting interviews provided the context in which this study
develops. This chapter will elaborate on the structure of the study. It focuses in more detail
what to study and how to conduct such a study. The methodology affects the scope of the
research and the validity and reliability of the results. In an iterative process of exploring the
topic, conducting orienting interviews the approach for this study has been developed.
This chapter addresses two main topics: the study approach and the methodology. In the study
approach the aim of the study is set as a result of the exploration in Chapter 1. The research
questions are formulated and the successive steps of the study are agreed upon. Subsection 2
will focus on how these questions will be answered, the used methodology. The methodology
explains the means used to answer the questions.

2.2

The Study Approach
2.2.1

The aim of the study

The exploration of the cultural dimension in the management of the buyer-supplier
relationships can be performed in different ways. This study will try to enter this domain by
using the scientific bases that exist in portfolio management, power studies in purchasing, the
intercultural management and international negotiation theories. A Dutch study exists on the
use of portfolio models in Dutch industry (Gelderman (2003)). Via a survey on the use of
purchasing portfolio models in France, the data can be compared with the researched practices
in the Netherlands. If differences are found, this opens the way for a more detailed cultural
comparison on the attitude in the relationship, the style of applying the tool, and so forth. This
study is therefore a first step to create a basis for more profound future cultural analysis in
purchasing. The aim of this study is:
The study aims at exploring the development of purchasing portfolio strategies in
different national contexts by making a comparison between Dutch and French
practices. (1)The focus in the study is to explore the differences in the use of portfolio
strategies in the Netherlands and in France. (2)The second part is an exploration of
the role of power in the purchasing portfolio context. (3)The study concludes with a
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post hoc (afterwards) elaboration on intercultural hypotheses of the French and
Dutch differences in the purchasing activity.
The hypotheses are the input for more detailed follow-up research in the domain of
intercultural management that will be discussed in the proposition of further research.

2.2.2

Research questions

The main question that was asked by the end of Chapter 1 was whether there are cultural
differences that affect purchasing portfolio use. This question focuses on the tool itself and on
the resulting strategies. This question will be the main question of this explorative study.
To what extent do cultural differences affect the use of the purchasing portfolio analysis and
the development of differentiated purchasing portfolio strategies?
In order to answer this question the work in this study is split into more specific research
questions. First, the actual use of the tool will be addressed, followed by the role of power in
the buyer-supplier relationship. If differences are observed, can these be explained by cultural
influences? The questions derived form the main questions are:
RQ1:

Are there differences in the Anglo-Germanic (Dutch) and the Latin (French) use of
portfolio strategies?

RQ2:

Why do Dutch and French purchasers use portfolio strategies?

RQ3: What is the role of power and dependence in the use of portfolio strategies?
RQ4:

Are there differences between the Anglo-Germanic and Latin (respectively Dutch and
French) perception of power and dependence in managing the buyer-supplier
relationships?

RQ5:

If there is a difference in the use and application of purchasing portfolio strategies, to
what extent can these differences be explained by national culture?

The study model in Figure 2.1 shows visually the interconnectivity of the research questions.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the five research questions

The first two research questions explore the actual use of purchasing portfolio models in
France compared to the Netherlands. Question three and four focus on the crucial aspect
‘power and dependence’ in the portfolio approach. The fifth question explores the cultural
dimension in the expected differences between France and the Netherlands; this question aims
at finding possible explanations (hypotheses) for the cultural differences. The study explores
the relationship between the three concepts ‘purchasing portfolio management’, ‘power and
dependence’ and ‘culture’ in theory and in practice. Figure 2.2 provides a description of the
principal terms used in the study.
Description of terms used in the research design
The working definitions have been explored in the literature review on the three concepts presented
in this study: ‘purchasing portfolio strategies’, ‘power and dependence’ and ‘culture’.
Purchasing portfolio model. Gelderman gives a general portfolio model definition (2003, p. 21):
“a tool that combines two or more dimensions into a set of heterogeneous categories for which
different (strategic) recommendations are provided”. A portfolio approach can be used for
categorizing items, product groups or suppliers. It is also used to identify power positions in the
buyer-supplier relationship (Cox, 2001).
Power and dependence. Power is a function of dependence. “The amplitude of power is
determined by the degree of interdependence, which depends upon attractiveness and availability
of resources and (in the commercial sphere) to the ability of organisations and their representatives
in an exchange relation to convert potential power into actual power: conversion capability”
(Ramsay, 1994). Although the definition might seem straightforward, power and dependence are
not easily measured.
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Culture. “Culture refers to a set of shared norms, values, beliefs and attitudes, held by the
members of a group, such as a nation or organisation” (Schein, 1996, Hofstede, 1991). Culture is
“the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or category
of people from another” (Hofstede, 1991).

Figure 2.2: Definitions of basic terminology in the study

2.2.3

Analysis steps

Gelderman (2003) develops his research project on differentiated purchasing strategies, the
use of portfolio models and the role of power and dependence in the Kraljic matrix. A largescale survey was conducted among purchasing managers of Dutch manufacturing companies.
To explore the possible difference in use the thesis of Gelderman will serve as a reference
point for comparison the portfolio use and the role of power and dependence. The results of
Gelderman’s survey will represent the Dutch data in the French–Dutch comparison. The
French data is generated in a new survey that is based on the Dutch questionnaire. The thesis
and the survey will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. The questionnaire will be
supported by theory and practice in the form of a literature review and a focus group
discussion.
Figure 2.3 shows the overview of the activities pursued.

Figure 2.3: Successive research steps
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The research steps in Figure 2.3 describe the research process.
A review of the current literature on cultural dimensions, power, purchasing portfolio
strategies, buyer-supplier relations complemented with orienting interviews with
practitioners are the background for developing a comparative study on the differences
between French and Dutch purchasing managers in use of the purchasing portfolio
model. A French survey will be conducted following the example of Gelderman in 2003.
After a comparison of the results of the French survey and the Dutch data, a post hoc
analysis by means of literature and focus group discussions will be conducted to explore
the role of culture in the development of purchasing portfolio strategies. The study will
result in hypotheses on the cultural factors in these strategies.
The aim of exploring the difference between Dutch and French attitude in the purchasing
portfolio management is to support further research in the intercultural domain in purchasing.
Based on the results of this study propositions will be developed for further research. A
chapter will be dedicated to the discussion of these propositions (Chapter 6).

2.3

Methodology
The study explores the domain of purchasing portfolio strategies and therefore uses existing
literature and opinions of practitioners to find out whether, how and why of purchasing
portfolio models in different cultural contexts. Exploration will be supported by qualitative
and quantitative measurements.
2.3.1

Study activities

The framework used for the study is based on three sources of information. By using three
different reference points the researcher is able to better describe the research topic. This allround view enhances the delivery of more valid results. This is called ‘triangulation’ (Jick,
1983). The three sources of information in this study are:
1. Survey: replication of the research of Gelderman (2003)
2. Theory: literature review
3. Feel of the field: (orienting) interviews and focus group
The core of the study is the comparative survey on the use and application of purchasing
portfolio. A survey is a proper way to find out the characteristics, behaviours, or opinions of a
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particular population. A sample survey is applied to gather information on a large group of
purchasers by interviewing only a small part of the group (Salant and Dillman, 1994). The
survey conducted by Gelderman is a mail survey among Dutch purchasing managers in the
industrial sector. To be able to compare the populations on their cultural background the
sample characteristics should be similar. The design of the questionnaire is therefore strongly
dependent on the methods used by Gelderman (2003). Chapter four is dedicated to the
development and construction of the survey.
The second methodology that is applied is literature for the conceptual framework. A
literature review was conducted in the orientation phase to gain insight in purchasing portfolio
models, power and culture. In Chapter the three concepts are discussed in more detail. This is
the input for developing the study, the survey and the interviews. The literature will has been
used to explore the existing cultural difference between the Netherlands and France. The main
works used originate from intercultural studies on national level. A set of hypotheses was
developed on cultural explanatory variables that might result in different outcomes on the
questionnaire. These hypotheses concern portfolio use, power and dependence and
relationship characteristics in four different purchasing situations (according to Kraljic, 1983)
The third approach of gathering information is interviewing ‘hands-on’ experts. In the
orientation phase purchasing managers have been approached with to explore the issues they
deal with in day to day practice. A semi-structured approach was applied. For these meetings
French and Dutch companies were approached. In Appendix A the interview schedule shows
the broad guidelines for the interviews. Appendix shows an overview of the approached
companies. The orienting interviews have been one method of gathering qualitative
information. Another form is an expert’s discussion. The core of the study focuses on the use
and application of portfolio models to explore the different ways of conducting management
of the buyer-supplier relationship. The results of the survey and its interpretation will be
exposed to a discussion session in two focus groups. The outline of the discussion is attached
in appendix C.

2.3.2

Gelderman’s questionnaire

The study is based on the dissertation of Gelderman ‘A Portfolio Approach to the
Development of Differentiated Purchasing Strategies’ (2003). The increased attention on
supplier relationship management has positively affected the acceptance and use of purchasing
portfolio methods for the pursuit of appropriate and differentiated purchasing and supplier
strategies. Gelderman conducted a large survey (n=216) among Dutch purchasing managers.
The research aims at better understanding (1) the theoretical and conceptual foundations of
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purchasing portfolio models, (2) the actual use of purchasing models in practice, and (3) how
they could be used by purchasing professionals in order to pursue differentiated purchasing
strategies. The latter two aspects are explored and tested in a large scale survey. This forms a
useable basis of the French comparing questionnaire. The survey supports the quantitative part
of the research.
The (expected) perception differences can be measured by a comparable questionnaire aiming
at finding significantly different scores. The comparison is focusing on the way the purchasers
address certain aspects of the buyer-supplier relationship. A comparable set of questions of the
Gelderman survey will be asked to French purchasers. The dimension addressed by
Gelderman (2003) limits the scope of the study. The study focuses on:
•

The buyer perspective;

•

A dyadic relationship;

•

The exploration of the behaviour of French and Dutch purchasers in general (no study
of the Dutch-French relationship itself).

2.3.3

Data Analysis

The comparative analysis will be performed by comparing of the Dutch and the French
sample. SPSS will be used to perform the comparison. The two samples are compared based
on the characteristics of the groups. Important are the function of the respondent, the industry
and the company size. It can be expected that the representation of industries is not similar. It
would not if the sample can be generalised to the national characteristics. E.g. in the French
sample the presence of the automotive industry is very probable, while this industry hardly
exists in the Dutch industrial sector.
Data analysis involved three steps (Salant and Dillman, 1994, Abrahams, 1997):
•

Data preparations: cleaning an organizing the data for analysis

•

Descriptive statistics: describing the data, e.g. frequency tables

•

Inferential statistics: testing hypotheses

The data preparation involves all that is needed to develop an accurate and usable database.
The descriptive statistics provides a simple representation of the data and sample
characteristics. The inferential statistics use specific methods focusing on testing the
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hypotheses. In this study the comparison on the scenarios will be performed by a t-test
analysis. This analysis tests whether the means of the two groups are significantly different.
The analysis compares the means with regard to the variability within the samples, the
standard error of the differences. The confidence interval for performing the test is 95%.
Significance is mentioned for an alpha-value of less than 0.05 (‘the rule of thumb’,
www.socialreserachmethods.net). For a t-test a minimum of 30 responses is demanded to
assume a normal distribution for comparison. The larger the size n of the sample the better the
results. In the Dutch sample the size of usable results is n= 216. The French questionnaire
aims at a sample size of n= 120.
The second part of the study focuses on the influence of national culture on purchasing
portfolio management. This has a more explorative and qualitative character than the
comparative study on the use of purchasing portfolio models. To indicate the possible cultural
factors that affect the use of the models field research is needed. Together with intercultural
management literature hypotheses can be made on the explanatory cultural variables.
As this will be developed in more detail in the second part of the study (Chapter 3), the
methodological part will be extended by the operationalisation of the constructs.
The results of the data analysis are returned to the world of the practitioner. In two focus
group discussions the results are presented. The practitioners are asked whether they agree
upon the observations of the survey. Their opinion is asked on the explanation of the
differences.
An intercultural study is not comparable to a physical measurement. Much more discussion
exists on the measurement, interpretation and outcomes of social studies. The internal validity
is an essential point for discussion. Does the cause produce the effect that we expected to
observe or are there other plausible explanations? (Abrahams, 1997) This study tries to find a
causal relationship between cultural difference and the development of purchasing strategies.
This measurement is based on the perception of the respondents in two cultures answering a
list of questions. The possibility for other explanations to enter the study is quite probable. In
the data analysis time will be taken to discuss the plausible other explanations for the achieved
result.

2.4

Conclusions
The developments in the context of purchasing management demanded to focus more on the
cultural aspects in purchasing. The general knowledge can be specified for application in the
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management of the buyer-supplier relationship. Therefore, the study aims at exploring the
difference in use, the role of power and what cultural explanation could be developed for these
differences.
The research questions addressed in this study are:
RQ1:

Are there differences in the Anglo-Germanic (Dutch) and the Latin (French) use of
portfolio strategies?

RQ2:

Why do Dutch and French purchasers use portfolio strategies?

RQ3:

What is the role of power and dependence in the use of portfolio strategies?

RQ4:

Are there differences between the Anglo-Germanic and Latin (respectively Dutch and
French) perception of power and dependence in managing the buyer-supplier
relationships?

RQ5:

If there are difference in the use of purchasing portfolio strategies, to what extent can
these differences be explained by national culture?

The methodology involves a literature review, a survey among French purchasers and focus
group discussions. The literature study results in hypotheses based on the current knowledge
on purchasing portfolio strategies, power and dependence, intercultural studies and
international negotiation. In a French questionnaire the hypotheses are tested in comparison
with the existing Dutch sample (Gelderman, 2003). The results of the data analysis will be
returned to purchasers in two focus group discussions. These discussions aim at exploring the
cultural factors causing the possible differences.
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3

Literature review

3.1

Introduction
This chapter is dedicated to a profound literature study. It explores what has been written
about the three concepts that are connected in this study: purchasing portfolio strategies,
power and dependence, and culture. For each topic the basics in the domain are discussed.
After a general introduction the literature will focus on the application of the knowledge to the
intercultural influences in portfolio management. The chapter concludes with hypotheses that
can be made on portfolio use, power and dependence and the characteristic of the buyersupplier relationship.

3.2

Portfolio Use
What is a portfolio? When is it applied? What purchasing portfolio models exist? And what
determines the use of a portfolio? Previous work in this field is the thesis of Gelderman
(2003). He also developed a concept on the variables that influence portfolio use.

3.2.1

Portfolio basics
What purchasing portfolio models exist?
A portfolio approach can generally be recognised by a matrix of two dimensions that is used
for categorizing products, product groups or other desired differentiation items. Gelderman
(2003) developed the following definition: a portfolio is “a tool that combines two or more
dimensions into a set of heterogeneous categories for which (different) recommendations are
provided”. This means that after categorizing the items each quadrant is provided with a
direction for a differentiated strategy. This definition encompasses the three important aspects
of a portfolio approach: (1) the dimensions for categorisation, (2) an analysis of the situation
and (3) the development of a differentiated strategy. The tool assumes an intensive discussion
of the users on these three aspects. Authors in purchasing portfolio models (Kraljic, 1983,
Olsen and Ellram, 1997, Bensaou, 1999, Gelderman, 2003) insist on the importance of
interaction. The power of a portfolio analysis is created by the discussion on the
categorisation, the analysis and the development of the recommended strategy. Therefore, the
importance is focused on the process, not on the tool itself.
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Dubois and Pedersen (2002) perceive two stages in the ‘history’ of purchasing portfolio
models. The first wave of models was orientated on categorizing the purchased items and
purchasing situation, initiated by Kraljic (1983). The product focus then turns more and more
to the complexity of supplier management. This focus elaborates on the content of the buyersupplier relationship itself (Cox (2001), Olsen and Ellram (1997), Bensaou (1999), Van Weele
(2005)). The second wave is the main interest of the study performed here. The management
tool addresses a social phenomenon, the relationship itself. The portfolio analysis is used for
developing strategies and communicating these strategies. The cultural background therefore
affects the concept of such a tool. From utilisation of the tool to the implementation of the
strategy. In
Figure 3.1 the main purchasing portfolio models are represented.
The Main Portfolio’s in Purchasing and Supply Management
Kraljic (1983). In order to develop more effective supply management Kraljic proposes a portfolio
approach that classifies the purchased goods in terms of profit impact and supply risk. The markets
for these products are analysed to determine the overall strategic supply position. The
recommended strategies are rather general, only for the strategic quadrant a more differentiated
strategy is proposed.

Olsen and Ellram (1997). Olsen and Ellram elaborate on the factors influencing the dimensions of
the matrix and are more explicit about the strategies proposed. After categorizing the purchased
goods the relationship is analysed for the relative supplier attractiveness (net dependence) and the
strength of the relationship (total dependence). The company can decide to strengthen, maintain or
develop/replace the relationship.
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Bensaou (1999). The portfolio approach proposed by Bensaou identifies two dimensions based on
the level of specific investments put into the relationship. With his findings he can conclude that
there exists no performance difference between the strategies, each quadrant includes well and bad
managed relationships.

Nellore and Taylor (2000). Nellore and Taylor call for a more integrated purchasing and supply
activity. As well the supplier (external) as the engineers (internal) need to be involved early in the
purchasing process.

Gelderman (2003). In a large scale survey Gelderman explores the use of portfolio strategies. He
concludes with nine differentiated strategies that represent the dynamics in the Kraljic matrix. He
also measures the underlying dependencies of the matrix in perceived net dependence and total
dependence.

Figure 3.1: Overview of the most important purchasing portfolio studies
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Although all approaches address new domains they are all based on the first portfolio by
Kraljic (Gelderman, 2003). It is merely the accent that moves towards the buyer-supplier
relationship itself. Apparently there is a strong demand for consciously managing the buyersupplier relationship with differentiated purchasing strategies. This interest results from the
desire to control the power situation. The concept of power will be developed in subsection
three of this chapter.

3.2.2

Kraljic’s portfolio analysis in focus
The increased attention for the portfolio model in purchasing management and the amount of
many unanswered questions brought Gelderman to the initiative to explore the theoretical and
conceptual foundations of purchasing portfolio models, the actual use of purchasing portfolio
models in practice. He aims to understand how they could be used by purchasing professionals
in order to pursue differentiated purchasing strategies (Gelderman, 2003).
The review of literature for the theoretical foundation of purchasing portfolio model resulted
in an overview of the portfolio approaches developed since 1983. The concluding comment is
that most models can be considered variation on the first model developed by Kraljic.
“Purchasing portfolio models are all aimed at identifying ‘(un)important’ items and at
developing different strategies for different categories, using practically the same dimensions,
categories and strategic recommendations” (Gelderman, 2003). The questionnaire develops on
the basic matrix of Kraljic. Therefore it would be appropriate to start with a short explanation
of the approach as presented by Kraljic.
The model as introduced by Kraljic in the Harvard Business Review in 1983 was developed
for a large scale project at Basf in the early seventies. “By now the HBR-1983 contribution
has probably become the most cited and referred to article in the field of purchasing and
supply (chain) management” (Gelderman, 2003, p. 63). The seminal paper of 1983
emphasised the urgency to develop a more effective supply management. A tool was
presented in the form of two portfolio matrices to diversity between purchased items and the
appropriate supplier strategy.
The approach shaped the supply strategy in four stages (Kraljic, 1983):
1. Classify all the purchased materials or components in terms of profit impact and
supply risk;
2. Analyse the supply market for these materials;
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3. Determine the overall strategic supply position, and;
4. Develop material strategies and action plans.
It is remarkable that this approach of a company to address its suppliers shows so many
similarities with the stages of a negotiation strategy as described by Ulijn, Strother (1995).
They also follow the process of exploration of the interests, possibilities and benefits, and
adapting the strategy to the context of the situation between the parties. This supports the idea
that cultural studies in negotiation could be applied to the specific buyer-supplier relationship.
Stage 1: Classification. The classification of the purchased materials is represented in a two

by two matrix with the dimensions profit impact and supply risk. The profit impact is often
determined via a financial approach, while the supply risk emphasises on the logistical
characteristics of the item, the supplier and the supply market (Gelderman, 2003). Each
dimension can be rated ‘high’ or ‘low’, which results in the following representation of
categories:

Figure 3.2: Purchasing Portfolio Model of Kraljic with proposed strategies

Kraljic attaches four general strategic recommendations to the categorised items. Figure 3.3
shows the four strategies as mentioned by Kraljic. Olsen and Ellram formulated the specific
goals that go behind the strategies.
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Category

Characteristics

Proposed strategy (Kraljic,
1983)

Verbalisation (Olsen,
Ellram, 1997)

Strategic

Strategic products are crucial
for the process or product of
the buyer. It is characterised
by a high supply risk caused
by scarcity or difficult
delivery.

Accurate demand
forecasting
Detailed market research
Development of long-term
supply relationships
Make-or-buy decisions
Contract staggering
Risk analysis
Contingency planning
Logistics, inventory and
vendor control

“ The company should
manage these purchases by
establishing a close
relationship with the supplier,
focusing on early supplier
involvement and joined
development of products and
services, keeping a longterm value focus and
lowering poor performance
costs”

Leverage

Leverage products represent
a high percentage of the
profit of the buyer, but there
a many suppliers available. It
is easy to switch supplier.

“The goal is to create mutual
respect in the supplier
relation and communicate
requirements further into the
future”

Bottleneck

Although bottleneck products
contribute few to the total
value of the company, they
are not easy to obtain.

Exploitation of full
purchasing power
Vendor selections
Product substitution
Targeted pricing
strategies/negotiations
Contract sport purchasing
mix
Order volume optimisations
Volume insurance (at cost
premium if necessary)
Control of vendors
Security of inventories
Backup plans

Non-critical

Non-critical products (or noncritical) products are not of
great importance of the
company, they represent a
low value and are easy to
find on the supplier market

Product standardisation
Order volume
monitoring/optimisation
Efficient processing
Inventory optimisation

“The company should reduce
the number of suppliers and
the number of duplicate
products/services
(standardise)”

“The company should try to
establish some sort of
relationship focusing on
concurrent engineering and
involving the supplier in
value analysis in order to
lower the costs of the
operation”

Figure 3.3: Kraljic quadrants with proposed strategies

Stage 2: Market analysis. In this phase the strengths of the supplier are compared to the

position of the own company as customer. This can be seen as the net relative power position
of the supplier.
Stage 3: Strategic position. The strategic items are positioned in a 3 by 3-matrix where the

strength of the supply market is compared with the own company strength. This results in a
relative power position and a corresponding purchasing strategy. See Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Strategies towards the supplier in the strategic quadrant (Kraljic, 1983)
Stage 4: Action plans. “(…) the company should explore a range of supply scenarios”

(Gelderman, 2003). This exploration of alternatives should provide the company with a clear
set of strategies to deal with critical purchases.
When speaking about ‘the Kraljic model’, the first part of the approach is addressed. During
the de development of the study when mentioning the portfolio analysis the first matrix is
meant. This will be the matrix on which the use will be explored.
As mentioned before, discussion and interpretation of purchasing portfolio strategies is
essential (Kraljic, Olsen and Ellram, Bensaou, Gelderman, etc). The discussion generates the
valuable contribution to the differentiated purchasing strategy of the company. No
comprehensive list of criteria and factors exists. This leave room for interpretations. In a
different cultural context this might lead to different approaches. There is nothing complex
about that. The issue is that interpretations of concept and strategy affect the effectiveness of
the strategy of the buying firm. The development of a strategy is based not only on the
perception of the internal position but also on the perception of the other party. The perception
is the origin of dynamics in the relationship. In an attempt to control the dynamics of the
relationship it is indispensable that the buyer understands the position of the supplier.
Anticipating possible strategies based on the context (culture) of the supplier.

3.2.3

What determines portfolio use?
Gelderman and Van Weele (2005) state that ‘purchasing sophistication’ can be regarded a key
characteristic of the purchasing activity. The term ‘purchasing sophistication’ is
interchangeable with ‘purchasing maturity’. It indicates the level of professionalism in the
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purchasing function of a company. In the thesis of Gelderman (2003) the characteristics of the
purchasing function are expressed in three variables:
•

Position of purchasing

•

Purchasing professionalism

•

Orientation of purchasing

In Gelderman, Van Weele (2005) a positive relationship has been observed between the
position of purchasing and purchasing professionalism with the use of portfolio models. “The
usage of portfolio models increases significantly as purchasing professionalism increases”
(Gelderman, Van Weele, 2005, p. 9). They conclude with the remark that purchasing
managers who see that portfolio management has not yet entered their organisation should
start worrying about the sophistication of their purchasing activity. The direction of
relationship between use and sophistication is not determined. It might help to professionalize
the purchasing organisation, using the portfolio approach as a tool for change.

3.2.4

Conclusions on the portfolio use
A portfolio is a matrix in which two dimensions are used to differentiate between situations
and appropriate strategies. Kraljic (1983) is the first to introduce such an approach in
purchasing management. His portfolio matrix is still the most frequently applied portfolio
analysis. The four differentiated buyer-supplier situations are based on an evaluation of the
dimensions supply risk and profit impact. This leads to a differentiation in purchasing products
and related purchasing strategies:
•

Bottleneck products

•

Non-critical products

•

Leverage products

•

Strategic products

The development process related to differentiated purchasing strategies involves discussion, a
vision on the position of the company as well as knowledge on the supply market. This
process shows similarities to the negotiation strategy development process. An optimal
strategy can be incorporated if the behaviour and characteristics of the supplier are addressed
consciously.
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Gelderman (2003) explains the use of purchasing portfolio analysis by three variables:

3.3

•

Purchasing position

•

Purchasing professionalism

•

Orientation of purchasing

Power and dependence
The definition of negotiation is similar to the interpretation of the successive steps of Kraljic.
The buyer-supplier relationship can be considered an extensive negotiation in a specific
context of a buyer and a supplier. Negotiation literature mentions two major aspects in the
psychologist approach: ‘power distribution’ and ‘relationship orientation’ (Ulijn and Gorter,
1989). Within the purchasing literature Cox (2001) mentions that the ‘power perspective’ is
essential in effective purchasing management. There are several reasons why power is a
strategic topic in purchasing. First, the historically settled idea of a hostile buyer attitude
towards is rejected. This is replaced by a more long-term cooperative focus towards the
supplier. Secondly, in order to defence the buyer’s position it has always been aspired to
maintain perfectly competitive markets. Therefore, Cox concludes, the buyer supplier
relationship is in its basics conflicting. But as both parties see a gain in cooperation a
relationship can occur. The development of a relationship demands some level of cooperation,
trust and commitment. As mentioned before the portfolio model is a tool to identify the
relative interest of the purchased goods. The interest in the exchange relationship is made
explicit, related to the external possibilities for an exchange relationship. It supports buyers in
clarifying their position and with that the power position. Out of this knowledge a
differentiated purchasing strategy can be developed.
A short overview of the background and drives of power will be discussed. The role of power
in the Kraljic matrix and the buyer-supplier relationship will be explored. The section
concludes with the Gelderman’s view on power and dependence.

3.3.1

Power basics
Although power is a widely addressed topic and an embedded concept in the buyer-supplier
relationship, a definition of is not easy to formulate. “Most definitions of power include an
element indicating that power is the capability of one social actor to overcome resistance in
achieving a desired objective or result” (Pfeffer, 1981, p.2). Power is clearly a characteristic of
a social relation; one has power over someone else. One actor can make another actor do
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something that he would not do otherwise (Dahl, 1957). It is also related to scarcity of
resources. “Thus, it would appear that the power to control or influence the other resides in
control over the things he values, which may range all the ways from oil resources to ego
support. In short, power resides implicitly in the other’s dependence” (Emerson, 1962).
Dependence is based on the wish or the goal to achieve or obtain something. Pfeffer (1981)
differentiates in dependence that originates in a desire for resources (resource-dependency
theory) or for reducing uncertainty (uncertainty avoidance). The link between the resourcedependency theory and the purchasing portfolio model is easily made.
“Dependence (Dab). The dependence of actor A upon actor B is (1) directly
proportional to A’s motivational investment in the goals mediated by B, and (2)
inversely proportional to the availability of these goals to A outside the A-B relation”
(Emerson, 1962).
In this definition of Emerson provides a fluent transition to the internal and external dimension
of Kraljic: profit impact and supply risk. It could be considered the verbalisation of the power
matrix related to the Kraljic model. The criticality of an item results in a proportional
dependence of a buyer on a supplier and visa versa.
However, Kraljic did not explicitly mention power in his approach, but it can be easily
interpreted at the background of the categories (“exploiting buyer power”) and the aim for
decreasing vulnerability and increase the own power position. On the other hand, the drive to
avoid uncertainty is the ability of the supplier to take away the risks that a buyer is
encountering. This decrease in uncertainty corresponds with an increase of dependence. The
propensity to avoid the risks related to a new supplier, switching costs, quality, etc, develops a
dependency on the current supplier. Therefore, the buyer is continuously seeking a balance in
creating certainty and reducing dependence. “In other words, buyers and sellers face complex
and difficult choices about how to conduct their relationships in circumstances of uncertainty,
including the absence of full knowledge of what the motives of the other side might be” (Cox,
2001a). This illustrates the dynamics of the power situation in a relationship. An agreement
has to be found between the relational dimension of the relationship and rational thinking.
This drive to continuously work on the relationship explains the interest for it in the
development of the purchasing portfolio approach.
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Power Perspective
Cox (2001). The reason of existence of a certain buyersupplier relationship is the fact that there is a gain for both
parties. Otherwise the relationship would not be
maintained. In order achieve these individual goals more
adversarial ways of sharing value are possible, to be
achieved in a more collaborative or competitive approach.

Cox approach is based on ‘best practices’. But for
understanding the best practices of the benchmark example
the company has to understand the power position it is in.
For appropriate relationship management the current
position should be know to develop to a desired state to the
objective exchange circumstance.

Van Weele (2005). In the matrix there exist situations in
which the power is in balance and some in which power is
unequally distributed. Van Weele does not only perceive the
presence of power, but also the related importance of the
(un)equality. These are indicated by the power axis and the
importance axis.

Gelderman (2003). Although an equal distribution of dependence
was expected in the non-critical and strategic quadrant, empirical
data revealed a vertical distribution. The most remarkable finding
was that the supplier is dominant in a satisfactory partnership.

Figure 3.5: Different views on the role of power in the purchasing portfolio matrix

The link to culture is easily made. In the next subsection will be explained that power
dynamics, uncertainty avoidance, relationship development are attributes in differentiating
between cultures. The management of power is the glue between a general management tool
and the intercultural buyer-supplier relationship. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the view of different
authors on the role of power in the Kraljic matrix.
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The portfolio analysis is a tool to make supplier management strategies explicit. It can be
expected that as management is different over cultures, this approach is addressed in a
different way too. Bensaou (1999) insists on the fact that there are no bad or well performing
strategies, but that only a good fit of strategies will be successful. Although there are reasons
to avoid too much dependency, there a good reasons to depend on suppliers (Gelderman,
2003). Trent and Monczka (1998) mentioned an ongoing increase of outsourcing. The stronger
focus on core competences, the better the performance of each link in the supply chain. But
also an increase in the dependence on the suppliers. Something that can lead to more efficient
and more innovative value chains (Gereffi, 2004).

3.3.2

Gelderman

Gelderman formulates the assumptions on power that are expected behind the Kraljic-matrix.
He perceives an importance axis and a power axis in the matrix that are directly related to the
power positions of the buyer and the supplier. In his survey he measures the amount of
dependent perceived by the buying company. The result of the dependence-question confirms
the inevitable presence of power within the use of the portfolio, although it proves a different
distribution than expected (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: Distribution of power in the Kraljic matrix as expected and observed
(Gelderman, 2003)

Cox (2001a) discussed that not one single strategy answers to the complexity of supplier
relationship management. There is a gain in the exchange, but knowledge lacks on the
motivation and incentives of the supplier. There is a natural reaction to move away from a
position of high dependence. Trust is needed to act in situation that involve a high supply risk,
a situation in which the buying company is vulnerable to the behaviour of the supplier.
Morgan and Hunt (1994) speak of reliability and integrity as prerequisites for trust within the
relationship. Gelderman conceptualise reliability in trust to “the ability of the partner to
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perform according to agreement”, integrity is a more affective dimension in the relationship,
goodwill. Goodwill trust is based on non-contractual mechanisms, ”the belief that the supplier
will not misuse his position and actually takes the buyer’s interest into consideration”
(Gelderman, 200, p.212). Reliability is generate by rational thinking, while integrity is
emotional driven.
Commitment is also related element in the buyer supplier relationship. Morgan and Hunt
observe that trust increase commitment. Commitment is described as the desire to keep a
relationship going. Commitment exist only when the relationship is important for the
company; Gelderman differentiates between two forms of commitment: affective commitment
and calculative commitment. “Affective commitment expresses the extent to which a party
likes to maintain a relationship with another party. (…) Calculative, in contrast, is the extent to
which an exchange partner perceives the need to maintain the relationship” (Gelderman, 2003,
p. 213). Affective is related to a positive feeling towards the supplier, while calculative
commitment translates a necessity, a negative motivation to maintain the relationship. The
same distinction can be made as for trust: affection is emotional, while rational thinking
determines the calculative commitment. ‘Calculative commitment’ only considers the direct
benefits and expenses of the relationship. Calculative commitment results from the calculation
that changing supplier involves more loss in time, energy, switching costs than staying with
this supplier. Although this is a rational activity Gelderman used subjective terminology in the
description (‘perceive’, ‘need’).
According to Morgan and Hunt (1994) the precursors for trust and commitment are the
relationship termination costs, the shared values and the communication. In line with the work
of Gelderman a comparison is made between the levels of trust and commitment between the
different purchasing strategies. For intercultural study there is an interest in the domain of
shared values and communication. It could be expected that a culture where the relationship is
more important than the contract, the emotional forms of trust and commitment score better
than in more business focused cultures.
With an increasing amount of outsourcing the level of dependency management rises. The
output of the company depends on the performance of the supplier. The key success factors
are not always governed by the company itself, value is created in cooperation with the
supplier. For accepting dependence in the relationship trust and commitment is needed.
Morgan and Hunt (1994) promote commitment and trust and key success factors, because they
preserve relationship investments, keep the track on long-term gains instead of attractive
short-term alternatives and avoid too risky actions. Trust and commitment will then lead to
efficiency, productivity and effectiveness.
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3.3.3

Concluding on power and dependence and answering research question three
This part of the literature review responds to the third research question ‘what is the role of
power and dependence in the use of portfolio strategies?’. Power and dependence are essential
elements in the purchasing portfolio approach. The different quadrant differentiated in the
dependence situations that can be expected. The dimensions of the Kraljic approach
correspond strongly to the description of Emerson of the main drivers of dependence. There
exists an internal drive for a certain resources that is limited by the availability of these
resources in the external environment. This play between the importance of the product and
availability on the supply market is at the core of the development of purchasing strategies.
The strategy developed based on the purchasing portfolio analysis aims at creating the best
possible power position. The formulation of such a differentiated purchasing strategy depends
on the perception of the company and on the perception of the supplier.
The relationship in certain dependence situations can be characterised by ‘trust’ and
‘commitment’. High levels of trust and commitment are prerequisite for accepting of high
levels of dependence. Trust and commitment can be driven by emotion driven and ratio. This
leads to four forms of trust and commitment (Gelderman, 2003):
•

Competence trust: “the ability of an exchange partner to perform according to
agreements” (p.212), and;

•

Goodwill trust: “the belief that the supplier will not misuse his position and actually
takes the buyer’s interest into consideration” (p212).

•

Affective commitment: “the extent to which a party likes to maintain a relationship
with another party” (p. 213), and;

•

Calculative commitment: “the extent to which an exchange partner perceives the need
to maintain a relationship” (p.213).

3.4

Culture
What is culture? That is not a question that can be easily answered. The concept of culture is
highly subjective. There are many things to say about it, but it is hard to come to the core of it.
Quite some literature has been published about culture. These studies focus on general
recommendations in a business context. Less material is available on domain specific
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research. Culture is difficult concept and that might be the reason that recommendations in
intercultural management stays to generalities. While especially domain specific knowledge is
needed for application in business. The core of intercultural knowledge manifests in the
understanding how to turn a specific situation to the better (D’Iribarne, 1998). The question in
this study is what we can learn for application in the international domain of purchasing?
Therefore it is a challenge to apply the current knowledge on culture to the specific situations
in the purchasing domain.
3.4.1

Cultural basics
It is interesting to observe that intercultural and cross-cultural research is often dominated by
western scientists (Trompenaars, 1997, and see reference list for the examples). It might be
determined by the origin of the researcher whether he is eager to reveal this phenomenon. In
advance here exists a bias in intercultural studies. The observer is exposed to the phenomenon
itself. This demonstrates slightly the complexity of studying culture. In this literature review
focus is sought in applying cultural theories.
‘Culture’ is an often used term in daily life. For arts, language, films, or ‘high culture’. “What
all these concepts have in common is the implication that culture is an abstract entity which
involves a number of usually man-made, collective and shared artefacts, behavioural patterns,
values or other concepts which taken together from the culture as a whole” (Dahl, 2004, p. 1).
Culture is in that sense a complex concept because it describes the underlying values as well
as the behaviour patterns that result from it. People share a common culture and in the same
time they define it. Culture is said to be the product of actions from the past, but the also
condition future actions (Dahl, 2004). Hofstede (1980) says that these patterns in behaviour
distinguish one group from another. He calls these patterns the ‘programming of the mind’.
This programming can apply to different groups. Resulting in different levels of culture. In
literature three main levels are observed:
•

National Culture (NC)

•

Corporate Culture (CC),

•

Professional Culture (PC)

(Hofstede, 1997, Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1997, Ulijn et al., 2001a, 2001b).
In this study the level of interest is national culture. The question is whether national cultural
characteristics changes the way of performing purchasing. The study is conducted among two
groups in the same profession. The questionnaire is conducted over many different companies.
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The distribution of the answers is expected to address the out rule the influences of specific
organisation cultures. The independent variable focuses on the national differences.
The structure of culture has been explained by using different metaphors. The ice-berg model
is a well-known metaphor for the layers of culture. The explicit, upper part shows just a small
tip of what is covered under the surface. This is the larger implicit dimension. Navigation with
only respecting the tops of the icebergs might result in unpleasant surprises when bumping
into the part below. Shipwreck is not an exceptional consequence.
Another metaphor that is frequently used is the ‘onion’ by Hofstede (1997) and Trompenaars
and Hampden-Turner (1997). Is expresses the idea that layers have to be peeled of before
getting to the core of culture. Hofstede speaks of symbols in the outer layer, to heroes, rituals
(all three practices), until values in the core of the onion. The onion-model of Trompenaars,
Hampden-Turner manifests in three layers: artefacts and products, norms and values, and
basic assumptions. These ‘basic assumptions’ can be compared to the ‘values’ of Hofstede.
Both are the unconscious notions about what is right and wrong. These are not questioned and
hard to discuss upon, as the owner is not aware of his ‘cultural programming’. These
representations show complex and deep the concept of culture goes in the human mind. Only
confrontation can develop awareness on the personal cultural framework for evaluating the
world. Several authors developed a definition for the concept ‘culture’.
Dahl (2004) concludes after reviewing different definitions of culture that it is “a shared set of
basic assumptions and values, with resultant behavioural norms, attitudes and beliefs which
manifest themselves in systems, institutions as well as behavioural patterns and nonbehavioural patterns” (p. 6).
Despite the growing attention few empirical studies have been conducted to interpret
intercultural observations. The major empirical works are performed by Hofstede and
Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner. Their predecessor, Hall, did not support his theory
empirically, but is that often used that it is appropriate to discuss his ideas here. An overview
of their definition of culture, their dimensions and measurement method is provided in Figure
3.7.
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Author

Definition

Dimensions

Method

Hall

Culture is an invisible

High- context versus low-context

No empirical data

control mechanism that

cultures

operates your thoughts

Polychonic versus monochronic
time orientation

Hofstede

“The collective

Power distance

Questionnaire –

programming of the

Individualism versus collectivism

employees IBM

mind which

Masculinity versus femininity

worldwide

distinguishes the

Uncertainty avoidance

member of one group of

Long-term versus short-term

people from another”

orientation

(p.5)
Trompenaars,

“Culture is the way in

Human-People relationship

Questionnaire –

Hampden-

which people solve

Universalism versus

executives of different

Turner

problems” (p.6)

particularism

organisations

Communitarianism versus
individualism
Neutral versus emotional
Defuse versus specific cultures
Achievement versus ascription
Human-Time relationship
Human-Nature relationship

Figure 3.7: Hall, Hofstede and Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner compared
Hall

Hall’s contribution to the dimensions in culture concerns the widely used division in lowcontext and high-context cultures. “High context transactions feature pre-programmed
information that is in the receiver and in the setting, with only minimal information in the
transmitted message. Low context transactions are the reverse. Most of the information must
be in the transmitted message in order to make up for what is missing in the context” (Hall,
1976, p. 101). Low-context orientated people are for example Americans, Germans, Swiss,
Scandinavians, and definitely also Dutch. The Anglo-Germanic culture is the model for the
low context approach. They categorise their personal relationships, their work, and many
aspects of day-to-day life. As a result, each time they interact with others they need detailed
background information. The French are much higher on the context scale than either the
Germans or the Dutch. Communication is not only a verbal activity, it represents a way of
thinking. This difference can affect virtually every situation and every relationship, and
therefore also the buyer-supplier relationship in which the members of these two opposite
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traditions find themselves. A saying goes that the French think, "If it is a beautiful idea, it'
s
got to work." Americans think, "If it works, it may be a beautiful idea". The French are a high
context culture; America in this case can be compared to the Dutch attitude.
Hall’s second concept is the distinction between polychronic and monochronic cultures. This
concept concerns the culture’s perception of time. In monochronic cultures time is divided in
separate units. These units can be organised into a clear structure. One thing is done at a time
and interpersonal relations are subordinate to time. These cultures might have difficulties
understanding time as a fluid concept. In this idea time adapts to the circumstances. More
tasks can be handled at a time and relations are superior to time. In the French context it will
no exception that during a meeting a Frenchman will conduct all the calls that were needed for
preparing the meeting. Some colleagues will enter the room for questions. These issues will be
immediately handled and you are assured that the meeting will take longer than you expected.
It is very probable that discussion will continue during lunch. Something that will not be easy
the first time a Dutch will meet his French counterpart. In the Dutch example the agenda is
dictating the duration of the gathering. It is considered best to get immediately to the point.
Business first. If time is left afterward there is room for social talk. And the discussants can
definitely not be disturbed but for other issues.
The dimensions formulated en developed by Hall are based his personal experience. The
empirical evidence lacks. Although many people will recognise the situations, the theory is
not strong from a scientific point of view. His ideas on high/low-context cultures and time
however are followed by other authors (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, 1997, Gesteland,
2002). Gesteland derives these differences in high/low–context communication and time from
a larger, more general difference in world cultures. He formulates a ‘great divide’ by
differentiating between relationship-orientation and deal-orientation. The relationship-focused
cultures have a high context and fluid perception of time. Low-context communication and an
organised time perception relate to the deal-focused countries.
Hofstede

Geert Hofstede developed the most widely used approach for defining cultural differences. He
is the first who used (semi) quantitative measure on culture. In four, and later five, dimension
he has identified the dominant value systems, which, as he says, “affect human thinking,
organisations, and institutions in predictable ways” (1997).
Culture is a ‘mental programming’ that applies to a collective of people in a society, an
organisation or profession. The approach originates from the science of anthropology.
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Hofstede’s definition of culture is: “The collective programming of the mind which
distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another” (Hofstede, 1997).
From a survey that was conducted among 116000 employees of a large multinational in 20
different countries he formulated the cultural dimensions. He discovered that each country
encounters the same kind of problems, but the ways to solve these problems vary over the
following aspects:
•

The social inequality (Power Distance Index, PDI)

•

The vision on individual and group (Individualism versus Collectivism, IND)

•

The desired role pattern of men and women (Masculinity versus Femininity, MAS)

•

The ways to deal with uncertainty (Uncertainty Avoidance Index, UAI)

This differentiation made it possible to identify and cluster different national cultures. Later a
fifth aspect was introduced based on the observed difference between the Western world and
Asian cultures.
•

Confusion Dynamism or Long-Term orientation versus Short-Term Orientation, CDI

The five dimensions are described in Figure 3.8.
Dimension

Description

Power

“Inequality can occur in areas such as prestige, wealth and power; different societies put

Distance Index

different weights on status consistency among these areas” (Hofstede, 1980, p 92). The
power distance index measures the amount to which less powerful members of society
expect and accept that power is unequally distributed. In countries scoring high on PDI
the division of power is given and the possibility for growth in the system is low.
Countries with a low power index prestige, wealth and power are less important society.
They claim equal opportunities and possibilities for all.

Individualism

The amount to which a society emphasises the importance of individual or collective

Index

performance and interpersonal relationships. In a collectivistic society the group is the
dominant factor. The group gives an individual identity and protection in return of loyalty.
Individualistic countries do not have this strong need of belonging. In these societies the
individual only care about his (very) close family and claims free relationships.
Personality and individual performance are dominant factor.
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Masculinity

The score on the masculinity index addressed the appraisal and importance a society

Index

given to elements as success and competition. A low score meaning a more feminine
culture that pays more attention to modesty and care for others, characteristics that are
associated with soft (feminine) skills. In feminine culture the main importance is quality of
life, relationship with others and equality among the sexes. Traditional roles related to
masculine performance, control and power are strengthened and supported in a
masculine culture; the position of women is dominated by men.

Uncertainty

Nobody can predict the future. To cope with this feeling of uncertainty people developed

Avoidance

laws, religion and technology. The way the members of a country and the society itself

Index

‘needs’ to develop this kind of means to feel comfortable with each other is measured by
the uncertainty avoidance index. Uncertainty avoidance is the amount to which members
of a society are threatened by uncertainty and unknown situations; this feeling is
expressed in stress and the desire for predictability (formal and informal rules). In a
country with a high score on uncertainty avoidance life is set by laws and rules.
Bureaucracy is often associated to these countries.

Long Term

The long term orientation dimension of a culture indicates the long term devotion and the

Orientation

importance of the traditional value in society. A high score is related to a long lasting

Confusion
Dynamism

appraisal and respect for traditions. This is in organisational setting supported by a
strong moral and future, long-term rewards are expected based on the hard work of
today. From an external point of view action seems to take a long time before executed.
In countries with low confusion dynamism the concept of tradition and long-term
orientation is not supported in society. This may reflect in faster and easier changes.

Figure 3.8: Dimensions of Hofstede

Many countries have been evaluated based on these dimensions. Although the results of the
survey of 1979 are still widely used, the method and the quantitative measures endured critics.
One of the main issues on culture is the question whether it is stable over time. The Institute
for Research on Intercultural Co-operation (Tilburg and Maastricht) continues the research of
Hofstede and keeps the Value Survey Module up to date. It is an appropriate question whether
culture is a stable concept. Rodrigues and Kaplan (1998) give a short summary of the different
opinions on the change of nation’s value over time. It concludes with a comment of Hofstede
(1990) that cultural values do not change, but that the organisational practices might develop
in their attempt to adapt to environmental changes. This is an interesting aspect taking the
increasing globalisation and the development in the European Union into account. While our
basic values remain constant, our behaviour might affected by international development.
Oudenhoven (2001) differentiates in a perceived and a desired cultural score. The desired
score is interpreted as “a sign of growing convergence of national organisational cultures”
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(Oudenhoven, 2001). “Global market integration and internationalisation (Americanisation) of
management literature lead to a reduction of national differences of organisation
cultures”(Oudenhoven, 2001). The tools might be applied all over the world; the question is
whether the cultural scope of applying it changes accordingly.
A second comment on the study of Hofstede is the fact that it was conducted within one
multinational company. It might not represent the national culture, but more an organisational
culture of middle and higher personal of Hermes (IBM). The research of Oudenhoven proves
the position of Hofstede and the representation of the national culture. It contains a large
amount of questionnaire based data on the classification of culture. The model of Hofstede can
be applied for describing national cultures.
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner

Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner see culture as the expression of the way groups of people
deal with problems. The problems people encounter in relationship to time, nature and other
human beings is everywhere the same, but their solutions to these issues differ from culture to
culture. The data used for developing their dimensions originates from their work in
intercultural trainings. Thirty companies from fifty different countries participated to gather
comparable samples. The database of the questionnaire consists of 30.000 participants, most
of them belonging to management.
Dimension

Implication on

Description

Universalism vs.

Rules vs. relationships

A universalist culture is rule-based, that count for
everyone. In contrast, particularism will take

particularism

subordinate the rule to the relationship; a friend will
always be protected. The general example of mistrust
between the two cultures is: the universalist saying on
the particularist that you cannot trust them, they will
always help their friends, on the contrary the
particularist will state about the universalist that he
cannot be trusted, they would not even help a friend”.
Communitarianism

The group vs. the

Individualist countries will put a prime orientation to

vs. individualism

individual

everything that is related to ‘the self’. The
communitarianist cultures put the sake of the group
forward. The size of the group to which the people of a
country have the closest identification can vary from
family, the corporation, their religion or nation.
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Neutral vs.

The range of feelings

Everywhere reason and emotions play a role, but

emotional

expressed

which one dominates depends on the cultural
background, whether the culture is affective, showing
emotions, or apply a more neutral approach. Often an
emotional attitude is related to directness and a neutral
one to an indirect response.

Diffuse vs. specific

The range of

This dimension discriminates between the degree to

involvement

which one engages others in specific areas of life, or
that everything is interrelated in a diffuse culture.
Personal space is related to this. The amount to which
different social contexts can be separated indicates the
‘specificness’ of the culture.

Achievement vs.
ascription

How status is accorded

In achievement orientated countries status is related to
performance. In ascription orientated cultures status
and the related attention is based in age, class,
gender, or education. The first one refers to doing; the
second one is related to being.

Figure 3.9: The five dimensions related to human relationships according to Trompenaars,
Hampden-Turner (1997)

The dimensions show similarities with the dimensions of Hofstede. The individualism index
of Hofstede and the communitariamsm-individualism of Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner are
comparable. The achievement-ascription and power distance index have also in common that
they discuss ‘status’. But the achievement-ascription dimension does not discuss in depth the
national acceptance of the difference in power positions. Dahl (2004) notices that the other
dimensions of Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner are orientated on the resulting effects of
underlying values. He mentions that the neutral/emotional distinction describes behaviour
instead of a value in itself. This means that these dimensions put a stronger focus on the top of
the iceberg, the expression of culture, than on the underlying assumptions itself.
Besides these authors, many more shared there experiences in books, articles and trainings. In
a less scientific and more professional way. E.g. D’Iribarne applies an ethnographic approach
in three countries, USA, France and the Netherlands. This can be considered a complement to
the empirical approach of Hofstede and Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner. However, the
integration of methodologies appears not to be as easy as might seem. But the result is a nice
comparison of the countries in their dimension with its limitations and practical examples.
Asselin and Mastron (2001) give a picture of the French assumptions; attitudes and patterns
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for anyone interacting with the French. Gesteland (2002) describes a profile of about forty
countries for a marketer, negotiator and purchaser to take into account. Other descriptive
literature on France is mainly from American origin. Generally speaking, the intercultural
studies seem to be an Anglo-Saxon interest.

3.4.2

In Focus: Europe, Anglo-Germanic versus Latin
In the exploration of the cultural influences in the purchasing activity should be focused. “All
examples show there is a clear-cut cultural border between North-West European (analysis,
logic, systems and rationality) and the Euro-Latin cultures (more person-related, more use of
intuition and sensitivity). The study for the master thesis focuses on these intercultural aspects
between Latin-European and North-West European cultures. The latter is specified by the
term ‘Anglo-Germanic culture’ in this study. For a comparative study the Dutch example
represents the Anglo-Germanic values and behaviour in comparison with the French culture,
expressing the Latin culture.
The Latin-European culture takes a special position in Europe. The article of Jesuino (2002)
elaborates on the historical development of the Latin cluster in Europe. First being the cradle
of Europe during the Roman Empire it was the centre of power and development. In the 16th
and 17th century the centres is the North of Europe opposed to the corruption of the Church.
The main centres moved to England, France and German centres. For a long time the South
was looked down at. In the unification of Europe this cultural gap still needs to be overcome.
The cultures in Europe are divided into a Germanic, Nordic, Anglo-Saxon and Latin cluster
(Hofstede, 1997). The scores of the cluster countries according the dimensions of Hofstede are
showed below. The dimensions of Hofstede are rated on a scale from 1 to 100.
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Figure 3.10: The Dimensions of Hofstede in the Germanic, Nordic, Anglo-Saxon and Latin
cluster

The Latin cluster is strong in power distance and uncertainty avoidance. The position of
France in this cluster is clear. The cluster is over different literature sources constant.
Unfortunately that is not the case for the Dutch representative. Dependent on the topic under
consideration the Dutch typology switches from cluster to cluster. In the management
literature and human resources a cluster is developed being Anglo-Dutch in contrast with
Germanic, Nordic and Latin approaches (Klarsfeld and Mabey, 2004). The Dutch culture is
close to the Nordic countries in issues related to equality in society (masculinity index). The
North-West European cultures have in common that they are very individualistic, show lower
scores on masculinity and uncertainty avoidance. For this study the Netherlands represents all
of them to make a contrast tot the Latin Cluster. The name will be maintained, AngloGermanic culture.
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3.4.3

A Dutch-French comparison
Before starting a comparison it is interesting to consider the Netherlands and France according
to the dimensions described by Hall, Hofstede and Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner. This
supports the development of hypotheses on the cultural influence on purchasing practices. The
ratings for France and the Netherlands are listed in Figure 3.11.
Dimension

France

The Netherlands

Moderately high- context

Low context

Polychronic

Monochronic

Power distance Index**

68

38

Individualism Index**

71

80

Masculinity Index**

43

14

Uncertainty Avoidance Index**

86

53

Unknown

44

Universalism vs. particularism***

Particularist

Universalist

Communitarianism vs. individualism***

Individualist

Individualist

Emotional

Neutral

Moderately diffuse

Specific

Ascription

Achievement

High context / low context culture*
Poloychronic / monochronic culture*

Confusion Dynamism**

Neutral vs. emotional***
Diffuse vs. specific***
Achievement vs. ascription***
*

Interpreted from Hall (1967)

**

Hofstede: geert-hofstede.com

***

Interpreted from Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner (1997)

Figure 3.11: Scores on cultural dimensions for France and the Netherlands

The difference in low and high context is an important difference between France and the
Netherlands. According to Gesteland (2002) France and the Netherlands are on the opposite
sites of ‘the great divide’. This divide is created by a difference in orientation, relationshiporientated or deal-orientated. North-West Europe is one of the fewer areas where the dealorientation dominates. Latin Europe is strongly relationship orientated. In managing the
buyer-supplier relationship this is a crucial characteristic. It changes the objective of the
parties around the table. The way of communicating the message can lead to even more
difficulties. The deal-focused, low-context cultures are focused on ‘business first’. In the
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relationship-orientated, high-context culture the deal is developed based on the information
that is obtained outside the office. As Trompenaars (1997) mentioned “if you are going to
business with the French, you will first have to learn how to lunch extensively” (p.8).
This corresponds directly with the monochronic attitude of the Dutch. The agenda dictates
what needs to be done. As explained before there is no room for unexpected visits, phone calls
and prolongation. The French on the contrary do not judge the performance to the tasks to be
done. It is a sequence of events, better they be unexpected and full of personal contacts. The
buyer and the supplier in France will consider the relationship a deal as well as an enrichment
of their personal network.
The power distance indices differ considerably between France and the Netherlands (68, 38
respectively). This difference is translated in a strong hierarchical structure in the French
society and a strongly decentralised, flat organisation in the Netherlands. The Dutch society
likes to challenge the position of the supervisor. In the high power distance culture of France
accept more easily the fact that differences in power exist. In the buyer-supplier relationship
this can be translated to the attitude of the buyer and the supplier. When power differences
need to be challenged, a more aggressive approach can be expected. The negotiation is the
play ground where the results are established. Notice the relationship with the high-low
context dimension. If the circumstances already define the power distribution there is no needs
to confront it. The best solution is to create an optimal relationship.
On the individualism index both countries sore high. Remarkable is the high score of France
on both individualism and power distance. Usually a hierarchical society is associated with a
more collectivistic attitude. The organisation of society in groups demands a organisational
structure. This explains the hierarchical organisation of society. In the French case the
hierarchy goes together with a high level of individualism.
A clear difference is observed on the masculinity index. The Dutch culture is strongly
feminine. This is expressed in the high desire for equality and a strong focus on consensus.
The Netherlands are known for their ‘polder-model’ in which disputes are handled by many
arguments to persuade the other party. All parties need to agree with the final solution in
honesty and attentiveness (D’Iribarne, 1998). The French society is more focused on status
and separation of hierarchical positions. This is associated with a more masculine attitude. In
international business the status is ‘read’ by contextual factors. This status is expressed by e.g.
a big car, being well-dressed, the art of rhetoric. A supplier that would come to a negotiation
by bike is hard to be taken seriously.
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In France the background of the person is determined by his educational background and
family. This corresponds strongly with the ‘achievement-ascription’ dimension of
Trompenaars. In the buyer-supplier relationship the contextual information is not as important
for the Dutch. The Dutch judge according to achievement. They will have difficulties to
understand the importance of the ‘expert’ in the French society. The purchasing activity is
nourished from the technical domain. The ‘ingénieur’ is well-seen in business. The
commercial attitude of the Dutch might be mistaken for a lack of knowledge by the French
business partner.
The French tend to avoid uncertainty more than the Dutch. The French feel a need to structure
their society in rules and laws. A good example is the high level of bureaucracy. The Dutch
score is lower on uncertainty avoidance. They have been international travellers and traders
for centuries. The French still prefer to stay in the Francophone system. However, the society
of the Dutch seems to be more organised than the French one. In France there exists a larger
difference between what is commanded by ‘theory’ and what is performed in ‘practice’. The
informal society is strong. The Dutch are lower in context and tend to prefer the formal
organisation. In the purchasing activity this explains the development of the relationship in a
social context (lunch preferably). Despite the strong orientation on the relationship, the French
are tough with regard to the expertise of the partner. A large set of criteria needs to be passed
before entering in the relationship. All possible doubt needs to be taken away. But when the
relationship is settled the French have difficulties to leave. This in contrast with Dutch
purchasers that try not to have a personal bound with the supplier. Business is business.
The score on Confucian Dynamism (LTO) for France is not available. This dimension is rather
based on the difference in orientation between Asian and Western countries. Therefore the
differences between France and the Netherlands will be assumed insignificant.
The attitude of the Dutch and the French on universalism-particularism would not be expected
to differ too much based on the importance of regulations in both countries. But the large
difference between the actual regulation and the execution explains the particularistic attitude
in the French score. The informal organisation, the importance of the network and the focus
on the relationship explain this attitude. The Dutch on the contrary are more universalistic
concerning their approach of people. What counts for one counts for all. This might be the
reason that a Dutch purchaser faster finishes a relationship that does not serve the business
goals. The French do feel a stronger bond based on the history of the contact. The relationship
is unique by the personal contact that supports it. A little mistake can be easier forgiven
towards a friend.
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The French are emotional driven people. The Dutch are more neutral. This counts especially
in business. The interesting aspect is that the French think themselves extremely rational. But
in discussions they feel free to express their argument in an expressive manner. The Dutch
show less emotion, are more direct and interpret according to the transferred message. This
attitude corresponds to a low-context culture.
The reason of this difference in showing emotions might be illustrated by the scores on the
diffuse and specific relationship focus. The diffuse orientation integrates different aspects of a
problem or a relationship. For the French in this case, working and private are directly linked.
A professor at the university is also a professor in his social life. In a discussion on a possible
cooperation between the buyer and the supplier the discussion not only affects the work
environment, it is also a personal issue. The Dutch might be surprised by the flamboyant
reaction of the French partner. He considers this behaviour ‘unprofessional’, one should be
able to separate what is business and what is personal. This is clearly a specific orientation.
The scores on achievement and ascription correspond with the power distance index of
Hofstede. Respect is measured by the realisation of ‘good’ work or by the background of the
person. In France status is determined by the ‘Grand Ecole’ one went to, the position in the
company, or age etc. In the Netherlands status is focused on the performance in the near past.
The positions in the relationship are influenced by these characteristics. In France, business
negotiation is more often arranged by people of the same age. ‘The older the wiser’. In the
Netherlands ‘young and ambitious’ are key words for success. The two characteristics can be
confronted with disrespect from the other nationality.
3.4.4

Concluding on culture
Culture is a difficult subject to be precise upon. It is a programming of the mind that
differentiates one group of another. These ‘groups’ might be formed on national, corporate or
professional level. This study focuses on difference in national culture and how these aspects
might affect purchasing practices.
Prominent authors on intercultural studies are Hall, Hofstede and Trompenaars and HampdenTurner. They differentiate between cultures based on different models. Hall divides cultures in
low and high context cultures, and polychromic and monochromic cultures. Hofstede
observed five cultural dimensions: power distance, individualism, masculinity, uncertainty
avoidance and Confucian Dynamism (long-term orientation). Trompenaars and HampdenTurner address culture by the way people deal with other people, time and nature. In the
relationship with people the five scaling characteristics are: universalism versus particularism,
communitarianism versus individualism, neutral versus emotional, diffuse versus specific and
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achievement versus ascription. On most of these dimensions the Netherlands and France
differ. This provides an interesting basis for developing hypotheses on purchasing portfolio
management.

3.5

National culture in the research questions
When considering these cultural differences, what would be the impact of national culture on
the use of portfolio models, dependence, trust and commitment in purchasing management?
From the former texts it became clear that the buyer-supplier relationship is influenced by
culture, but what is the effect on management practices? “… not only doers in this world but
also thinkers are children of a culture. The authors of management books and the founders of
political ideologies generate their ideas from the background of what they learned when they
grew up. Thus differences among countries along value dimensions like power distance help
not only in understanding differences in thinking, feeling, and behaving by the leaders and
those led, but also in appreciating the theories produced or adopted in these countries to
explain or prescribe thought, feeling, and behaviour” (Hofstede, 1997, p. 40). The three main
domains of the study are explored.

Use

The portfolio approach is a tool introduced and mainly applied by the Anglo-Saxon world.
French masculine attitude and the high level of uncertainty avoidance are translated in the
strong connection with everything that is French. The ‘Gaullism’ kept the French ‘honour’
alive (D’Iribarne, 1998, Chavannes, 2002). The honour that is described in the book of
D’Iribarne is the driving force in French hierarchy (D’Iribarne, 1998). The logic of honour
leads to: in the first place, a protection of what is French, opposing especially Anglo-Saxon
influences. Secondly, within the organisation structure every ‘domain’ or ‘rank’ protects its
‘territory’. Although the hierarchy imposes the official laws, the informal rules might show a
completely different picture. Official procedures are formally followed, but practically do not
have any content. ‘En theorie’ and ‘en realité’ are two different worlds (D’Iribarne, 1998).
This poses questions on the possibility of an integrated approach in a French company.
Chavannes (2002) describes that the French are hard to change, until the moment that there is
no choice. Applying these considerations to a tool as the purchasing portfolio analysis leads to
the expectation that such an analysis is less often used.
First, if the purchasing managers apply it, it is a difficult step to transmit it into the purchasing
organisation. When everyone is honouring his own approach in the strict hierarchy a new tool
will not be welcomed. Facts and figures will convince Dutch, but the French keep to their
historically grown attitude (D’Iribarne, 1998). Secondly, if the tool would get a place in the
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organisation, it is a procedure that needs to be followed. According to D’Iribarnes study
within an American, Dutch and French plant, the French enjoy taking the bypasses to avoid
the formal rules.
Moreover, the high and low context difference described by Hall (1967) might shine a
different light on the use of the tool. Countries like the Netherlands with a low context culture
are fond of facts and figures supporting management decisions. In a high context culture
(France) the circumstances explain the main message. It could be that the French purchaser
does not want to use a tool to identify what he can read from the relationship itself. It is a
specific situation, in which the particularistic characteristics of the French might appear.
Gesteland (2002) speaks of ‘the great divide’ in business cultures when addressing the
difference in relationship-focused and deal-focused cultures. Comparing Latin Europe and the
North European countries, the latter are clearly deal-focused and the first relationshiporientated. The deal-focused purchaser will get down to business after just some words of
small talk. At the bargaining table business issues are discussed, while developing the process
they will get to know each other. The attitude is associated with short-term gains, fast deals
and little importance of the buyer-supplier relationship. Performance and achievement are
important. The vision on the relationship brings a considerable difference into the buyersupplier relationship.
The relationship-focus demands a long introduction period in which the ‘partners’ have to get
to know each other. A climate of trust has to be built before you talking about business
(Gesteland, 2002). This corresponds to the image of the Frenchman that prefers to start the
meeting with some talk about France, philosophy or the latest developments in politics. Lunch
(‘dejeuner’) is an essential part of relationship building. The development of such a
trustworthy relationship does not only take much more time. Often these relationshiporientated countries are provided with a strong bureaucratic system (Gesteland, 2002) what
does not make business easier. But the development of a personal relationship determines
strongly the business output.
H1:

One could state that the French culture is more relationship-orientated and the Dutch
attitude more deal-focused. Therefore a purchasing portfolio analysis is less used in
France than in the Netherlands.

Dependence

Power and dependence are relatives of each other. In France power distance is stronger; this
means that differences in hierarchical levels are accepted in society, relationships and the
working atmosphere (Hofstede, 1997). The relationship between the boss and the subordinate
is clear and distant. Dependence in this context might be more easily accepted. The Dutch on
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the contrary are more concerned about equality in society. This means that the boss is not per
se right. As a high feminine culture the Netherlands has developed a strong consensus culture.
For every decision anyone involved need to participate in the long decision making process. In
hierarchical societies power is given. In less centralised and hierarchical cultures dependence
is not easily accepted and seems to be challenged.
Projecting this behaviour to the purchasing activity, it can be expected that the French
purchasers are well aware of the purchasing position of the partner and adapts to the limited
margin that exist to move. This idea is in line with the Dutch-French difference in low and
high context communication. If the contexts generates the information necessary for
identifying the power distribution in the relationship, there is no need for challenging it
explicitly during a negotiation. When the role of the context is low, as it is in the Dutch case,
there is not such a clear initial power position. The power in the relationship is going to be
explored and challenged during the development of the relationship. Therefore, when power
distance is high in society it appears to be less expressed in the relationship. This is the basis
of hypothesis two.
H2:

The acceptance of dependence is higher in the French culture, while the Dutch culture
tries to challenge it. Therefore the French perceive a higher level of dependence than
the Dutch purchasers.

Trust and commitment

The relationship characteristics associated with a specific power situation (commitment and
trust) are derivations of the perception of the relationship. The French, being more relationship
orientated, take more time do develop the relationship (Gesteland, 2002). Trust is a
prerequisite for having the exchange relation itself. The time up to the ‘acceptance’ the
relationship demands not only the small talk about history, literature, art, philosophy or the
French cuisine. The presentation of the supplier and the proposition needs a logic sequence of
arguments persuading why he is a good partner (Gesteland, 2002). It is interesting to see that
this relational orientation goes hand in hand with strong rationalism. Before starting business
French purchasers have to know whether the supplier is an expert in the domain. Their
approach is very rational in this sense. They search for the same expertise in the approach of
the partner. “The French think of themselves as supremely rational beings – logical and
intellectual” (Asselin, Mastron, 2001, p. 13). The Cartesian style seems rational but in the
same time the French can be very flamboyant while testing the expertise of the supplier. It is
part of the game. “Vigorous disagreement with specific issues does not necessarily signal lack
of interest in your overall proposal” (Gesteland, 2002, p. 249). The emotional confrontation is
a mean to develop the desired level of trust. This whole ritual is quite time consuming, but
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when establishing a relationship it will preserve. This is contrast with the Dutch approach that
“wants to get down to business quickly and avoid preliminaries” (Gesteland, p. 319). As
highly feminine country, the ‘show off and theatre’ can better be left out. Trust is developed
based on the performance of the exchange relation. The result is that a relationship can be
easily established, and there exists no regret finishing it when business indicators get behind.
Following this reasoning the level of commitment and trust is expected to be higher among
French purchasers. On the emotional scale the French are expected to show higher scores
(goodwill trust and affective commitment). This should especially demonstrate in domains
that have more profit impact.
H3:

One could state that the French culture is more relationship-orientated and the Dutch
attitude more deal-focused. Therefore the French are expected to show higher levels
of trust and commitment than the Dutch purchasers.

3.6

Conclusions
This chapter discussed the current state of literature on ‘portfolio management’, ‘power and
dependence’ and ‘intercultural management’. In the conclusion of each subsection the main
theories have been summarised. Based on the theories on cultural characteristics three
hypotheses have been formulated:
H1:

One could state that the French culture is more relationship-orientated and the Dutch
attitude more deal-focused. Therefore a purchasing portfolio analysis is less used in
France than in the Netherlands.

H2:

The acceptance of dependence is higher in the French culture, while the Dutch culture
tries to challenge it. Therefore the French perceive a higher level of dependence than
the Dutch purchasers.

H3:

One could state that the French culture is more relationship-orientated and the Dutch
attitude more deal-focused. Therefore the French are expected to show higher levels
of trust and commitment than the Dutch purchasers.
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4

4.1

Survey

Introduction
This chapter introduces the survey that has been developed to measure differences in portfolio
use between the Dutch and the French sample. In the first subsection the questionnaire will be
discussed. A pilot study has been performed in a group of 23 purchasers in the DESMAprogram. The changes of the pilot study will be incorporated in the final questionnaire. The
general hypotheses are worked out for the specific questions. The results of the French survey
will be presented and compared to the Dutch data from Gelderman (2003). In the conclusion
the main findings will be discussed in order to respond to three of the research questions.

4.2

Use model based on Gelderman
The use-model of Gelderman concerns different independent explanatory variables: company
size, share of purchasing, the position of the purchasing department, purchasing’s
professionalism and orientation of purchasing (Gelderman, 2003). Gelderman aimed at
explaining portfolio use. In the study the objective is to compare the use of French and Dutch
purchasers. The explanatory variables can provide insight in the reasons why differences
might appear. It also provides insight in the characteristics of the samples. This is required to
judge their comparability.
Some changes have been made to the original questionnaire. For the general background of
the respondent questions have been asked on the responsibility of the respondent (function),
the industry of activity (industry) and the number of employees of the organisational unit they
are responsible for (size). For the answers of the field ‘function’ the option ‘lead buyer’ has
been added. The function of lead buyer has shown an extensive development last years and is
expected to become strongly present in the French sample. The option ‘senior buyer’ has been
excluded. In the French context ‘senior buyer’ is not a separate responsibility. It is the equal to
the function of the buyer that is rewarded with different financial position. Moreover, the
question has been asked to find the function, rather than the hierarchical position in the
company.
The industries in France differ from the industrial structure in the Netherlands. It would not be
appropriate to maintain the same list of possibilities. Based on the information provided by the
French Ministry of Industry a list of options has been created. The structure of French and
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Dutch industry is not similar. If a good representation of the industry is achieved the structure
in the samples will show differences. Comparability of the samples with regard to industries
might be hard in the data analysis. Still a comparison is possible as the sectors can be
evaluated in the development stage of the purchasing function. This needs to be taken into
account while interpreting the results.
The aspects that operationalise the ‘use’ of the portfolio analysis are measured by: ‘use’,
‘user’, ‘use frequency’, ‘reasons for non-use’ and ‘reasons for use’.
Figure 4.2 demonstrates these variables together with the operationalisation.
Use
variables

Operationalisation

Use

Is the purchasing portfolio being used?

User

Who uses the purchasing portfolio analysis in your company?

Use frequency

How often is the purchasing portfolio analysis used?

Reasons for non-use

If '
never'
, why is the purchasing portfolio analysis never used?

Reasons for use

If the purchasing portfolio analysis is used, what are the main reasons for
using it?

Figure 4.1: Variables and operationalisation of portfolio use

The question concerning the user of the portfolio analysis has been added to the questionnaire.
This provides insight in the application of the portfolio analysis within the company, beside
the actual use of the respondent himself.
The ‘use model’ of Gelderman applies aspects of purchasing position, professionalism and
orientation (Gelderman, 2003) to explore the background of ‘use’. In a later study (Gelderman
and Van Weele, 2005) the name of purchasing orientation has been included in ‘purchasing
professionalism’. Purchasing position and purchasing professionalism have been combined
under the overall term ‘purchasing sophistication’. In order to compare the data the French
questionnaire similar to the structure proposed in Gelderman (2003).
Figure 4.2 lists the variables and the operationalisations. In other words, the operationalisation
develops measurable terms for the concept ‘purchasing sophistication’.
Purchasing sophistication

(derived from Rozenmeijer, 2000, Gelderman, 2003, Gelderman, Van

Variables

Operationalisation

Position of purchasing

Top management recognises Purchasing as an important contributor tot the

Weele, 2005)

competitive position
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Purchasing function reports directly to top management
Purchasing’s professionalism

Skills of purchasing personnel are adequate for working in cross-functional
teams
Skills of purchasing personnel are adequate for developing purchasing and
supplier strategies

Purchasing orientation

In our company, purchasing aims at collaboration with suppliers
In our company, purchasing aims at tough negotiations with suppliers in
pursuit of lowest prices
In our company, purchasers mainly relate to clerical and operational
activities

Figure 4.2: Variables and operationalisation of purchasing sophistication

In the Dutch survey these operationalisations have all been evaluated on a 1 to 5 Likert-scale.
Discussing the structure with experts in the French purchasing domain, it was decided to add a
question on the actual presence of cross-functional teams. This seemed to be necessary for
introducing the question on the skills of cross-functional teams. Furthermore, the question on
reporting to top management was transformed to a yes/no-question because the respondents in
the pilot study had difficulties with a 1 to 5 scale.

4.3

Power, dependence, trust and commitment
The questionnaire of Gelderman has been built to test the existence of nine differentiated
strategies within the Kraljic matrix. He measures buyer’s and supplier’s dependence for the
nine scenarios described (from buyer’s point of view). “We have considered dependence not
as a dichotomous variable (‘dependent’ versus ‘independent’), but as a continuous variable,
allowing different degrees of dependence” (Gelderman, 2003). Even more important is the
perception of power and dependence in the eyes of the decision maker (the buyer). For this
study it is not interesting to measure an actual amount of dependence, but to explore the
perception differences and even more important, the way the different parties deal with it. This
is a reasonable assumption as any developed strategy is built on the perceived current situation
in order to achieve a desired future situation. Gelderman therefore asks the respondent directly
to judge buyer’s and supplier’s dependence in a one-item measurement. He uses the
information to identify the net power and total power that is present in a scenario or quadrant.
This information can be used to investigate the differences in perception between Dutch and
French buyers.
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For the objective of this comparative study respecting the four quadrants according to Kraljic
satisfactory. The four scenarios differentiate between the most important positions towards the
supplier. Gelderman has defined static and dynamic strategies. The question of dependence is
more associated with a static situation that with a moving strategy. The movement takes place
in order to change the dependence situation. The perceived amount will be less stable than in
the static scenarios. Therefore is chosen for the scenarios that hold the same position in the
Kraljic-matrix. Only in the non-critical quadrant there is not such an idea of holding position.
The general strategy will be to move the situation towards the leverage quadrant.
•

The bottleneck quadrant is described by ‘safety stock’ scenario: This scenario is
about a product that represents a low purchase value, but a high purchase risk. Your
company is therefore vulnerable with regard to the delivery of one supplier X. You try
to secure the delivery/supply by maintaining relatively high safety stocks.

•

For the non-critical quadrant is chosen for ‘individual ordering’: This scenario refers
to a product that represents a low purchase value with a low purchase risk. The
product is for these reasons not very important for the company, but needs to be
bought anyway. The product is bought at supplier X.

•

In the leverage quadrant the supplier is a ‘partner of convenience’: The product
provides you with a favourable position: the purchase risk is low, while the product
represents a relatively high amount of money. You buy at supplier X. You use tough
negotiation in order to achieve the best conditions. Priority is given to buying for low
prices while maintaining quality and security of delivery.

•

Gelderman describes three strategies in the strategic quadrant. One in which the
buyer is more dominant, one with a supplier dominance and a third representing more
or less equal position. The last one is chosen in this questionnaire. ‘Strategic
partnership’: This product represents a special position: the purchase risk is high as
well as the financial value of the product. This means it is an important product. You
consider supplier X to be an important partner with whom you maintain a valuable
relationship of strategic cooperation. Both parties see the importance of maintaining
the relationship for their mutual business objectives.

For each of the scenarios the perceived buyer’s and supplier’s dependence is evaluated on a 1
to 5 Likert-scale. These results are used for the average buyer and supplier dependence in the
different quadrants, together with the related level of net dependence and interdependence.
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The dependence situation is supported by relationship characteristics. The levels of trust and
commitment are expected to depend on the levels of (inter)dependence of the purchasing
situation. Gelderman states “Trust can be seen as necessary condition for accepting high levels
of dependence” (Gelderman, 2003, p.211). Figure 4.3 shows the operationalisations of trust
and commitment.
Relationship characteristics
variables

Operationalisation

Competence trust

We believe that the supplier will keep his promises and agreements

Goodwill trust

We believe that the supplier will not misuse his position and actually takes
our interests into consideration

Affective commitment

We are doing business with this supplier, mainly because it is pleasant

Calculative commitment

We are doing business with this supplier, mainly because too much time,

working with the supplier
energy and expense would be involved in terminating the relationship with
the supplier

Figure 4.3: Variables and operationalisation of relationship characteristics

4.4

Cultural background of the supplier
The research is an exploration of the cultural domain in purchasing. It is a new entry in
purchasing research. During a session with French purchasers a little exercise was performed
on how they prepare a meeting with a supplier of from nationality different than French. Four
groups of purchasers that in reality dealt with Dutch, Scandinavian, Spanish and Italian
suppliers were made. They wrote there experiences with those nationalities. The observations
were very interesting and strongly related with the theory. To explore the opportunities to test
purchaser’s behaviour in relationships with international supplier an experimental part on
supplier nationality has been added to the questionnaire. For that the strategic partnership
scenario acts as a basis. Questions were asked on the perception of the trust and commitment
towards those different suppliers.
For the questionnaire as presented to the respondents see Appendix B
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4.5

Hypotheses in the questionnaire

Use

One could state that the French culture is more relationship-orientated and the Dutch attitude
more deal-focused. Therefore, a purchasing portfolio analysis is less used in France than in
the Netherlands.
Dependence

The acceptance of dependence is higher in the French culture, while the Dutch culture tries to
challenge it. Therefore, the French perceive a higher level of dependence than the Dutch
purchasers. This difference is expected to be expressed in the strategic quadrant and the noncritical quadrant.
Relationship characteristics

It could be said that the French culture is more relationship-orientated and the Dutch attitude
more deal-focused. In addition, the French are expected to show higher levels of trust and
commitment than the Dutch purchasers.
As the level of dependence, trust and commitment differ according to the purchasing situation;
each quadrant incorporates different hypotheses on the level of trust and commitment.
Bottleneck:

The buyer is obliged to maintain the relationship. One cannot speak of
willingness in this situation of supplier dominance. The level of trust and
commitment will be lowest from all situations. No significant difference is
expected with the Dutch sample.

Non-critical:

In the non-critical quadrant exists a more or less independent situation. In a
deal-orientated culture this relationship is of no importance. In a relationshipfocused country like France a relationship might be maintained even though
the deal is of no real importance to the buyer. Therefore a higher level of
goodwill trust and affective commitment is expected in the French sample.

Leverage:

Competence trust and calculative commitment become key issues in the
situations where the performance of the company is at stake. In the leverage
quadrant the buyer is dominant. Nevertheless the purchasing company needs
to safeguard the high impact purchase. The relationship-orientation of the
French is expected to involve a stronger connection towards the supplier to
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safeguard quality, delivery, etc. This included trust, commitment, on both the
performance and the affection level. The French are expected to show higher
scores on all aspect of the relationship characteristics than the Dutch
purchasers.
Strategic:

The strategic quadrant refers to a strong cooperation in which both parties are
strongly dependent on each other. Trust and commitment are essential
ingredients for such a relationship (Gelderman, 2003). However, the dealfocused cultures are expected to see this relationship serving business purpose.
The relationship-orientated French are foreseen to demand more from the
relationship itself. Therefore the French sample is expected to show higher
scores on goodwill trust and affective commitment than the Dutch
counterparts.

4.6
4.6.1

Results of the Dutch French comparison
Response
A first email with a link to the web-enabled questionnaire was sent on April 22nd 2005. This
email resulted in 82 answers. A reminder was sent on May 7th 2005. The email was sent the
alumni of DESMA, a Master in Purchasing at IAE (Institut d’Administration et Entreprises de
Grenoble). The trainees are originating from different regions in France. The response on the
second round is almost negligible. The reminder added three extra responses to the sample.
Reason for this could have been the bad timing in the month of May. Many companies have
their holidays in the beginning of May, including Memorial Day on the 8th. A total number of
85 reactions were received, of which 84 were usable. The sample contained 413 contacts. This
results in a response rate of resulting in a response rate of 84 / 413 = 20,3 %. This is a good
result for an internet-survey. The email addresses were not all updated. Of the 413 emails sent
350 are expected to be received by the respondents.
The sample size for the Dutch sample was 216. The French sample is smaller, as expected.
The Dutch one had been sent by ordinary mail and a book was offered for each returned
questionnaire. The French respondents possibly had difficulties with the length of the
questionnaire; it can be observed that not all respondents finished the questionnaire. It was a
web-enabled questionnaire, divided in four pages followed one after another by a ‘continue’button. The respondents that stopped the questionnaire dropped of at the end of such a ‘topic
page’. After the respondent’s profile and the question on purchasing sophistication 21
respondents stopped filling in the questionnaire. The 63 interviewees continued both the
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questions on the scenario and the portfolio use. For the cultural questions another five
respondents dropped off (Figure 4.4). Four respondents did not recognise any of the supplier
situations, one recognised all of them, but did not answer the questions.

Figure 4.4: Distribution of respondents over the four parts of the questionnaire

As the survey is divided into different topics, the different level of responses can be
maintained. The tests are performed based on the number of cases that provided a valid
answer to the variable. For each analysis the missing values are excluded from the test sample
size. This means that different sample sizes appear from test to test. In all test the sample size
of the French respondents exceeds 30, the minimum for assuming a normal distribution.
Although a larger sample would have led to results that are more reliable the test can be
performed without a problem.
Data analysis involved three steps (Salant, Dillman, 1994, Abrahams, 1997):

4.6.2

•

Data preparations: cleaning and organizing the data for analysis;

•

Descriptive statistics: describing the data, e.g. frequency tables;

•

Inferential statistics: testing hypotheses.

Profile of the sample
Function

In Figure 4.5 the distribution of the responsibilities of the respondents are shown.
The function of buyer applies for most of the French respondents. More than 70% of the
sample is covered by the function buyer or lead buyer. The other functions are underrepresented in the French sample. The Dutch sample follows a different structure. About 60%
of the respondents is Purchasing Director or Manager. The function structure does not
correspond the expected way with ‘company size’. The company size will be explained first.
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FR
Frequency

FR Valid
Percent
(84–15 = 69)

NL
Frequency

NL Valid
Percent

Purchasing Director

3

3.6

66

31.0

Purchasing Manager

15

17.9

69

32.4

21

9.9

Senior Buyer
Lead Buyer

18

21.4

Buyer

31

36.9

35

16.4

Logistic Manager

0

0.0

9

4.2

Supply Chain Manager

2

2.4

4

1.9

Other

15

17.9

9

4.2

Total

84

100.0

213

100.0

Figure 4.5: Function of respondents in the French (FR) and Dutch (NL) sample

Company size

The French respondents are responsible for large organisation units (see Figure 4.6). Almost
70% answered that they work for an organisational unit of 1000 or more employees. In the
French sample there are hardly any SMEs (less than 100 employees). This is in contrast with
the smaller companies that were represented in the Dutch survey.

70.0%

Nationality
French
Dutch

60.0%

50.0%

Percent
40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%
Moins de
100
employes

Entre 100
et 200
employes

Entre 201
et 500
employes

Entre 501
et 1000
employes

Plus de
1000
employes

Company size

Figure 4.6: Distribution of company size in the French and Dutch sample
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An explanation of this difference could be that the respondents answered the question by the
size of the company they are working for. Although it was clearly mentioned in the
questionnaire to answer this question for the organisation unit ‘you are responsible for’ with
regard to purchases. The buyers and lead buyers on the other hand are occupied by large
production units worldwide, considering the automotive and electro-technical business. The
sectors over-represented in the French survey.
Less easy is it to find an explanation for the behaviour in the Dutch questionnaire. The
respondents are active in the strategic domain of purchasing. More than 60% is purchasing
director or manager. The organisation unit they do business for will often entail the whole
organisation. However, in the answers the opposite is observed. They are working for
relatively small organisation units. In the French case the purchasing manager of a SME
would bear the function of ‘purchasing manager’ instead of ‘purchasing director’. This
function title is only expected in large enterprises.
For further analysis no difference is made between a SME and a larger company. This might
affect the results. E.g. in larger companies more portfolio use is expected (see also Gelderman,
2003). This means that the intensity of ‘use’ in the French sample is larger than in the French
population.

Industry

The industrial sectors are taken from the governmental classification of industries. Figure 4.7
compares the French sample with representation in French industry and the Dutch sample. In
Figure 4.7 can be observed that some industries are highly represented in the Dutch sample (in
number of companies, with more than 20 employees): the industry for metal basic and metal
product (17.9%) and the mechanical industry (17.3%). The textile and clothing industry
(11.0%) and the chemical industry (10.5%) also contribute strongly to the total number of
industrial companies. The French sample shows a different figure. The automobile industry is
overrepresented, 20.2%. Closely followed by the electro-technical industry (16.7%). A third
and fourth place are taken by domestic industry and shipbuilding, aviation engineering and
railway industry. Both with a percentage of 7.1, which is far below the 16.7 percent of the
electro-technical industry.
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Industry

French Industries
Industrie automobile
Industries des
equipements et des
composants electriques**
Industrie des equipements
mecaniques
Metallurgie et
transformation des metaux
Chimie, caoutchouc,
plastiques
Industries du bois et du
papier
Edition, imprimerie,
reproduction
Industrie habillement, cuir,
textile**
Pharmacie, parfumerie et
entretien
Industrie des equipements
du foyer
Construction navale,
aeronautique et ferroviaire
Industrie extraction de
produits eneriques et
raffinage de petrole

Dutch Industries

Frequency
in French
sample
17

Valid
Percent
in
French
sample
20.2%

Frequency
in French
industry*
549

Percentage
of French
industry
2.6%

Frequency
in Dutch
sample

Valid
percentage
in Dutch
sample

14

16.7%

2023

9.5%

41

19.0%

4

4.8%

3699

17.3%

1

1.2%

3816

17.9%

Electro-technical
industry
Mechanicals
(machine industry)
Metal products
industry
metal basic industry
Chemical industry
Wood, furniture and
paper industry
Graphic industry
Textile and clothing
industry

Building materials,
glass and pottery

Petroleum industry,
coal processing
industry

Industrie des produits
mineraux
Eau, gaz et electricite
Transportation
Instrument or optical
industry
Other

Other
Total

4

4.8%

2247

10.5%

2

2.4%

1264

5.9%

3

3.6%

1728

8.1%

0

0.0%

2342

11.0%

4

4.8%

565

2.6%

6

7.1%

1275

6.0%

6

7.1%

319

1.5%

1

1.2%

11.6%

25

22.7%

49
9

4.2%

30

13.9%
7.4%

16

1.9%

4

3.2%

7

1.9%

4

1.9%
4

0

0.0%

1213

5.7%

4

4.8%

234

1.1%
3.7%

8
18

21.4%

84

100.0%

3.2%

7
12
21347

100.0%

5.6%
100.0%

216

source: http://www.industrie.gouv.fr/portail/une/index_esse.html and Gelderman data (2003)
* companies with equal or more than 20 employees
** compositions of more industries 1118 + 905, and 1224 +1118
*** compositions of more industries 49 + 9

Figure 4.7: Industry composition of the French sample, French industry figures and the
Dutch data

In number of companies the French sample seems not to be representative for the French
population. But when a better look is taken at the turnover (‘chiffre d’affaires hors taxes’, see
http://www.industrie.gouv.fr/portail/une/index_esse.html ), the automotive industry and the
electro-technical industries are the dominant sectors. Together they represent more than 25%
of the total turnover in French industry.
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The sample was drawn from alumni of de ESA-Master program in purchasing. The
automotive industry and the electro-technical industries are fast moving businesses that might
be the first to develop a strong purchasing function. In the basis of trainees this
overrepresentation can be observed. The sample is in accordance with the importance of
purchasing in the industry.
Secondly, the French and the Dutch sample can be compared. The first obvious difference is
the absence of the automotive industry in the Dutch sample. The metal products industry is
number one in the Dutch data. Also the electro-technical and chemical are dominant. The
metal products industry and the chemical industry are over-represented compared to the Dutch
industry characteristics. The Dutch and French sample compared the electro-technical
industries do resemble. In the Dutch data the automotive sector is completely lacking.
Main implications

Difference exists between the Dutch and the French sample with regard to function, company
size and industry. The difference in company size and function can be related to each other. In
a large enterprise in the automotive and electro-technical industry the lead buyers are expected
to have a responsibility over large production units. The function of a ‘purchasing manager’ in
small enterprise is different from the ‘purchasing manager’ in a large company. One could
think that portfolio use is stronger in large international companies than in SMEs. The results
of the survey of Gelderman demonstrated that in Dutch companies the portfolio use in larger
companies is higher (80.5%) than in SMEs (57.4%). So, the French results on portfolio
analysis are anticipated to show more users than the French average. The portfolio use is not
affected by the function of the respondent, as the use-questions focus on company
characteristics.
The representation of industries in the French sample corresponds to the volume of trade
achieved by the business. The dominant industries are not comparable to the Dutch sample
with regards of industry type. Both samples however represent the industries that are relatively
front-runners in the purchasing activity (Van Weele, 2005). Therefore, instead of comparing
the samples based on industries, the samples can be approximated by the development stage of
their purchasing activity. This means that both samples present a figure that overestimated
national average.
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4.6.3

Purchasing within the organisation (position, professionalism and orientation)
The respondents were asked to judge statements on the position of purchasing within the
company, purchasing’s professionalism and the orientation of purchasing.
In the original data the question on reporting to top management has been measured on a scale
from 1 to 5. In the French data this has become a yes/no-question. The Dutch data has been
decoded by considering a score of 1 and 2 as ‘no’ and scores of 4 and 5 as ‘yes’. All answers
in the middle (n=16) were left out, which resulted in 197 useable answers. Still a t-test is
conducted. This results in a significant difference between the two means. In the Netherlands
the purchasing function reports more frequently to top management than in French case.
Taking the difference in company size into consideration this is a surprise. The French sample
consists of mainly large enterprises. From an intercultural perspective this outcome
corresponds to the French centralised, hierarchical organisation and the Dutch decentralised
model. It could also demonstrate a difference in the importance of purchasing.
Figure 4.8 shows the average scores of the Dutch and French respondents on six elements of
‘purchasing sophistication’.

French

Dutch

Contributes to competitive
position
5.00
4.00

Orientation on clerical and
operational activities

3.00
2.00

Skills for cross funtional
teams

1.00
0.00

Orientation on tough
negotiation and lowest prices

Skills for developing
strategies

Orientation on collaboration

Figure 4.8: Purchasing sophistication – comparison of the Dutch and French sample

In the domain of ‘position of purchasing’ a significant difference has been found for:
•

Contribution to competitive position (p< 0.001)

The French sample believes more than the Dutch sample that top management considers
purchasing to be a valuable contribution to the competitive position of the company.
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For ‘purchasing’s professionalism’ a significant mean difference has been observed for:
•

Skills for developing strategies (p = 0.033)

The French believe more often than the Dutch that the expertise of the purchasing personnel
is sufficient for developing purchasing and supplier strategies.
The ‘orientation of purchasing’ is significant different for:
•

Orientation on collaboration (p< 0.001)

In the Dutch sample exists a stronger orientation on collaboration with the supplier than in
the French sample.
•

Orientation of clerical and operational activities (p<0.001)

In the Dutch sample a tendency towards purchasing as a clerical and operational activity is
observed by the time spent on purchasing.
Main implications

The observations on ‘purchasing sophistication’ do not show direct evidence that one of the
two countries is more ‘sophisticated’ in purchasing than the other. The emphasis of the French
on the perceived contribution to the competitive position would indicate a better positioned
purchasing function. This might also be explained by the strong technical orientation of the
purchasing function in France. Moreover, engineers are highly valued. ‘Expertise’ is crucial in
French eyes. The skills for developing these strategies might be evaluated based on this
‘expertise’. The Dutch are stronger on the collaboration question. Remarkable is the
dominance of the Dutch on both collaboration ánd administrative orientation. The existing
idea is that a clerical orientated purchasing department develops via tough negotiation towards
collaboration with the supplier. These results could mean that the strategies of the Dutch
purchasers might be more differentiated.

4.6.4

Portfolio use
The structure of posing the questions has been changed compared to the Dutch questionnaire.
The original question was “How often is the purchasing portfolio analysis used in your
company?’ with the possibilities ‘never’, ‘less than once a year’, ‘once a year’ and ‘more than
once a year’. The ‘never’ in this question indicated that no portfolio analysis was applied
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within the company. During a pilot the respondents had difficulties with the directness of the
Dutch question. The French questionnaire splits the question in three:
1. “Do you use it?”
2. Who uses it? (the pilot respondents felt the need to differentiate in users)
3. How often is it used?
Use

The tests on use are performed based on a French sample of n = 63 and a Dutch sample of n =
215. A significant difference in use has been observed. The Dutch sample has 73% of
portfolio users. The French sample 55%. These results do not take the size of the company
into account. The 55% can better be compared to the 80.5% of large companies using the
portfolio analysis in the Dutch sample. Dutch purchasers apply more often a portfolio analysis
than French purchasers. The hypothesis that French purchaser use less often the portfolio
analysis has been accepted.
Who uses the portfolio analysis?

In the Dutch questionnaire this question has not been asked. It is, however, interesting to know
on which levels in the organisation the portfolio might be applied. This question was added
after the pilot study. The respondent indicated that only a question on portfolio use was
insufficient. Therefore the question whether it is used in the company was completed with a
variable on who uses it.

Who uses a purchasing portfolio?

Purchasing Manager,
65.7%

Lead buyer, 68.6%

Purchasing Director,
51.4%

Buyer, 51.4%
Other, 0.0%

Assistent, 8.6%

Approvisioneur, 8.6%
Supply Chain Manager,
5.7%

Manager of Logistics,
2.9%

Purchasing Director

Purchasing Manager

Lead buyer

Buyer

Assistent

Manager of Logistics

Supply Chain Manager

Approvisioneur

Other

Figure 4.9: Distribution of the users of portfolio analysis in the French sample
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Figure 4.9 provides information on the actual users of the portfolio analysis. The figure shows
demonstrates that the portfolio analysis is mainly applied by the more strategic functions in
purchasing. The lead buyer is most often mentioned. Also the purchasing manager uses the
portfolio regularly. From the figure can be concluded that they are actual users of the portfolio
analysis. It would be interesting to know whether the same structure exists in the Netherlands.
Unfortunately this question has not been posed in the Dutch questionnaire.
It can be concluded that the number of companies using a portfolio analysis is low.
Nevertheless, when the tool is used it is applied by purchasers on different levels in the
company. No significant difference has been proved between the use frequency of the users.
Reason(s) non-use

For a test on non-use a sample size of n = 28 was used for the French and n = 56 for the
Dutch. The respondents were allowed to mark one or more of the listed possibilities. The
listed possibilities were:
•

It takes too much time to use a purchasing portfolio analysis;

•

The results of the purchasing portfolio analysis are unusable;

•

There is a lack of knowledge for applying a purchasing portfolio analysis;

•

The purchasing director does not want to use a purchasing portfolio analysis;

•

The purchasing portfolio analysis does not include enough factors;

•

The purchasing portfolio analysis is to simple for complex decisions.

The results of the data are presented in Figure 4.10.
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Reasons for Non Use

French
Dutch

Too much time
50.0%
40.0% 35.7%
30.0%

Too simple for complex decisions

Unusable results

20.0%
10.7%
17.9%
10.0%

39.3%

0.0%
12.5%
17.9%

16.1%

10.7%

3.6%

25.0%

14.3%
Not enough factors

Absence of knowledge
46.4%

Unwilling purchasing director

Figure 4.10: Reasons for non-use – comparison of the Dutch and French sample

The reasons for not using a purchasing portfolio in the French sample are mainly:
•

Absence of knowledge

46.4%

•

Too simple for complex problems

39.3%

•

Not enough factors included

17.9%

‘Absence of knowledge’ is an internal reason for the company not to apply a portfolio
analysis. The two others are part of the perceived limitations of the portfolio analysis. The
connection between those answers is easily made. By absence of knowledge the tool might
appear complex and not appropriate. And visa versa, if the tool is judged inappropriate for the
purchasing situation the knowledge about the portfolio analysis will not be developed either.
The major reasons for Dutch not to apply a portfolio analysis are:
•

Takes too much time

35.7%

•

Absence of knowledge

25.0%

Because of the low sample size on the French group a t-test is not recommended. But as the
number of 28 is very close to the minimum of 30 it is worth to give it a try. For individual
independent t-test significant difference is found observed for:
•

Too much time (p = 0.006)
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Dutch non-users appear to less willing to use portfolio models for time reasons than French
purchasers. With the transaction orientation this can be expected. Dutch are often more
impatient than the French counterparts.
Reason for use

The options for answering the question 'Why do you use the portfolio analysis?' are:
•

It contributes to the understanding of products and suppliers;

•

It contributes to cost savings of purchased products;

•

It helps in identifying the problems and possibilities in the purchasing activity;

•

It helps in developing differentiated purchasing strategies.

For the ‘reasons for use’ 38 French answer could be used and 159 Dutch. The main reason for
the French respondents to use a purchasing portfolio analysis is the role of the tool for the
development of purchasing and supplier strategies (94.3%). A second place is taken by the
reason that the portfolio analysis identifies problems and opportunities in the purchasing
activity (57.1%).

Reasons for Use

French
Contributes to understanding
100.0%

Dutch

80.0%
57.9%
60.0% 48.6%
40.0%
20.0%
Differentiated purchasing strategies
94.3%

0.0%
69.2%

39.6%
17.1%

Contributes to savings

50.9%
57.1%

Identifies problems/possibilities

Figure 4.11: Reasons for use – comparison of the Dutch and French sample

Significant difference is observed at:
•

Differentiated purchasing strategies (p= 0.02)

The French purchasers think more often than the Dutch that the portfolio analysis is an
important source of information for the development of differentiated purchasing strategies.
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There are fewer French purchasers that use a purchasing portfolio analysis. But the ones that
use it seem to approve the usefulness of it.
•

Contribution to cost savings (p = 0.019)

The contribution to cost savings is more insisted upon by the Dutch users than by the French
users. This might be explained by the difference in functions of the Dutch and French
respondents. The Dutch respondents occupy more strategic positions and are able to perceive
cost reductions. For buyers this effect might be less clear. On the other hand, the focus on
money is often associated with the Dutch culture. The deal-focus is supported by a strong
orientation on business results.
All four observed differences support the idea that the Dutch are deal-orientated and the
French relationship-orientated. The Dutch are more focused on money and time aspects in the
use of a portfolio tool. The French see the strategic gain of the portfolio by insisting on the
complexity of supplier management and differentiation in purchasing strategies.
A comment should be added to the variable ‘absence of knowledge’. This question assumes
that ‘knowledge’ is evaluated in the same way by the Dutch and the French. This might not be
the case. The impression exists that the Dutch type of knowledge is procedural, focusing on
the ‘how’ the portfolio might be applied. The French might apply a more declarative approach
on knowledge. This type of knowledge insists on what goes behind the concept of a portfolio.
Technical expertise determines ‘knowledge’. The French will more easily admit the absence
of knowledge. The question posed in the questionnaire therefore might not be interpreted the
same way by the Dutch and the French respondents.
Main implications

This part of the survey provides the information to respond to research question one and two.
Research question 1: Are there differences in the Anglo-Germanic (Dutch) and the Latin
(French) use of portfolio strategies?
The survey shows that a smaller number of the French purchasers uses the portfolio analysis
than among the Dutch purchasers. In the Netherlands 74% of the companies use the portfolio
analysis. In French enterprises this percentage is 55%. The difference is even expected to be
larger. The French sample consists mainly of large companies. It is likely that portfolio
analyses are more often applied in larger companies. To compare the Dutch and the French
results the French level of use should be reduced. Another reason why the actual difference
might be even larger is the background knowledge of the respondents. The French sample was
taken from the database of alumni of the DESMA-program (a master in purchasing). That
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would mean that all respondents knew the tool in advance. The sectors being overrepresented
in the sample have more developed purchasing organisation. Therefore, the results for the
French portfolio use in the data analysis should be reduced. This means that the actual
difference is larger than the 19% in this data analysis. Therefore it can be concluded that
French purchasers use the portfolio analysis less often than their Dutch colleagues.
It is difficult to generalise these findings from the Dutch and French sample to the level of
Anglo-Germanic and Latin countries. If the explaining factors are based on characteristics that
can be attributed to the Latin countries one might expect that the other countries will also
apply the portfolio analysis less often. Considering the Anglo-Saxon background of the
portfolio analysis it might be expected that the Anglo-Germanic countries apply such an
approach more often than Latin countries
Research question 2: Why do Dutch and French purchasers use portfolio strategies?
The main reason for French purchaser to apply the purchasing portfolio analysis is the
development of differentiated purchasing strategies (94%). The same reason was dominant for
the Dutch respondents (69%). The contribution to cost savings was significantly less applied
to French than to Dutch purchasers.
The major reasons for not using a portfolio analysis among Dutch purchasers are the time that
is required to apply the tool (too much time, 36%) and the absence of knowledge (25%). The
main reasons for the French purchasers to use a purchasing portfolio analysis are the absence
of knowledge (46%) and the simplicity of the tool (to simple for complex problems, 39%).
Initially theses results correspond to the national profile that was developed on the French and
Dutch purchaser’s behaviour. The time constraint fits well in the deal-focused attitude
expected in the Netherlands. The French that would be more concerned with the relationship
itself might think a relationship cannot be ‘caught’ into a matrix.

4.6.5

Purchasing Strategies: Dependence and Trust & Commitment
In the four scenarios the question has been asked whether the respondent recognised the
situation. The ones that answered this question negatively are excluded from the analysis. In
the French questionnaire this was a yes or no-question. The Dutch survey used a five-point
Likert-scale. For comparison possible the Dutch answers have been recoded. The answers 1
and 2 are interpreted as ‘no’, 3, 4 and 5 as ‘yes’. Parallel tests have been performed excluding
3 from the ‘yes’ answers. The same significances have been observed, with one exception for
calculative commitment. This exception will be addressed in the text.
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The tests are performed with the following sample sizes:

Dependence

The perceived level of dependence is measured by a single item. The purchasers are asked to
indicate the level of the buyer’s dependence (the perceived dependence on supplier X) and
supplier’s dependence (the perceived dependence of supplier X on purchaser’s company).
Figure 4.12 and Figure 2.3 display the results on the single item measurement of dependence.
The supplier’s and buyer’s dependence is the average score of the respondents that recognised
the scenario. The net dependence is the average score of supplier’s dependence reduced by the
average buyer’s dependence. The net interdependence is the sum of both supplier’s and
buyer’s dependence.

Scenario

Supplier'
s

Buyer'
s

Net

Inter

dependence

dependence

dependence

dependence

(1)

(2)

(1) - (2)

(1) + (2)

Bottleneck

2.15

3.67

-1.52

Routine

1.93

1.46

0.47

3.39

Leverage

2.98

1.86

1.12

4.84

Strategic

3.03

3.98

-0.95

5.82

7.01

Figure 4.12: Dependence in the matrix for the French sample
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Scenario

Supplier'
s

Buyer'
s

Net

Inter

dependence

dependence

dependence

dependence

(1)

(2)

(1) – (2)

(1) + (2)

Bottleneck

2.13

4.01

-1.88

6.14

Routine

1.91

1.74

0.17

3.65

Leverage

2.86

1.97

0.89

4.83

Strategic

3.26

4.24

-0.98

7.5

Figure 4.13: Dependence in the matrix for the Dutch sample

No striking differences are observed between the two samples with regard to the dependence
levels. Perceived dependence is a constant factor in the survey results. No significant
differences have been observed. This would mean that the situations in which the purchasers
operate are perceived equally. This supports the concept of the Kraljic-model. Figure 4.14
shows the distribution of dependence over the four portfolio quadrants.
Dutch sample

French sample

Bottleneck
5

Strategic

Bottleneck
5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

Routine

Strategic

1

Routine

Supplier'
s dependence
Buyer'
s dependence

Leverage

Leverage

Figure 4.14: Behaviour of buyer’s and supplier’s dependence in the Dutch and French sample

High buyer’s dependence can be observed in the bottleneck and strategic quadrant. Buyer’s
dependence is in accordance with the Kraljic-model. In both cases the buyer’s dependence is
significantly different from the non-critical and bottleneck quadrant (In Dutch and French
sample all p = 0.000). Although the non-critical and leverage quadrant score low in buyer’s
dependence, the perceived buyer’s dependence is higher in the leverage quadrant (pNL = 0.044,
pFR = 0.034). The buyer’s dependence is related to the supply risk in the purchasing domain.
This fulfils the expectation.
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The supplier’s dependence is expected to be low in the bottleneck and strategic quadrant. This
expectation is confirmed by the observations. The dependence scores in the strategic and
leverage quadrant are significantly different from respectively bottleneck and non-critical
quadrant, with a significance of p = 0.000 for both samples. In the Dutch sample the supplier
dependence increases from the leverage to the strategic quadrant with a significant difference
of p = 0.000.
Figure 4.14 follows the expectation pattern of the Kraljic-model in that sense that the expected
dependencies levels are confirmed. The picture observes for both samples that the buyer is
dominant in the leverage quadrant, while the supplier has the lead in the bottleneck quadrant.
The non-critical quadrant is in the Dutch case equally distributed in terms of dependence. The
French non-critical activities appear to be slightly dominated by the buyer. The picture of the
strategic quadrant is interesting, as it does not show a sign of balance in the dependence levels.
The strategic quadrant is dominated by the supplier. This is not conform the literature of
power in the Kraljic model (Cox, 2001, Van Weele, 2005), but support the findings of
Gelderman (2003). The Dutch data show the same pattern. “The results may shed a different
light on the buyer’s view on issues of power and dependence: even satisfactory partnerships
are dominated by the supplier” (Gelderman, 2003, p.256).
The hypothesis on different dependence levels is rejected, no significant difference can be
found. Although no differences are observed between the two samples with regard to
dependence levels, the scores on the relationship characteristics show a different picture.
4.6.6

Trust and commitment
The fact that no differences have been observed in the levels of dependences strengthens the
results that appear from the relationship characteristics. It can be assumed that the situations
are perceived equally in terms of buyer’s and supplier’s dependence. This subsection explores
whether the behaviour in these situations are similar as well. The power and dependence level
is expected to relate to certain relationship characteristics. The respondents were asked to
judge the following sentences on a scale one (completely disagree) to five (completely agree).
o

We believe that supplier X will keep his promises and agreements (competence
trust)

o

We believe that supplier X will not misuse his position and actually takes our interests
into consideration (goodwill trust)

o

We are doing business with supplier X, mainly because it is pleasant working with
this supplier (affective commitment)
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o

We are doing business with supplier X, mainly because too much time, energy and
expense would be involved in terminating the relationship with this supplier
(calculative commitment)

Figure 4.15 lists the average scores of the French and the Dutch sample on competence trust,
goodwill trust, affective commitment and calculative commitment. A t-test was performed on
the individual items.

Mean
Leverage

French

Dutch

Mean

difference

Competence

Strategic

French

Dutch

difference

Competence

trust

3.62

4.08

***-0.46

Goodwill trust

3.44

3.89

**-0.45

Affective

trust

3.68

4.21

***-0.53

Goodwill trust

3.14

4.03

***-0.89

1.81

3.57

***-1.76

3.14

3.22

-0.08

Affective

commitment

1.94

3.12

***-1.18

Calculative
commitment

commitment
Calculative

2.64

2.17

**0.47

commitment

Mean
French

Routine

Dutch

Mean

difference

Competence
trust
Goodwill trust

Bottleneck

French

Dutch

difference

Competence
3.21

3.71

***-0.5

trust

3.34

3.41

-0.07

3.1

3.48

*-0.38

Goodwill trust

2.72

3.2

-0.48*

1.83

3.11

***-1.28

1.31

2.71

-1.4***

3.16

3.13

0.03

Affective

Affective

commitment
Calculative
commitment

commitment
Calculative

2.75

2.32

0.43

commitment

Mean differences are calculated (French) – (Dutch)
*

Significance p < 0.05

**

Significance p < 0.01

***

Significance p < 0.001

Figure 4.15: Average scores and mean differences for the French and Dutch sample

In the bottleneck quadrant significant differences (p< 0.05) are observed for, in descending
order of the mean differences:
Affective commitment

- 1.40

Goodwill trust

-. 48

The French purchasers score extremely low on affective commitment. They also have less
confidence that the supplier will take their interests into account. Due to the difficult position
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of the buyer the general scores of affection are low. Affective commitment even extremely
low (1.31 on a scale from 1 to 5).
In the non-critical quadrant a significant difference is observed for (in descending order):
Affective commitment

- 1.28

Competence trust

- .5

Goodwill trust

- .39

A test was performed for the results including and excluding 3 from recognition. When 3 is
not interpreted to be a ‘yes’, then a significant difference is also observed for calculative
commitment (mean difference: + .52).
Significant are the differences in scenario 3, the leverage quadrant for all four factors.
Affective commitment

- 1.18

Calculative commitment

+ .47

Competence trust

- .46

Goodwill trust

- .45

In this case too the French feel less trust towards their supplier. Also the affective commitment
is performs poorly. Calculative commitment on the other hard shows a positive difference,
which means that the French sample shows more calculative commitment than the Dutch
sample.
Significant differences between the French and the Dutch in the strategic quadrant are:
Affective commitment

- 1.76

Goodwill trust

- .88

Competence trust

- .52

The difference on affective commitment is largest in the strategic quadrant. Mainly caused by
the increase of Dutch commitment in strategic partnership. Also Dutch goodwill and
competence trust increase in this scenario. French average scores remain about the same
compared to the leverage quadrant. Goodwill trust even decreases little.
To be able to interpret these differences they should be related to the behaviour of the
relationship characteristics over the different quadrants.
Figure 4.16 gives an overview of the mean scores of competence and goodwill trust, and
affective and calculative commitment.
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Bottleneck
5
4

Competence trust
Goodwill trust
Affective commitment
Calculative commitment

3
2
Strategic

1

Routine

Leverage

Figure 4.16: Behaviour of relationship characteristics over the different quadrants in the
Dutch sample

The data of Gelderman follow a specific pattern in the distribution of characteristics over the
quadrants. Bottleneck scores low on all characteristics. Competence trust (p = 0.000),
goodwill trust (p = 0.011), affective commitment (p = 0.001) and calculative commitment (p =
0.000) are all significantly different compared to the non-critical quadrant. Except for
calculative commitment, the aspects differ significantly (p = 0.000) from the bottleneck to the
strategic quadrant.
Calculative commitment seems to appear in the positions where the buyer does not have much
choice. In the strategic and bottleneck quadrant these aspects score high. Probably calculative
commitment is less thought of in situations that lack buyer’s dependence.
Also affective commitment is related to the buyer’s dependence. A high score in the strategic
quadrant, a low score in the bottleneck quadrant. The differences between strategic and
bottleneck towards the other position is significant (all p= 0.000). No difference is observed
between the non-critical and leverage scenario.
It seems that the level of trust and commitment increased along the sequence bottleneck –
non-critical – leverage – strategic. The levels of trust are close to each other, while showing
more competence trust than goodwill trust. Bottleneck and non-critical attitude significantly
(pcompetence = 0.004, goodwill = 0.011). The level increase towards the leverage quadrant (pcompetence
= 0.044, goodwill = 0.000). The levels stay the same going to the strategic partnership.
Apparently, in case of an important purchase, associated with high profit impact, trust stays
equal (in the leverage as well as in the strategic position). Only the calculative commitment
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increases (p = 0.028) due to the increased dependence on the supplier. Affective commitment
is relative low, but increases in a strategic partnership.
The French show a slightly different pattern. Figure 4.17 provides insight in the French
average scores.
Bottleneck

5

Competence trust

4

Affective commitment

Goodwill trust
Calculative commitment

3
2
Strategic

1

Routine

Leverage

Figure 4.17: Behaviour of relationship characteristics over the different quadrants in the
French sample

The French show far lower levels of trust and commitment than their Dutch counterparts. This
explains for a large part the differences in the t-tests. When considering the behaviour of the
characteristics over the quadrants, the eye catcher is the low level of affective commitment
that the French purchasers feel towards their suppliers.
Within the figure less differentiation can be observed between the scenarios than in the Dutch
sample. A clear difference can be found between the bottleneck and the strategic quadrant. In
the strategic quadrant is concerned with a significant higher score for competence trust (p =
0.010) and goodwill trust (p = 0.023). The same aspects are significant between bottleneck
and leverage (respectively p =0.039 and p = 0.000). Also in the French data trust is related to
the high profit purchases. No significant differences in relationship characteristics are
observed between bottleneck and non-critical, and non-critical and leverage. From leverage to
strategic there is a significant increase in calculative commitment (p = 0.028). The same
behaviour was observed in the Dutch sample. The differences between the scenarios are not as
clear as in the Dutch sample. The Dutch seem to keep more to the theoretical pattern than the
French.
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The reason that the quadrant might be less differentiated could be the smaller sample size.
This behaviour could also be explained by the less clear differentiation between strategy. In
the ‘purchasing orientation’ of the French the orientation on collaboration, tough negotiation
and administrative tasks was equally distributed. This could mean that there exists no clear
differentiation between the strategies. This is supported by the overview of the relationship
characteristics. The differences between the quadrants are not significant in most cases. Less
differentiation on purchasing strategies might be explained by the relationship orientation or
the stage of development of the purchasing function in French companies.
When comparing the average scores between the low and high scores of the dimension profit
impact and supply risk, the Dutch and the French sample show similar results. On supply risk
there is a significant difference in buyer’s dependence (p = 0.000), supplier’s dependence (pNL
=0.000) and calculative commitment (pNL =0.000, pFR = 0.026). When the supply risk is high
the purchasers assign more calculative commitment. This can be explained by the higher level
of dependence that is involved in such a relationship. There is no easy way to switching of
supplier.
With regard to profit impact both samples correspond to significant differences between the
upper and the under level of the matrix on buyer’s dependence (pNL =0.001, pFR = 0.007),
supplier’s dependence (p =0.000), competence trust (pNL =0.000, pFR = 0.003) and goodwill
trust (pNL =0.000, pFR = 0.034). The Dutch sample demonstrates also a difference concerning
affective commitment (p = 0.000). Trust seems to correspond to the importance of the product.
The more precious the product to the core process of the company, the more confidence in the
supplier they need develop. This is essential for a secure flow of production, profitability, of
the buying company. Theory says that commitment results form trust. This pattern cannot be
observed from these data.
Main implications

The presented results enable to answer to research question four.
Research question four: Are there differences between the Dutch and the French perception of
power in managing the buyer-supplier relationship?
First the perceived levels of dependence will be discussed, followed by the perception of the
relationship in terms of trust and commitment. The dependency levels in the four quadrant are
perceived equally by the Dutch and the French respondents. The hypothesis that the
dependence is more easily accepted in the French purchasing situation has been rejected. The
absence of perceived dependence supports the general application of the Kraljic-matrix.
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Although the purchasing situations (scenarios) are perceived equally on dependence levels, the
perceived relationship characteristics are for three fourth different. The score on the
relationship characteristics have a completely different picture for the Dutch and the French
case. However, the difference turned out the other way around than was expected. The most
striking result is the difference on ‘affective commitment’. The question can be asked whether
this is the actual or the desirable answer. The study has been performed in a controlled way.
The questionnaire is based on thorough literature review. The has been validated in the Dutch
survey. The translation was conducted in cooperation with several French experts in
purchasing management. The results should therefore be considered seriously with regard to
the explanation of the surprising results.
Generally speaking the level of trust and commitment of French purchasers is below the Dutch
scores. This means that the hypothesis is rejected that the French purchasers are more
relationship-orientated than the Dutch.
This would mean that the characteristics of national culture do not apply to the purchasing
situation. This might be explained by the characteristics of the purchasing situation. A
purchasing professional culture seems to overrule national characteristics. Nevertheless the
Dutch attitude and the French attitude are different.
On the other hand, the distrustful behaviour of the French purchasers might also be in
correspondence with the professional level of purchasing and supply management in France.
The portfolio analysis is less often applied, the differentiation between the relationship
characteristics within the matrix are not strongly differentiated. This might point at a different
focus in purchasing. In the pilot session was mentioned that the relationship with the supplier
was orientated on the short term, focusing on cutting direct costs and therefore on mistrusting
the supplier in all its moves. In that case the higher scores on trust and commitment of the
Dutch purchasers reflects the purchasing organisation instead of a cultural attitude.
Another explanation could be the fact that the automotive industry is over represented in the
sample. This industry is know for the tough negotiation with their suppliers.
These possible explanations will be explored during the focus group discussions in Chapter 5.
4.6.7

Nationality of the supplier
The fourth part of the questionnaire aimed at exploring the cultural dimension in the way
French purchasers address their suppliers. The relationship characteristics of the scenarios in
part two are used to reveal the attitude the French purchasers have towards suppliers of
French, Dutch, Italian or German origin. Many respondents did not answer the last part of the
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questionnaire, others filled in the recognition question, but not the actual answered to the
questions. The respondents that did not recognise the relationship with the nationality in
question are excluded from the examination. The sample size for this part of the questionnaire
is for a:
French supplier

N = 47

Dutch supplier

N = 17

Italian supplier

N = 28

German supplier

N = 38

For this exploration a star plot can be made to observe possible differences. Few irregularities
can be observed. The trust of French purchasers in their Italian partners shows a low score.
Both competence and goodwill trust fall behind.
Competence trust
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
Calculative commitment

French supplier
Dutch supplier
Italian supplier
German supplier

1

Goodwill trust

Affective commitment

Figure 4.18: Trust and commitment towards suppliers of French, Dutch, Italian and German
nationality

The four countries can be split to their cluster origin. France and Italy represent a Latin
culture, while the Netherlands and Germany stand for an Anglo-Germanic culture. The figure
that follows from the means does not provide us with topics of discussion.
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Competence trust
4
3
2
1
Calculative commitment

Latin supplier
Anglo-Germanic supplier

0

Goodwill trust

Affective commitment

Figure 4.19: Trust and commitment towards suppliers of Latin and Anglo-Germanic origin

The result of this part of the questionnaire is that the nationality of the supplier does not
influence the perception of the relationship.
4.7

Conclusions and answering research questions one, two and four
The difference in size and function are interrelated. The French sample represents mainly
large companies, while the Dutch sample also included SMEs.
As presented in Chapter 2 (Research design) cultural studies are vulnerable for other plausible
explanations that can explain the results obtained. Threats to the internal validity are
especially higher when the context of the measurement cannot be controlled (Abrahams,
1997). The sample characteristics are different with regard to company size, function and
industry.
The French respondents are mainly lead buyers and buyer, while the Dutch respondent was
most of the time purchasing director or manager. This corresponds to the ‘company size’ of
the sample. In the Dutch sample the companies are smaller. The function of ‘purchasing
manager’ or purchasing director’ is different than in large enterprises. The French sample
represents mainly large companies. This difference was expected to affect some of the results.
E.g. portfolio is expected to be higher in larger companies. The interpretation of the results
considers these differences. The Dutch sample shows a different pattern of industrial sectors
than the French group. Nevertheless the industries can be compared based on the ‘strategic
importance’ of the purchasing function. The overrepresented industries are the leading
industries in purchasing development.
Another social threat that might have influence the results is the social desirable behaviour
pattern. Oudenhoven (2001) observed difference between actual cultural characteristics and
desired cultural characteristics. Such an intercultural comparison risks to measure the level of
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desired behaviour on trust and commitment. The questionnaire is focusing on purchasing
strategies and only introduces a cultural perspective at the end. In this way the researcher tried
to achieve most reliable answers.
The results of this chapter can provide an answer to research question one, two and four.
Are there difference in the Dutch and French use of portfolio strategies?
Yes, the French use less often a purchasing portfolio analysis than Dutch purchasers. Over the
whole sample this difference is made between a percentage of users of respectively 55% and
74%. In the Dutch sample the level of use within large companies was 80% to 57% in small
companies. The French sample represents manly large companies. The percentage of 55% is
expected to be higher that the general average. The results from the level of ‘purchasing
sophistication’ cannot directly explain this difference in use.
Why do Dutch and French purchasers use portfolio strategies?
The main reason for both the French and the Dutch purchasers to apply a portfolio analysis is
the generation of differentiation purchasing strategies. The French believe this stronger even
than the Dutch. Another important reason for the Dutch is the contribution a portfolio makes
to cost savings.
The reason not to use a portfolio analysis is for both nationalities the absence of knowledge
about the tool. The Dutch and French differ significantly on the time constraint and the
complexity of purchasing reality. The Dutch non-users believe it takes too much time to apply
the portfolio analysis. The French think that the tool is too simple for supporting the complex
situations in supplier management.
Are there differences between the Dutch and the French perception of power and dependence
in managing the buyer-supplier relationship?
No difference has been observed on the perceived levels of dependence. This supports the
general application of the Kraljic model. However, the relationship characteristics associated
with the purchasing situations differ considerably. The French purchasers show less trust and
commitment towards their suppliers than the Dutch purchasers. Especially ‘affective
commitment’ reaches almost the minimum. It is surprising that the results are opposite to the
hypotheses built based on existing intercultural literature. The results might show that the
professional characteristics are more important in the purchasing context than the national
cultural aspects. This will be explored in the focus group discussions in chapter 5.
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5

5.1

Focus Group Discussions

Introduction
The outcomes of the survey result in interesting points of discussion. A difference has been
observed in portfolio use, but what can explain this difference? What can explain the inverse
outcomes on relationship characteristics? Were the initial hypotheses based on national culture
appropriate for the purchasing situation? These questions have been addressed to two groups
of purchasers. Both focus group discussions have been conducted with purchasers that
followed a master in purchasing. One group represented only French purchasers from different
industries and regions. The second group was international. This discussion was based on the
experiences with French and Dutch purchasers.
The focus group discussion was introduced by a short outline of the exploratory study. The
most important results were presented. The respondents were asked to reflect on some of the
results:
•

Portfolio use

•

Trust and commitment: relationship-orientation versus deal-orientation

•

The initial hypotheses: is national culture the explaining variable in the international
business context?

The first two subsections will present the results of the two focus groups. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of the results in line with the outcomes of the survey.
5.2

Focus group: DESMA-course, Grenoble
The first focus group was organised at the ‘Institut d’Administration des Entreprises de
Grenoble’ (IAE Grenoble). The participants were following courses of a master in purchasing
(DESMA). Eleven of the group members wanted to participate in the group discussion. They
represented different industries and work in different regions in France.
Portfolio use

The participants of the discussion observed that the sort of tool that under study could explain
differences in portfolio use. The portfolio analysis is associated with consultancy work instead
with day-to-day purchasing in production companies. The reason mentioned was that the
purchasing task in a French company is still rather administrative. The purchaser does not
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focus on the managing the buyer-supplier relationship. This group indicated that in France,
purchasing is still more associated with ‘ordering’. A portfolio analysis is applied at strategic
level. The group thinks that the purchasing director might apply such a tool. The actual buying
process is not as formalised as is expected in the Netherlands.
Two out of eleven participants applied a purchasing portfolio analysis. This introduced a
discussion on the maturity of the purchasing organisation in France and the Netherlands. The
participants are convinced that the French purchasing function is less mature than in Northern
European countries like the Netherlands. Purchasers in France often have a technical
background. The education on the purchasing domain is low. Often purchasers are replaced
from other departments, like production. They are not acquainted with tools like the
purchasing portfolio analysis.
Relationship characteristics: trust and commitment

The results do not surprise the participants. Due to the pressure in the market they feel obliged
to move away from the affective aspects of the buyer-supplier relationship. The relationship
takes place between companies, not between people. In addition, the idea exists that low
affection is appropriate in the business context. One of the participants said that she would
always distrust suppliers. Only one of the participants mentioned that his company applies a
more partnership-orientated approach. He compared his company’s approach with the Dutch
results of the survey. He explained that when the purchaser trusts the supplier you receive trust
in return. Only 10% of the companies in France dares to apply such a strategy. Most
purchasers focus on a fixed price: the one-hit strategy rules. He is convinced that the longterm focus leads to a more comfortable and fruitful cooperation. The group concludes that a
partnership-orientated relationship is preferred, but considers this as a utopia their business.
Hypotheses

Differences exist between the relationship between people and the relationship between
organisations. The first one might be rather relationship-orientated, but the business
relationship is very rational. The French orientation on relationship is associated with a low
level of professionalism. Only when business is not arranged properly, they have to be settled
by a good relationship.
The image of the Dutch is that they are highly commercial. This is interpreted by a strong
business focus with human approach of the supplier. Time and the deal are important, in doing
so the Dutch get things done.
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5.3

Focus Group: EIPM, Archamps
The second group consisted of 12 practitioners in a master of purchasing at the European
Institute of Purchasing Management (EIPM). The nationalities represented were French,
Dutch, German, Swiss and Polish. This discussion focused more on the relationship aspects of
the study. The aim was to explore the possible drives that explain the low levels of trust and
commitment of the French purchaser.
Trust and commitment

The French participants indicated that a relationship is an important element in business.
However, it is always subordinate to results. The priority focuses on the deal itself.
One of the participants explained that the French make a clear distinction between the
personal life and the business context. The relationship is part of personal life. In business the
French are tough negotiators, with a neutral and task-orientated attitude. What happens in the
business relationship does not affect the personal relationship. Even if there is no deal for the
French counterpart the lunch stays a pleasant gathering. The topics that are discussed at the
table are: family, art, personal interests, etc. It is ‘not done’ to mix personal life and business.
The clear separation of private and business context lead to a valuable recommendation to the
Anglo-Germanic cultures. The impression exists that business develops during the informal
meetings. The contrary is true. For French and Italians it is inappropriate to address businessrelated topics during lunch. This is a strict rule for the purchasers who want to be successful in
Latin countries.
However, different orientations can be observed according to industry. In industries associated
wit national pride, e.g. beverage and food for the French, business is more relationshiporientated. They can be very stubborn and the beat about the bush in negotiation talk. The
business context itself looks friendlier and is less goal-focused. The other participants agreed
that large differences exist on industry level. This is based on organisation and industry
characteristics.
Professionalism

The Dutch have been sailors and traders for centuries. They are well trained in the negotiation
process. The Dutch are very process-orientated. Little space of freedom exists in the
relationship. Despite the high level of education the Dutch are perceived to be narrow-minded.
The French are said to be more comfortable to deal with. They are more easy-going and more
relaxed.
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The orientation is different. A connection was mentioned with the maturity of the purchasing
function. There seems to exits a life cycle in the role of relationships in business. In former
days business was based on trust. At a certain moment business professionalizes. People
started to develop strategies and they challenged with their relationships. Partners felt cheated
and trust disappeared out of the business context. The next development stage in the maturity
process reintroduces the focus on relationships. They are indispensable for well performing
cooperation. In this stage professionalism is expressed by choosing which relationships to
develop into a strong partnerships.
Role of national culture

Knowledge on cultural behaviour in society cannot directly be copied to the business context.
In larger companies one is expected to play along with the ‘game’. Such games do not exist in
personal life. In small businesses the participants expect to observe more emotion-driven
behaviour based on national culture. In the need of ‘professionalism’ the national culture is
expelled and replaced by a global attitude. This focus, as explained before, is subject to the
type of industry, the kind of suppliers and clients a company works with. E.g., the IT domain
is very professional, while governmental institutions focus more on the context and personal
contact.
Cultural behaviour is associated with education. In Italy one learns to be focused on
friendships. The structure of society is informal and one is educated in that structure. The
German society is very formal leading to more strict behaviour. The Dutch are extremely
process-orientated. Therefore, national culture seems to affect business culture. The fact that
freedom of speech is one of the most important rights of the Dutch, results in an outspoken
business attitude. The less professionalized the company (small) and industry the more
national culture affects business. As mentioned before, ‘beverage and food’ is more
‘friendship-focused’ and automotive can be considered ‘global business’.
5.4

Analysis
Although the sample of focus groups is small, the two groups agreed strongly on certain
aspects determining differences in behaviour. Four aspects become clear during the focus
discussion are:
The perceived differences in the maturity of the purchasing function in the Netherlands and
France. The French approach is perceived less professionalized. The first group says that
purchasing is still mainly an administrative task. The process is less strategic and not as
strongly formalised as in the Netherlands. A less mature purchasing organisation could explain
the low percentage of use. This corresponds to the positive relationship between portfolio use
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and ‘purchasing sophistication’. On the other hand, the survey demonstrates that the Dutch
purchasing function is more administration-orientated than the French is.
If this life cycle of relationship-orientation is true this would mean that the French are still
more competitive and the Dutch consciously focus on specific relationships. This would be an
interesting hypothesis for further research.
In the French context personal relationships are strictly separated from the business
relationships. This argument can explain the rational approach of the French in there business
relations. Apparently, the national characteristics affect the personal behaviour, not the
business behaviour. The French are rational in their business attitude. Therefore, low scores of
trust and commitment have been observed. Especially affective commitment is hardly
involved in the French purchaser’s attitude. This has implication for practitioners. The wellknown ‘lunch’ should not involve business. In addition, personal contact is not affected by the
outcomes of the business negotiation.
The behaviour of people in the private context cannot directly be copied to the business
context. National culture is a major factor in the relationship between people. Other behaviour
is observed in the buyer-supplier relationship. This would mean that general intercultural
studies could not be applied in the intercultural business context. The behaviour of French
purchasers is rational. The Dutch are commercial. The background of the purchasing function
seems to have a strong effect on the actual business behaviour. This would indicate that
professional culture is a dominant variable in business. Nevertheless, purchasing professional
culture differs between Dutch and French purchasers. As indicated by the participants of the
focus group national culture can affect professional culture. It is interesting to observe that this
corresponds with the observations of Ulijn and Kumar (2000) on corporate culture. They
differentiate between a tight and loose national culture. Applying this approach to the
professional domain would provide an overview like in Figure 5.1.
North-West Europe

NC

PC

Latin Europe

NC
PC

Figure 5.1: Effects of professional culture based on Ulijn and Kumar (2000)

This figure would indicate that professional culture is stronger affected by national culture in
Latin Europe than in Anglo-Germanic Europe. This would mean that French professional
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culture is more affected by national culture than the Dutch professional culture. On the other
hand, French seem to separate business and private life more strictly than the Dutch do. The
role of professional culture in business behaviour is a challenging topic further research. One
of the major questions would be how to identify this business culture. How does national
culture affect professional culture? This can lead to specific recommendations to apply in
purchasing practice.
The orientation on results or relationships depends on the industry. The industries associated
with national pride seem to be more relationship-orientated than industries that are considered
more competitive. It seems as if these industries of national pride are related to a long history.
For example, the participants of the focus groups indicated that the beverage and food industry
is more relationship focused than the IT-industry.
5.5

Concluding the round tables and answering research question five
Two focus group discussions have been conducted. One group consisted of French purchasers;
the other group were purchasers of French, German, Swiss, Dutch and Polish origin. The
groups were asked to discuss the topics that surprised in the results of the survey.
The results of the discussion focused on four main aspects:
•

The perceived differences in the maturity of the purchasing function in the
Netherlands and France.

•

In the French context personal relationships are strictly separated from the business
relationships.

•

The behaviour of people in the private context cannot directly be copied to the
business context.

•

The orientation on results or relationships depends on the industry.

The reflections of the focus group discussions provide the necessary information to respond to
research question five.
Research question five: If there is a difference in the use and application of purchasing
portfolio strategies, to what extent can these differences be explained by national culture?
The results of the survey pointed out that difference exist between portfolio use and the
relationship characteristics in the Netherlands and France. The hypotheses based on studies of
national culture have been rejected. The focus group discussions support that culture in
business is different from national culture in society. This means that the differences in
purchasing practices cannot be explained by national culture directly.
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However, culture plays an important role. Research should focus on the role of professional
culture. There are professional traits that are determined by the background of the profession.
National culture can affect the development of professional culture.
In addition, the maturity of the purchasing profession can be an explanatory variable of the
observed differences. This difference has been indicated during the focus group discussions,
but not supported by the survey results. The level of ‘purchasing sophistication’ relates to the
position, the purchasing orientation and the professionalism of the purchasing function. These
characteristics most probably affect the culture of the purchasing function.
Therefore, the answer to research question five point out that national culture is not the
dominant factor in the behaviour of purchasers. Nevertheless, new insight have been provided
for the characteristics of the purchasing profession.
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6

6.1

Propositions for further research

Introduction
This exploratory made the first steps in the inter-cultural aspects of purchasing. Purchasers are
confronted with suppliers from all over the world in every day practice. The portfolio tool is
not applied in the same way in the Netherlands and France. The results demonstrate that the
standard intercultural models of national cultures cannot be applied to the business context of
the buyer-supplier relationship. The immediate question is: if it is not national culture, what
are the influencing factors? How can research be developed on the intercultural purchasing
situation? And how should practitioners deal with intercultural issues in day to day practice?
This chapter addresses the follow-up of the exploratory study on portfolio use.
The study performed is of explorative nature. There are several directions in which research
can be developed based on the results of this study. First, it is the opportunity to develop the
current research focus: portfolio management. Secondly, the aim of the study can be adapted
based on the experiences in this orienting exercise. This means that the study works out what
cultural aspects affect the business context. Moreover, how can practitioners use the available
knowledge for developing their strategy? Third, the role of power and dependence is evident
in the buyer supplier relationship. The existence appears not to be perceived differently, but
the expression of it changes from cultural context. In what way is it different? Each following
subsection will be dedicated to each of the propositions of further research.

6.2

Large scale survey on portfolio use
This explorative study revealed that there are cultural factors influencing portfolio use.
Portfolio use is associated to purchasing sophistication. Purchasing sophistication leads to
better company performance (Gelderman and Van Weele, 2005). Portfolio use provides an
interesting focus for further exploring other cultures. The results of the explorative study that
has been performed the format needs to be adapted.
‘Culture’ needs to be investigated in a larger context. This influence of professional culture
seems to be stronger than national culture. Nevertheless, the professional cultures differ
between countries. The focus group discussions emphasised that national culture is affecting
the professional behaviour. This means that the model needs to be expanded. This explorative
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study orientated strongly on the survey of Gelderman. Further research should develop a
different format.
For a development of an intercultural research in the use of purchasing portfolio models, it is
important to better control the context of the questionnaire. Cooperation between different
countries can be set up that work on the same time. In this way the sample groups can be made
more comparable than in this research. A discussion would be necessary about the population
for study. What industries are included? In the discussion appeared that the industry is an
important determining for the level of in-formalism. One could decide to explore one industry.
Alternatively, different industry categories could be identified to compare characteristics.
Elements that are of interest in further research are:
The level of purchasing sophistication in the different countries (Gelderman, Van Weele,
2005, Gelderman, 2003)
•

Portfolio use

•

Use intensity

•

Use frequency

•

Users

•

Reason for use and non use

The reasons of use and non-use applied need to be explored in an intercultural context. As
Gelderman (2003) extracted the reasons from case studies, the same can be recommended for
an intercultural comparison. Are all option included and what implication on cultural
interpretation do the factors have? Maybe it is even more valuable to develop this part in
interviews, case studies and expert meetings. There the research is able to figure out the
incentives and motivations for applying a portfolio analysis. Maybe these specific cases can
differentiate between different levels of culture.
For the support of the Kraljic-model the perception of the scenario context is important:
•

Dependence

•

Trust and commitment

The relationship characteristics ‘trust’ and ‘commitment’ need to find more differentiation in
the relationship attitude. Especially in this part of the questionnaire, information on different
cultural approaches can be tested. Trust and commitment are essential ingredients. However,
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these aspects are general for the any business relationship. Specific buyer-supplier relationship
characteristics should be studied to develop a model to test the influence of culture.
Such a research can create value by performing this research on a large scale and in different
countries at the same time.

6.3

Cultural dimensions in the buyer-supplier relationship
Another way to develop the cultural dimension in the purchasing domain involves the use of
the dimensions of Hofstede in identifying the structure purchasing professional culture. This
general study can be used to explore the effects in the buyer-supplier relationship. Ulijn,
Weggeman (2001), Ulijn et al. (2001), Ulijn (2001) have developed a questionnaire based on
Hofstede focusing on the innovation culture in a Dutch-German cultural comparison. The
interesting point of these studies is that the general national characteristics are used to develop
knowledge on a specific profession. From this point of view a focus on the buyer supplier
relationship is worthwhile. General national characteristics are not helping the practitioner.
Therefore, what rules are needed in an intercultural buyer-supplier relationship? Especially
because one tend to speak of an international business culture. What specific (cultural) issues
are of importance in intercultural buyer-supplier relationships? An example that was provided
during the focus group discussions. The general impression exists that French deal business
over lunch. Apparently the opposite is true. For a successful relationship, one should not
address business affaires during the informal moments. These are valuable recommendations
for the buyer or marketer abroad.
This research can be based on the difference in buyer-supplier relationship based on the
Kraljic-model. The distinction between the levels of dependence is essential, as the related
supplier strategy changes along with the importance of the product and the characteristics of
the supply market. The behaviour of the involved purchasing manager will change depending
on the cultural background.
For studying the attitude in the different buyer-supplier relationships, the scenarios of Kraljic
can be used, with the question to judge situation characteristics based. These sentences are
rephrased from the questions of for example Hofstede (1997) and Ulijn, Weggeman (2001)
that regard the specific domain. The result would be an overview of the cultural dimensions in
the specific situation of the buyer-supplier relationship. This could lead to an overview of
practical implications and recommendations for purchasers.
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6.4

How practitioners should address the differentiated relationships

From a practitioners point of view it is clear that culture is part of daily life in international
buyer-supplier relationships. Their interest is how to actually deal with it. The personal longterm approach is more or less clear, but what are the tactics for develop this strategy?
(Hendriks, 2002, p.1). The intercultural character of the relationship complicates these tactics.
In this explorative study became clear that perception is an important ingredient for confusion
in a Dutch-French relationship. This ‘perception’ needs to be specified by introducing the
supplier perspective in the research focus. More specific information on the complexity of the
situations is needed. Is the situation between a Dutch supplier and a French purchaser different
from a situation in which the nationalities are inversed? The portfolio matrix can be used to
explore the different situation a purchaser can encounter. In the explorative study only the
buyer’s perspective was measure to explore the strategy forming process. To be able to
develop a strategy the perception needs to be anticipated. The supplier develops a matrix as
well. This would lead to a model looking like Figure 6.1

Figure 6.1: Buyer’s and supplier’s perspective

The purchasing might consider a supplier strategic while the supplier considers the buyer to be
‘nuisance’. This demands another strategy than when both the buyer and the supplier consider
the relationship ‘strategic’. One of the interviewees was trying to develop a similar approach
in order to position the buyer’s position with regard to the supplier’s perception of the
relationship.
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This research can address a specific situation or be developed for a more general tool. The
general aim is to make it valuable for the purchaser focusing on supplier relationship
management. The gain will not only lie in the relationship with external suppliers, but also
within the company. The globalisation of large companies demands governance that
overcomes cultural boundaries within the same organisation. For be more effective in the
internal purchasing organisation culture is an indispensable development area.

6.5

Power

Culture and supplier relationship management come together in the crux of buyer-supplier
dynamics: power. The results of the exploratory study show that the existence of dependence
is perceived in the same amount. The reaction to it, however, is far different. Although both
seem to have the same basis the way of expression transfer a different message. There where
the French have a hierarchical organisation of society, they seem to be relational in the contact
itself. The context, organisation, market position, function, determines the position in the
relationship. The buyer and the supplier in person can be easier with each other. For the
Dutch, in contrary, the position in the relationship exists by what is explicit in the relationship.
There seems to be more competition. In line with these expression differences, knowledge on
the origin of power is a topic that could help purchasers in understanding the behaviour in the
developing buyer-supplier relationship. French and Raven introduced in 1959 a framework for
social power. Although this ‘model’ is focusing on the relationship between individuals in a
company structure, there exists a link with perception actors have of their ‘source’ of power.
They define power as the ability of one party to influence the attitudes and/or behaviour of
another. In an intercultural context these assumption can cause misinterpretations. The five
sources of power described by French and Raven are:
•

Coercive power

•

Reward power

•

Legitimate power

•

Referent power

•

Expert power
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The Dutch and the French culture do have a different origin of power. While the French rely
strongly on a power position that is based on expertise and legitimate power, the Dutch system
works with referent power. A study of the origin of a perceived power position in the buyersupplier relationship can reveal important knowledge for practitioners as well as for scientific
research in applied cultural management.
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7

7.1

Conclusions

Introduction
In the introduction became clear that the intercultural context of the purchasing activity
deserves more attention. The study aimed at exploring the influence of culture in the
development of purchasing portfolio strategies. The three domains elaborated on are the
‘purchasing portfolio analysis’ and the role of power in the development of the strategies.
Issues of interest were the cultural factors that influence the process. The study consisted of:
1. A literature review;
2. A survey among French purchasers, based on the comparable survey of Gelderman
(2003) in the Netherlands;
3. Focus group discussions that interpreted the results.
The concluding chapter will first summarise the main findings of the study. Then the
methodology will be discussed. The chapter concludes with recommendations. These
recommendations are orientated on the academic perspective as well as on the implications for
business practitioners.

7.2

Aims and expectations
The study explores what cultural influences affect the development of differentiated
purchasing portfolio strategies. A comparison was performed between a Dutch and French
sample of purchasers on the following aspects:
•

Portfolio use;

•

Purchasing sophistication;

•

Perception of power and dependence;

•

Trust and commitment.

The basic expectation underlying this study was that national cultures provide an explanation
for differences in ‘use’, ‘dependence’ and ‘trust and commitment’. This idea is based on the
main intercultural studies of Hofstede, Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner, and Ulijn et al. These
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studies deal with national (NC), corporate (CC) and professional cultures (PC). National
culture is the dominant factor in comparing studying cultural differences between countries. A
detailed review of intercultural literature resulted in two main hypotheses on national
differences:

7.3

•

Relationship-orientation versus deal-orientation;

•

Acceptance versus challenge of the power situation.

Main findings
The most remarkable conclusions of the study are:
1. It is probable that French purchasers use less often a purchasing portfolio analysis to
develop their purchasing strategy than Dutch purchasers.
2. The French are less relationship-orientated than their Dutch colleagues are. This is
interesting as this opposes to the initial hypothesis that the French are more
relationship orientated.
3. The explanation found for this phenomenon during the focus group discussions was
the clear separation business affaires and personal relationships.
4. Rather professional than national characteristics seem to influence differences in
business attitude. Nevertheless the professional purchasing culture is different in
France than in the Netherlands.
Ad 1. Portfolio Use
The survey demonstrated that French purchasers use less often a portfolio analysis than Dutch
purchasers. This conclusion originates from both the survey and the focus group discussions.
The sample characteristics of the survey differ with regard to function, company size and
industry. Nevertheless, the samples can be compared with regard to portfolio use. In the
French sample 55% of the respondents use the portfolio analysis versus 74% in the Dutch
sample. The French sample consists of mainly large companies. Among large companies in
the Netherlands the portfolio use percentage increases to 80%. The industries represented in
this report are not the same. However, both samples represent the industries that are leading in
purchasing development. The large difference provides reasonable support to believe that
French purchaser apply less often a portfolio analysis than Dutch purchasers.
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An explanation for the different percentages of users can be the maturity of the purchasing
function. In the eighties the purchasing domain started to develop in the Anglo-Saxon
countries. Countries like France this process began later. In the focus group discussion several
participants mentioned that French purchasers consider their purchasing organisation less
developed than in a countries like the Netherlands (i.e. Anglo-Germanic countries). The
maturity of the purchasing function might contribute to the lower scores in use.
Another explanation could be that the tool itself is of Anglo-Saxon origin. In general there is a
preference not to apply the ‘American way’. The French are more focused on Francophone
material.
Ad 2. Relationship-orientation versus deal-orientation
The main hypothesis in this study was that the French have a relationship-orientation and the
Dutch a deal-orientation. These characteristics might correspond to the individual relationship
between people. But for the buyer-supplier relationship the data demonstrate the inverse. The
French are tough negotiators, showing very low levels of trust and commitment. Especially for
affective commitment is no place in a buyer-supplier relationship.
Ad 3. Separation of personal and business context
The purchasers in the focus group agreed on these results. They say that private and business
are strictly separated in France. In the small talk the conversation is personal and ‘friendshiporientated’. During the negotiation the French are purely rational. These two worlds are not to
be mixed. The business negotiation might result in a dead end; the personal relationship is not
affected. With Dutch partners this difference is not made that clearly. These results imply that
a different focus needs to be applied in further research. The standard works on intercultural
difference between people cannot directly be adapted to a business context. The focus now
changes from national culture to an international business context with strong professional
influences. In this exploratory study the focus group discussions turned out to be an
appropriate mean to get a feeling for business practices.
Ad 4. Dominant professional culture
The national characteristics apply to the personal relationship. What can be said about the
business culture? The hypotheses based on national studies do not apply to the buyer-supplier
relationship. It seems that the professional culture is more important for understanding the
behaviour in the business context. The French purchasing culture is orientated on engineering.
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In the Netherlands the purchasing profession demonstrates a more commercial orientation.
This could explain the outcomes of the survey. The French rationalism dominates in the
buyer-supplier relationship. There is less relationship-focus. The Dutch purchasers are more
commercial in their attitude and behaviour. This might explain the stronger focus on the
relationship characteristics like trust and commitment.
The orientation of a professional culture might be subject to national influences. In France for
example the status of an engineer is high. In addition, status is an important element in French
culture. This provides another concept of what is a ‘good’ purchaser. Therefore, it could be
that national culture affect professional behaviour indirectly.
Another factor for professional culture might be the maturity of the purchasing function. In
small, starting companies the personal relationship is important in supplier management.
When the company grows, processes need to be standardised. The development of purchasing
strategies involves a stronger deal-orientation. In a further stage of development the company
realises that for more strategic products the relationship with the supplier is crucial. The
company ‘returns’ to a relationship-focus. This approach is more specific and well-organised.
This is a hypothetical model based on the observations in the survey and the explanations
provided by purchasers. Further research could explore the relationship between relationshiporientation and the development stage of the purchasing function.
7.4

Answering the research questions
The literature review, the survey and the focus group discussions aimed at answering the
research questions. The research questions will all be discussed leading to the overall research
question.
To what extent do cultural differences affect the use of the purchasing portfolio
analysis and the development of differentiated purchasing portfolio strategies?
Research Question 1: Are there differences in the Anglo-Germanic (Dutch) and the Latin
(French) use of portfolio strategies?
The survey demonstrates that a smaller percentage of the French purchasers uses the portfolio
analysis than among the Dutch purchasers. The percentage of the Dutch purchasers applying a
purchasing portfolio model is 74%. Among the French purchasers this percentage is 55%. The
results are more representative for automobile and electronics industry than for other
industries.
The numbers relate to mainly large companies. The result found in the survey might even
provide a favoured image of the real numbers. The respondents were alumni of a Master in
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purchasing and were all acquainted with the tool. The sectors being overrepresented in the
sample are more developed with regard to purchasing.
It is difficult to generalise these findings from the Dutch and French sample to the level of
Anglo-Germanic and Latin countries. One of the findings is that national culture is not the
dominant factor influencing in perception of the buyer-supplier relationship. The study
observed that professional culture might have a stronger effect on the buyer-supplier
relationship than national culture. Without any knowledge on the purchasing culture in other
Latin-European and Anglo-Germanic countries nothing can be concluded about their
behaviour in the buyer-supplier relationship.
Research Question 2: Why do Dutch and French purchasers use portfolio strategies?
In the survey of Gelderman (2003) the reasons for use and non-use became clear during case
studies. The same categorisation was maintained for comparison. The main reason for French
purchaser to apply the purchasing portfolio analysis is the development of differentiated
purchasing strategies (94%). The same reason was dominant for the Dutch respondents (69%).
The contribution to cost savings was significantly less applied to French than to Dutch
purchasers.
The major reasons for not using a portfolio analysis among Dutch purchasers are the time that
is required to apply the tool (too much time, 36%) and the absence of knowledge (25%). The
main reasons for the French purchasers not to use a purchasing portfolio analysis are the
absence of knowledge (46%) and the simplicity of the tool (to simple for complex problems,
39%).
Initially theses results correspond to the national profile that was developed on the French and
Dutch purchaser’s behaviour. The time constraint fits well in the deal-focused attitude
expected in the Netherlands. The French that would be more concerned with the relationship
itself might think a relationship cannot be ‘caught’ into a matrix. However, the survey
demonstrated that the French are not as relationship-orientated as expected. They involve little
trust and commitment in the buyer-supplier relationship.
Research Question 3: What is the role of power and dependence in the use of portfolio
strategies?
In development of the purchasing portfolio models an increased attention for power and
dependence can be perceived in literature. Managing the power distribution effectively in the
buyer-supplier relationship is the core of supplier management. A portfolio analysis is used to
identify the purchasing positions with regard to products or suppliers. The aim of the portfolio
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analysis became managing the distribution of power and dependence in the relationship. The
analysis itself provides insight in the current position. The desire to maintain the identified
situation or develop another power situation is based on the perception of dependence in the
relationship. It is expected, based on intercultural literature, that French accept inequality of
power more easily than the Dutch. This expectation results in the hypothesis that the French
purchasers would perceive less dependence.
Dependence is directly related to ‘trust’ and ‘commitment’. Trust and commitment are
prerequisites for being comfortable with dependence. These characteristics of the relationship
can develop from an emotional and a rational perspective. This approach results in four forms
of trust and commitment that are measured in the survey:
•

Competence trust

•

Goodwill trust

•

Affective commitment

•

Calculative commitment (based on Gelderman, 2003)

In the survey the level of dependence, trust and commitment has been measured.
Research Question 4: Are there differences between the Dutch and French perception of
power and dependence in managing the buyer-supplier relationships?
The French and Dutch respondents have been asked to indicate their perceived level of
dependence in four purchasing situations. These four situations corresponded to the four
quadrants in the Kraljic model (bottleneck, non-critical, leverage and strategic). No difference
was observed between the Dutch and French sample. The hypothesis on different perception
of dependence has been rejected. The results support the concept of differentiated purchasing
portfolio strategies. The perception of the power distribution coincides in both countries with
the assumed distribution in the Kraljic model. Based on an equal perception of the purchasing
situations the corresponding behaviour can be compared.
The relationship characteristics in this study are trust and commitment. The respondents were
asked to judge the four kinds of trust and commitment in the different scenarios. According to
intercultural studies a difference has been made between emotional and rational forms of trust
and commitment. The results show that French purchasers are less emotionally involved than
the Dutch. And the French show in general a lower level of trust and commitment.
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Research Question 5: If there is a difference in the use and application of purchasing portfolio
strategies, to what extent can these differences be explained by national culture?
The main hypotheses on differences between the French and the Dutch sample were based on
intercultural studies. The main hypotheses assumed that the French are more relationshiporientated while the Dutch are more deal-focused. This main hypothesis has been rejected.
Moreover, not only rejected, the data show the opposite. The French appear to be less
relationship-oriented than the Dutch by showing significant lower levels of trust and
commitment. In search of an explanation of these opposite results the role of professional
culture is important. In discussions with purchasers of different nationalities this idea was
supported. Respondents state that the French show a different behaviour in the personal
context than in the business context. This would indicate that general intercultural studies are
only applicable to relationships between people in their daily life.
The observed differences are not in accordance with the expected differences explained by
national culture. From the focus group discussions resulted that cultural aspects of society
cannot be copied to the business context. Does this mean that an international business culture
exists? No, the idea of a general international business culture is not supported. Difference has
been observed between the professional purchasing culture in France and the Netherlands. The
professional cultures can be affected by characteristics in national culture. The French
purchasers have a technical background and appear to be very rational in their relationship
management. The more commercial Dutch purchasers demonstrate higher levels of trust and
commitment towards their suppliers.
The answers to the sub research questions provide the information for answering the main
question.
To what extent do cultural differences affect the use of the purchasing portfolio analysis and
the development of differentiated purchasing portfolio strategies?
Different behaviour in portfolio use and levels of trust and commitment has been observed
between French and Dutch purchasers. The difference cannot be explained by characteristics
of national culture. Professional culture appears to have a major influence on the behaviour in
the purchasing environment. This is contrary to the expected differences derived from national
differences. If it is true that professional culture is dominant in the buyer-supplier relationship,
a different model needs to be explored in order to reveal a pattern in the purchasing attitude.
First, further research needs to test the influence of professional culture on the buyer-supplier
relationship. Secondly, the composition of purchasing culture should be defined. The focus
group discussion resulted in two possible dimensions that could affect the professional culture:
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national culture characteristics and the maturity of the purchasing process. National culture
could indirectly influence business behaviour. E.g., the technical background of French
purchasers is supported by the importance of engineering and expertise in French society. The
maturity of the purchasing process could affect the professional culture by the position and
orientation of the purchasing function in the company. ‘Purchasing sophistication’ could
influence the amount of relationship-orientation and the ‘allowed’ levels of commitment and
trust.

7.5

Reflection on the methodology
The study involved three forms of data collection: a literature review, a questionnaire and
interviews. The interviews can be divided in three orienting interviews and two focus group
discussions. Three different forms of information provide complementary information on the
studied topic. The exploration of literature was performed parallel to the orienting interviews.
When continuing with the questionnaire it might have been an idea to discuss the
questionnaire with the interviewees involved. This feedback was provided in a pilot study of
the questionnaire.
A large part of the study continued the work of Gelderman. The questionnaire has initially not
been developed for conducting a cultural comparison. Nevertheless, the questionnaire
provided a useful structure in addressing intercultural aspects of the buyer-supplier
relationship. Perceived dependence levels, trust and commitment are the main ingredients for
exploring the buyer-supplier relationship with partners of a different cultural background. This
questionnaire has been a good basis for exploration. However, it is probable that more aspects
affect the buyer-supplier relationship. The proposed exploration of the professional culture in
the buyer-supplier relationship demands a renewal of the researched variables. To continue
research in this field the relationship characteristics could be extended.
The samples show different distribution over functions and industries. The question rises
whether the Dutch and the French sample can be compared. The French and Dutch industries
do differ considerably in their structure. Nevertheless, in the current composition both the
groups represent the advanced industries in the purchasing domain. Therefore, even if the
industries are not similar, the ‘strategic importance’ of the purchasing activity is similar. With
regard to ‘strategic importance’ the samples can be used for comparison. The function of the
respondent differs as well in both cases. This observation is in contrast with the size of the unit
the respondents are responsible for. In the French sample the function of the respondents is
concentrated around the ‘buyer’ and the ‘lead buyer’ and the company size is large (more than
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1000 employees). The Dutch sample represents mainly ‘purchasing directors’ and ‘purchasing
managers’. The company size is small. The expectation is that portfolio tools are more often
used in larger companies than in smaller companies (Gelderman, 2003). This means that an
overrepresentation of users could be anticipated in the French sample. When taking this
difference into account the score of portfolio use for French companies is still far below the
Dutch scores.
A response rate of 20,3 % is good. The group of alumni addressed has a personal connection
with the school that performed the questionnaire. There is a large difference between the first
and second wave of emails. The second wave resulted in a very low response. The day and the
week appeared to be badly chosen. The difference between the sample sizes is large as well.
Nevertheless the French sample was large enough to perform the statistical analyses.
Although the study aims at exploring the intercultural context in the purchasing activity, the
study is limited to purchasing in The Netherlands and France. First, a larger study could be
performed, involving more nationalities. Secondly, the study focuses on use of the portfolio
analysis in both countries. It would have been interesting to explore other means of
developing a differentiated purchasing strategy. E.g. what means do the French non-users
apply to develop their purchasing strategies? Alternatively, how do they apply the portfolio?

7.6

Recommendations
The study has been initiated being a topic of interest in scientific research and in the
purchasing activity. After performing the study the results can now be interpreted for
development in academic research and application in purchasing practice.

7.6.1

Reflection on theory
The hypotheses that have been developed based on existing intercultural studies do not
respond to the observed pattern in the buyer-supplier relationship. The study has been
performed in a controlled way, based upon existing literature in the purchasing domain as well
as in the intercultural domain. An explanation for this discrepancy could be that the current
intercultural knowledge addresses the relationship between people. The indirect assumption
was that this behaviour could be copied to the behaviour of someone in a business
environment. From the discussions that were performed (IAE, IEPM) resulted that private and
professional life are strictly separated in the French case. The attitude in the relationship
between the individuals is of a different nature than the relationship prescribed by
organisations. The discussions revealed that the personal relationship corresponds to the
existing profiles in intercultural studies. E.g. the French attach importance to the informal
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aspects of the relationship. One of the purchasers in the discussion called it ‘friendshiporientation’. The Dutch are in that sense much cooler and distant. In the business relationship
the French tend to be more rational and tough negotiators than the Dutch. This is supported by
the results of the survey.
Intercultural literature differentiates between national (NC), corporate (CC) and professional
culture (PC). Possibly, national culture is not the dominant factor in the business context. How
can the results be classified in the existing cultural framework? A dominant professional
culture could be expected in the purchasing activity. Especially in a situation where a sales
person is in contact with a purchaser the different aims, backgrounds and professional attitude
can create a large cultural gap. The explorative study has been conducted among purchasers in
France and purchasers in the Netherlands. They represent the same ‘profession’. Nevertheless,
the professional culture for purchasers in France is different from the purchasing profession in
the Netherlands. This cultural dimension should be explored in more detail.
The ‘business culture’ will definitely be affected by the industry one is operating in. An
industry like the automotive industry (one that is overrepresented in the French sample)
operates in a highly competitive market. The margin is minimal and the supply market
provides the possibility for tough negotiation. The behaviour of the purchasers in automotive
industry will be different from their colleagues in the beverage industry. In France this is a
sector that belongs to the national pride and the structure in the supply market is not clear The
informal structure and the development of supplier relationships by personal contact is part of
daily life. Therefore, it can be concluded that a general view can be given for a pattern on
national level, but differences exist from industry to industry. For more practical application in
these domains the study needs to be specified for these industries.
The study has also explored the levels of perceived dependence. This hypothesis was not
supported in the study. The dependency levels as describes by Gelderman were the same. The
translation of power and dependence to actual behaviour has not been elaborated upon in this
study. Another study could focus on the ways that power is addressed in the buyer-supplier
relationship. Hierarchy is a topic of interest when dealing with implicit and explicit power.
7.6.2

Reflection on practice
The results of this research reveal that a buyer-supplier relationship should not be addressed
with an approach based on national culture differences. The exploration of the cultural
dimension leads to an important role of professional culture in the development of purchasing
strategies. This was in contrast with the expected influence of national culture.
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When a purchasing managers are aware of these differences they can anticipate on behaviour
of the supplier.
1. Managers can be aware of the differences within their global operating company. In
international acquisitions and mergers purchasing departments with a different
cultural history need to cooperate or are even merged. It becomes clear with this study
that this integration involves more than connecting the departments to the same
information system. In the Dutch and the French case the department have a
completely different way of working. The commercial and more technical approach
are likely to collide. The background of the profession does not correspond to a same
way of working. A manager might not be aware of such a cultural difference, thinking
both are ‘purchasing’ departments. If a manager is not aware of this discrepancy, he
might make the mistake to force cooperation.
2. The study provides also more general recommendations for the Dutch purchaser
facing a French supplier and visa versa. The role of a separate business and personal
relationship influences the effectiveness of the relationship. In the Netherlands the
idea exists that the French deal is settled during the lunch or dinner. However, this
study observed that it is ‘not done’ to talk about business during the social parts. This
means that the extensive lunch that is often included in the French meeting belongs to
the personal sphere. One talks about the country, family and personal interests. It
might be true that a personal level of trust is built in the social contact, but the
business context applies other criteria. The French are tough negotiators. The
interaction between the dyads has not been developed yet. It would be a great help for
business practitioners if specific recommendations could be provided on both the
supplier‘s and the buyer’s point of view. How can a purchasing manager anticipate
cultural issues depending on the purchasing situation and the cultural background of
the supplier?
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Epilogue

Five years of study made me wonder whether I was finally ‘equipped’ to enter the ‘real
world’. Packed with a large amount of information I started this interesting journey of
nine months. Looking back on the Master Thesis project, I realise that this project has
been a beautiful and valuable experience.
During the first month, I realised that my equipment was not directly applicable to the
direction I was going. During five years of ‘Industrial Engineering and Management
Science' one has been taught to design solutions for business issues. This Master Thesis
however focused on academic research. For some time I felt like I had been educated to
swim the breaststroke and that my examination demanded the crawl. Academic research
involves a completely different gamma of knowledge and skills: an interesting and
challenging extension of my study basics.
I discovered that research is subject to many different interpretations. During this ninemonth project I realised that ‘good’ research depends on the attitude of the researcher, the
research design and the methodology. The highlight was the annual IPSERA-conference.
During this conference I attended about 25 presentations of research projects
demonstrating the variety of topics, methodologies and quality. I now think that a critical
and analytical view is indispensable for both researchers and business practitioners.
Academic research demands guts to open new domains, brains to develop ‘good’ research
and communicative skills to transfer the message. Only few facets of the possibilities have
been explored during this Master Thesis. Nevertheless, these nine months have activated a
completely new domain to me.
The process of the Master Thesis took mainly place in France, in the capital of the Alps.
My stay in Grenoble reflected the international dimension of my research topic. I have
even been subject to the phenomenon of my study. The view of researcher is dependent on
his background. Not only I discovered what academic research is about; I also saw that
France and the Netherlands value a different focus. The French approach is deductive. The
Dutch focus values a strong methodology and empirical data.
During the Master Thesis three stimulating/dedicated supervisors supported me. Each of
them brought an enormous amount of knowledge from his research domain. They
represented different nationalities and favoured different approaches. I appreciated the,
literally, all-round introduction in the world of research, long-distance communication and
process management. I think that the composition of this team contributed to the intensive
learning process that I have valued so much.
This Master Thesis opened new worlds to me. With the equipment of five years Industrial
Engineering I made an inspiring and challenging journey. Complete new domains
revealed to me. I came back with even better experiences and more ideas than I could
have imagined beforehand.

Mirjam Kibbeling
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Appendix A : Interview Schedule
This interview schedule can be seen as a guide line through the orienting interview for the
master thesis research on the French-Dutch buyer-supplier relationships.
General

•

What is your position?

•

Can you shortly explain the activities you evolve in your function?

•

In what way are you involved with Dutch-French (purchasing) activities?

•

What is the role of culture in the purchasing activity?

•

How does your organisation deal with the cultural aspects of purchasing?

Purchasing Portfolio Management

•

Do you use purchasing portfolio management?

•

In which amount is the purchasing activity focused on though negotiating?

•

In which amount is the purchasing activity focused on cooperation with the supplier?

Buyer-supplier relationship

•

Generally speaking what are the key success variables in a buyer-supplier
relationship?

•

Are these variables different when dealing with a French (Latin) supplier? Why?

•

If so, what are the key success variables in a French- Dutch buyer-supplier
relationship?

Dependency relations

The relationship between two parties is generally speaking created by some form of
dependence. This ‘dependence’ can be measured by the ‘supply risk’ within the supplier
market and the ‘profit impact’ on the own company (Kraljic, 1980).
•

How would you describe the role of ‘dependence’ within the buyer-supplier
relationship?

•

How would you describe the role of ‘power’ related to the concept of dependence
within the buyer-supplier relationship?

•

Is there a difference in the concept of ‘dependence’ or ‘power’ when dealing with a
French/Latin supplier?

•

If so, what could explain those differences?
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Cultural aspects

•

When dealing with a French supplier could something be changed about the way of
doing of the French to improve the purchasing process? What? Why?

•

When dealing with a French supplier should the Dutch party changed their way of
doing in the negotiation/relation process? What? Why?
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Appendix B : The French Questionnaire

Grenoble, 13.04.2005

Madame, Monsieur,
Dans le cadre d’une coopération entre l’IAE de Grenoble (ESA, représentée par le
professeur Richard CALVI) et l’Ecole Polytechnique d’Eindhoven (Pays-Bas, représentée par
le professeur Van WEELE), nous effectuons une étude de grande ampleur sur le thème du
« déploiement des stratégies d’achat ». Une étudiante néerlandaise (Mirjam KIBBELING)
réalise cette enquête sous notre responsabilité.
Seul un grand nombre de réponses garantira la réussite de notre travail. Nous vous prions
donc de bien vouloir nous faire bénéficier de votre expérience dans ce domaine en nous
donnant environ 20 minutes de votre temps.
Vous trouverez le questionnaire à l’adresse suivante :
http://FreeOnlineSurveys.com/rendersurvey.asp?id=89912
Nous vous assurons une complète confidentialité par rapport aux informations fournies ainsi
qu’un retour sur les résultats de l’étude si vous y participez. Si vous avez des questions nous
serons contents de vous répondre. Merci de contacter Mirjam KIBBELING par email
M.I.Kibbeling@student.tue.nl ou sur le numéro : 06 84 59 00 43. Nous vous serons
reconnaissants pour votre aide précieuse.
Cordialement,
Richard CALVI
Maître de conférences
Responsable Desma FC IAE Grenoble
06 82 89 77 21
richard.calvi@esa.upmf-grenoble.fr
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A

Part A - L’activité d’achat en général

A1

Quelle est votre fonction ?

A2

A3

O

Directeur Achats

O

Responsable Achats

O

Acheteur Leader

O

Acheteur

O

Assistant Achats

O

Responsable Logistique

O

Responsable Supply Chain

O

Approvisionneur

O

Autre : _____________

Vous achetez pour…
O

… le groupe

O

… une division

O

… un établissement

Dans quelle activité principale l’entité pour laquelle vous achetez s’inscrit-elle ?
O

Industrie automobile

O

Industries des équipements et des composants

O

électriques et électroniques

O

Industrie des équipements mécaniques

O

Métallurgie et de transformation des métaux

O

Chimie, caoutchouc, plastiques

O

Industries du bois et du papier

O

Edition, imprimerie, reproduction

O

Industrie habillement, cuir, textile

O

Pharmacie, parfumerie et entretien

O

Industrie des équipements du foyer

O

Construction navale, aéronautique et ferroviaire

O

Industrie extraction de produits énergiques et

O

Industrie des produits minéraux

O

Eau, gaz et électricité

de raffinage de pétrole

La question suivante concerne uniquement l’entité pour laquelle vous achetez!
A4

Quel était le nombre d’employés en 2004?
O

Moins de 100 employés

O

Entre 100 et 200 employés

O

Entre 201 et 500 employés

O

Entre 501 et 1000 employés

O

Plus de 1000 employés

A5

Les phrases suivantes concernent l’activité d’achat dans votre entreprise.

A5a

La fonction d’achat dépend directement de la direction générale.

O Non

O Oui

A5b

Pour réaliser l’activité d’achat on travaille la plupart du temps en équipe interdisciplinaire.

O Non

O Oui
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Évaluez les phrases suivantes sur une échelle de 1 (complètement en désaccord) à 5 (complètement en accord).
A5c

La direction générale considère l’achat comme un contributeur important à la compétitivité.

1

2

3

4

5

A5d

L’expertise du personnel ‘Achat’ est suffisante pour permettre le travail en équipe interdisciplinaire.

1

2

3

4

5

L’expertise du personnel ‘Achat’ est suffisante pour développer des stratégies Fournisseur/Achat

1

2

3

4

5

A5e

(purchasing and supplier strategies).

A5f

Le but principal visé par la stratégie d’achat est la collaboration avec le fournisseur.

1

2

3

4

5

A5g

Le but principal visé par la stratégie d’achat est de négocier le prix le plus bas avec les fournisseurs.

1

2

3

4

5

A5h

Dans notre entité, l’activité d’achat est une activité administrative.

1

2

3

4

5

B

Part B – Stratégies Achats (Purchasing and supplier strategies)
Cette partie du questionnaire s’intéresse aux stratégies d’achat. Pour cela quatre scénarios de situations
d’achat vous sont décrites. On vous demande de vous remémorer une situation vécue comparable et de
répondre en vous mettant dans le rôle de l’acheteur.
Deux termes utilisés dans les descriptions sont à préciser :
« Valeur d’achat » correspond à votre estimation de l’importance du produit acheté pour votre entreprise.
Cette valeur d’un produit peut être exprimée par sa valeur financière, son volume, son impact sur la qualité du
produit final, etc.…
« Risque d’achat » correspond à votre estimation de la complexité pour trouver, choisir et entretenir une
relation achat (marché fournisseur) en cohérence avec les exigences de l’entreprise
Situation 1
Il s’agit d’un produit qui représente une faible « valeur » mais un « risque » d’achat élevé. Dans ce cas votre
entreprise est très dépendante de la prestation du fournisseur actuel « X ». Pour sécuriser l’approvisionnement
vous êtes obligés de maintenir un haut niveau de stock de sécurité.

1

Rencontrez-vous cette situation dans vos pratiques quotidiennes d’achat?

B1

Pour cette situation, évaluez les phrases suivantes sur une échelle de 1 (complètement en désaccord) à 5 (complètement en

O Non

O Oui

accord).

2

Vous êtes dépendants du fournisseur X

1

2

3

4

5

3

Le fournisseur X est dépendant de votre entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

4

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X va tenir ses engagements vis-à-vis de l’entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

5

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X n’abusera pas de la situation et qu’il prendra en considération les

1

2

3

4

5

intérêts de notre entreprise

6

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car il est agréable de travailler avec lui

1

2

3

4

5

7

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car interrompre la relation avec lui revient à

1

2

3

4

5

dépenser plus de temps, d’énergie et de coûts
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Situation 2
Il s’agit d’un produit qui représente une faible « valeur » et un faible « risque » d’achat. Le produit n’est pas de
grande importance pour votre entreprise, mais il est nécessaire de l’acheter. Vous achetez actuellement ce
produit au fournisseur X.

1
B2

Rencontrez-vous cette situation dans vos pratiques quotidiennes d’achat?

O Non

O Oui

Pour cette situation, évaluez les phrases suivantes sur une échelle de 1 (complètement en désaccord) à 5 (complètement en
accord).

2

Vous êtes dépendants du fournisseur X

3

Le fournisseur X est dépendant de votre entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

4

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X va tenir ses engagements vis-à-vis de l’entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X n’abusera pas de la situation et qu’il prendra en considération les

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car il est agréable de travailler avec lui

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car interrompre la relation avec lui revient à

1

2

3

4

5

5

1

2

3

4

5

intérêts de notre entreprise

6
7

dépenser plus de temps, d’énergie et de coûts

Situation 3
Pour ce produit le risque d’achat est faible, mais le montant de vos achats est élevé. Actuellement vous
achetez le produit au fournisseur X et vous cherchez à négocier le prix le plus bas avec lui.

1

Rencontrez-vous cette situation dans vos pratiques quotidiennes d’achat?

O Non

O Oui

B2

Pour cette situation, évaluez les phrases suivantes sur une échelle de 1 (complètement en désaccord) à 5 (complètement en
accord).

2

Vous êtes dépendants du fournisseur X

1

2

3

4

5

3

Le fournisseur X est dépendant de votre entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

4

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X va tenir ses engagements vis-à-vis de l’entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

5

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X n’abusera pas de la situation et qu’il prendra en considération les

1

2

3

4

5

intérêts de notre entreprise

6

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car il est agréable de travailler avec lui

1

2

3

4

5

7

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car interrompre la relation avec lui revient à

1

2

3

4

5

dépenser plus de temps, d’énergie et de coûts

Situation 4
Ce produit représente une valeur élevée et un risque d’achat élevé. C’est donc un produit stratégique. Le
fournisseur X est un partenaire important avec qui vous avez une relation de coopération.

1
B4

Rencontrez-vous cette situation dans vos pratiques quotidiennes d’achat?

O Non

O Oui

Pour cette situation, évaluez les phrases suivantes sur une échelle de 1 (complètement en désaccord) à 5 (complètement en
accord).
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2

Vous êtes dépendants du fournisseur X

3

Le fournisseur X est dépendant de votre entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

4

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X va tenir ses engagements vis-à-vis de l’entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X n’abusera pas de la situation et qu’il prendra en considération les

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car il est agréable de travailler avec lui

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car interrompre la relation avec lui revient à

1

2

3

4

5

5

1

2

3

4

5

intérêts de notre entreprise

6
7

dépenser plus de temps, d’énergie et de coûts

C

Part C – Matrice/portefeuille Achat

C1

Dans votre entreprise utilise-t-on « matrice/portefeuille achat » ?

O Non

O Oui

Si vous avez indiqué ‘non’, répondez seulement à la question D2
Si vous avez indiqué une ‘oui’, répondez aux autres questions hormis D2.
C2

Pour quelles raisons n’utilisez vous pas ce type d’analyse ? (Plusieurs réponses sont possibles)
O

Car ça prend trop de temps.

O

Car les résultats ne sont pas utiles.

O

Car la connaissance sur ces techniques est insuffisante dans l’entreprise

O

Car le directeur «achat » préfère ne pas utiliser les « matrices/portefeuille achat ».

O

Car l’analyse n’intègre pas assez de facteurs.

O

Car l’activité d’achat représente des décisions stratégiques et complexes qui ne peuvent pas être analysées
par une simple approche «portfolio».

O
C2

Autres raisons ___________________________________

Qui applique la « matrice/portefeuille achat » dans votre entreprise ? (Plusieurs réponses sont
possibles)

C3

C5

O

Directeur Achats

O

Responsable Achats

O

Acheteur Leader

O

Acheteur

O

Assistant Achats

O

Responsable Logistique

O

Responsable Supply Chain

O

Approvisionneur

O

Autre : ________

Dans votre entreprise, combien de fois l’analyse « portefeuille/ matrice » est appliquée ?
O

Moins d’une fois par an

O

A peu près une fois par an

O

Plus d’une fois par an

Si une « matrice/portefeuille achat» est utilisée, quelles sont les raisons de son utilisation ?
(Plusieurs réponses sont possibles)
O

L’analyse contribue significativement à la compréhension des produits et des fournisseurs.

O

L’analyse contribue significativement à la réalisation de coûts réduits d’achat

O

L’analyse identifie des problèmes et des opportunités éventuels autour de l’activité d’achat

O

L’analyse est une source importante d’information pour le développement des stratégies
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fournisseur/acheteur
O

D

Autres raisons

Part D – Stratégies pour des fournisseurs de différentes cultures
Le but de cette partie du questionnaire est de savoir si les différences culturelles ont une influence sur votre
façon d’analyser les relations client/fournisseur. Pour une même situation d’achats, il vous est demandé de
répondre à une série de questions identiques.

Chaque situation s’adresse à un fournisseur d’une nationalité

spécifique.
La situation d’achat pour les quatre situations suivantes :
Ce produit représente une valeur élevée et un risque d’achat élevé. C’est donc un produit stratégique. Le
fournisseur X est un partenaire important avec qui vous avez une relation de coopération.
Situation 5
Imaginez-vous dans une telle situation dans une relation avec un fournisseur français.

1

Rencontrez-vous cette situation dans vos pratiques quotidiennes d’achat dans des affaires avec un

O Non

O Oui

fournisseur d’origine français?

D1

Évaluer les phrases suivantes sur une échelle de 1 (complètement en désaccord) à 5 (complètement en accord).

2

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X va tenir ses engagements vis-à-vis de l’entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X n’abusera pas de la situation et qu’il prendra en considération les

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car il est agréable de travailler avec lui

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car interrompre la relation avec lui revient à

1

2

3

4

5

3

intérêts de notre entreprise

4
5

dépenser plus de temps, d’énergie et de coûts

Situation 6
Imaginez-vous dans une situation comme décrite avant avec un fournisseur hollandais.

1

Rencontriez-vous cette situation dans vos pratiques quotidiennes d’achat dans des affaires avec un

O Non

O Oui

fournisseur d’origine hollandais?

D2

Évaluer les phrases suivantes sur une échelle de 1 (complètement en désaccord) à 5 (complètement en accord).

2

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X va tenir ses engagements vis-à-vis de l’entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

3

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X n’abusera pas de la situation et qu’il prendra en considération les

1

2

3

4

5

intérêts de notre entreprise

4

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car il est agréable de travailler avec lui

1

2

3

4

5

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car interrompre la relation avec lui revient à

1

2

3

4

5

dépenser plus de temps, d’énergie et de coûts

Situation 7
Imaginez-vous dans une situation comme décrite avant avec un fournisseur italien.
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1

Rencontriez-vous cette situation dans vos pratiques quotidiennes d’achat dans des affaires avec un

O Non

O Oui

fournisseur d’origine italien?

D3

Évaluer les phrases suivantes sur une échelle de 1 (complètement en désaccord) à 5 (complètement en accord).

2

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X va tenir ses engagements vis-à-vis de l’entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X n’abusera pas de la situation et qu’il prendra en considération les

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car il est agréable de travailler avec lui

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car interrompre la relation avec lui revient à

1

2

3

4

5

3

intérêts de notre entreprise

4
5

dépenser plus de temps, d’énergie et de coûts

Situation 8
Imaginez-vous dans une situation comme décrite avant avec un fournisseur allemand.

1

Rencontriez-vous cette situation dans vos pratiques quotidiennes d’achat dans des affaires avec un

O Non

O Oui

fournisseur d’origine allemande?

D4

Évaluer les phrases suivantes sur une échelle de 1 (complètement en désaccord) à 5 (complètement en accord).

2

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X va tenir ses engagements vis-à-vis de l’entreprise

1

2

3

4

5

Nous croyons que le fournisseur X n’abusera pas de la situation et qu’il prendra en considération les

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car il est agréable de travailler avec lui

1

2

3

4

5

Nous traitons avec le fournisseur X, principalement, car interrompre la relation avec lui revient à

1

2

3

4

5

3

intérêts de notre entreprise

4
5

dépenser plus de temps, d’énergie et de coûts

Merci beaucoup de votre temps et de votre coopération !
E1

Désirez-vous recevoir un résumé des résultats de cette recherche ?
Si « oui », merci de fournir vos données.
Nom
Adresse email
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Appendix C : Guiding questions for the focus group discussions

Grenoble, 24.05.2005 (French)
Les acheteurs français utilisent moins souvent un outil « portefeuille achat » que les acheteurs
hollandais. Quelle pourrait être une explication pour cette différence?
Les acheteurs hollandais montrent plus de confiance de la compétence, de confiance de
bienveillance et d’engagement affective que des acheteurs français. Ces résultats s’opposent
aux hypothèses. Quelle pourrait être une explication pour cette différence?

Archamps, 29. 06.2005 (English)
Considering the difference between the hypotheses and the results, could you explain these
presented discrepancies?
1. Where our hypotheses not correct? Are French purchasers less relationship orientated than
the Dutch?
2. Could it be that the presence of trust and commitment correspond to the ‘maturity’ of the
purchasing function?
3. The basic cultural studies focus on the relationship and interaction between people. Could it
be that a business context manifests a different cultural pattern?
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